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This volume, SD78-SH-0141, formerly numbered as SD74-SH-0043, Vol 2, 
Book 2, is an element of the Avionics Verification Plan SD76-SH-Ol60.
 
This volume describes the elements of the Ascent GN&C Subsystem, the
 
interface with other subsystems, and the plan for verification of
 
the Ascent Guidance Subsystem interfaces and the Ascent Integrated
 
GN&C Subsystem interfaces and the Ascent Integrated GN&C Subsystem.
 
Verification of the other subsystems are as follows: Flight Con­
trol, SD78-SH-0140; Navigation, SD78-SH-0142; Separation, SD78-SH­
0143; Integrated Guidance, Navigation and Control, On-Orbit, SD78­
SH-0144; and Integrated Guidance, Navigation and Control, Descent,
 
SD78-SH-0145. The tests identified for verification may be modified
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This Volume, SD78-SH-0141, is one of six volumes that define the Guid­
ance, Navigation, Control and Separation (SRB and ET) Verification
 
-Plans and Methods for the Ascent phase for the Space Shuttle. Figure
 
1.1 shows the six volumes of this plan in relation to the Avionics
 
Verification Plan. This particular volume presents the plans at
 
the ascent guidance subsystem interface and the integrated GN&C
 
level while the other volumes define verification plans for flight
 
control, navigation, separation, and the on-orbit and descent por­
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1.1 Verification Scope 
This Plan defines the verification process and requirements for the 
Ascent Guidance interfaces and the Ascent Integrated Guidance, Navi­
gation and Control System and includes those portions of supporting
 
systems which directly interface with the system. The Ascent Phase
 
of Verification covers the normal and ATO ascent through the final
 
OMS-2 circularization Burn (all of OPS 1), the AOA ascent through the
 
OMS- Burn (all of OPS 1), and the RTLS ascent through ET Separation
 




The verification of Ascent GN&C will be accomplished by progressing
 
from the lowest level of assembly or subsystem to the integrated
 
GN&C level with OPS Transition for the ascent phase of the mission.
 
The Ascent GN&C verification tree describing this process is given
 
in Figures 1.2-1. Lower level verification trees for the GN&C sub­
systems and related subsystems are given in their respective veri­
fication plans. It is intended that a Verification Completion Notice
 
(VCN) will be prepared and approved for each box of the tree as des­
ignated by the code building to the top level GN&C VCN for the total
 
mission flight. It is further intended that responsible counterpart
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A verification roadmap for the Ascent Guidance interfaces and the As­
cent Integrated GN&C is given in Figure 1.3-1. The roadmap identifies
 
the top level verification requirements giving the associated princi­
pal verification methods, facility assignments and general schedule
 
for conducting the verification. Detailed verification requirements,
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The total ascent/RTLS system functional block diagram is shown in Figure
 
2.1. This figure depicts the total mated element system required for the
 
integrated ascent/RTLS GN&C verification testing. The system functional
 
block diagrams include the unpowered portion of the RTLS for reference only.
 




The integrated GN&C system is comprised of both hardware (LRU's) and
 
software (SW). It interfaces with the vehicle, the crew, and other avionic
 
subsystems. A top level functional block diagram of the ascent integrated
 
GN&C along with most of its critical parameters is shown in Figure 2.2.
 
A more detailed functional block diagram of the integrated ascent/RTLS GN&C
 
along with all the supporting subsystems is shown in Figure 2.3.
 
The integrated ascent GN&C system of the Space Shuttle Integrated Vehicle
 
provides guidance and navigation while maintaining Orbiter stability and
 
control within critical trajectory and loading constraints including
 
failures and dispersions during normal ascent operations. These operations
 




The primary subsystems of the Integrated GN&C system are guidance,
 
navigation and control. These elements plus supporting subsystems such
 
as the backup flight system, separation system, communication and tracking,
 
displays, and redundancy management tend to comprise the bulk of the
 
integrated ascent GN&C activity.
 
2.3 Avionic Equipment Location 
The GN&C avionics equipment is located in both the forward and aft
 




The powered flight guidance SW processes position, velocity and acceleration
 
data from the navigation subsystem to generate desired attitude commands for
 
the flight control subsystem. During first stage a preprogrammed body
 
attitude profile is commanded.
 
During the second stage, powered RTLS, OMS-1 and OMS-2 phases a thrust
 
direction profile which satisfies the target conditions at MECO or OMS
 
cutoff is commanded. If an engine out occurs during first stage, an alternate
 
body attitude profile is selected. If an RTLS, AOA or ATO abort is selected,
 
appropriate alternate end-burn target parameters within the vehicle performance
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The NAV subsystem outputs include vehicle attitudes and velocity to
 
flight control (FC), vehicle posrtion and heading data to guidance
 
(GD) and to displays (DIS, D19, D110); IMU-derived body rates and
 




Figure 2-5 is a simplified block diagram of the navigation subsystem
 
interfaces. A more complete system definition is contained in Volume
 






The ascent flight control subsystem functions provide attitude con­
trol and stabilization, mated vehicle structural load alleviation,
 
elevon load alleviation and fault detection and isolation.
 
During the nominal ascent Stage 1 and Stage 2 mission phases, the
 
flight control subsystem (FCS) receives vehicle attitude errors and
 
attitude rate commands for thrust vector control from the guidance/
 
control steering (GC-Steer) interface. GC-Steer also provides the
 
ascent ADI processor with attitude errors for display. Three axes
 
rate signals from the Orbiter RGA's, pitch and yaw rate signals from
 
the SRB rate gyros, and normal and lateral acceleration signals are
 
received by the Ascent DAP to be combined with the vehicle attitude
 
error and rate signals for subsequent automatic commanding of the
 
main propulsion engine and solid rocket booster motor actuators via
 
the command processors and actuator command SOP's. The flight con­
trol subsystem provides elevon repositioning commands to relieve
 
in flight elevon actuator loading. Elevon actuator primary feedback
 
pressures are processed by means of hinge moment relief logic and
 
summed with a relative velocity schedule profile to provide slaved
 
elevon position commands. Management of redundant flight control
 
elements is provided to minimize system effects of element failures,
 
identify faulted elements and switch out of active control, assure
 




Many FCS functions are dependent upon outside indicators for the pro­
per execution of the ascent control laws and sequence of events.
 
Examples of some of these indicators are: initiate SRB null command,
 
begin monitoring of SRB chamber pressure, initiate SRB separation
 
command, main engine cut indicators, initiate main engine pitch re­
trim, initiate main engine cutoff, hydraulic system failure indica­
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Flight control mode switches provide pitch and roll/yaw Auto, CSS,
 
and Gain-Enable selection at each of the two crew posftiots. Nbr­
mal ascent FCS operation will be in the Auto mode. CSS selection
 
provides the manual guidance mode for an abort situation. Selection
 
of the Gain Enable push button in con3unction with either Auto or
 
CSS switches permits the crew to ad3ust the forward loop gain to im­
prove the handling characteristics of the vehicle.
 
A simplified block diagram of the ascent/RTLS flight control system
 
interfaces is presented in Figure 2-6.
 
2.6.2 Return to Launch Site (RTLS)
 
Flight control of the Orbiter during the unpowered portion of a
 




GRTLS DAP is first called at MECO COMMAND, and provides attitude
 
stabilization during the brief mated coast (MC) phase prior to
 
separation from the external tank. Body mounted rate gyros provide
 
rate feedback on all axes. Attitude error signals are provided
 
by the GC__STEER module. The reference attitude is defined by an
 
axis along the earth relative velocity vector, a horizontal axis
 




RTLS ET SEPARATION COMMAND causes the GRTLS DAP to change from the
 
MC to the ET SEP configuration and initiates the -Z translational burn.
 
Angular rate feedback is provided on all axes, and roll and yaw error
 
signals are supplied by GC__STEER. However, the pitch error signal
 
is not used during ETSEP. Pitch control is invoked only if the
 
pitch rate exceeds a preset level. The crew can modify the orien­
tation of the Orbiter with three-axes RHC inputs during ETSEP.
 
In addition, the translational hand controller (THC) can be used to
 
override the roll/pitch loops and turn on all the -Z RCS 3ets. The
 
completion of the ET Separation translation burn is the transition
 
to the glide phase of RTLS.
 
A simplified block diagram of the Ascent/RTLS flight control system
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2.7 Backup Flight System
 
The backup GN&C system as shown in Figures 2.7.a and 2.7.b are designed to 
provide protection against a generic software failure of the 4 Primary GNGC
 
computers. The BPS will be available only in OPS 1 and 3, and constitute
 
one computer load. Because the BFS will fit into one computer coupled with
 
the fact that on orbit operations is not a baseline requirement, some of
 
the capabilities of the primary system in OPS 1 and 3 are not available to
 
the BFS. However, guidance laws, navigation and flight control algorithms,
 
display formats, etc., which are used by the BFS are identical to those
 
used by the primary. 
2.7.1 BPS Ascent Guidance
 
The BFS guidance subsystem is based on the identical algorithms used by the
 
Primary Guidance Subsystem. However, the BPS does not support the entire
 




First Stage Guidance, with the exception of Aborts, is identical to that
 
utilized by the primary. An I-loaded table of pitch, yaw and roll tables
 
is used to generate commanded body attitudes as a function of relative
 
velocity. A throttle table, also as a function of relative velocity, is
 
used to constrain variable structural loading. The generated body attitudes
 
are passed to the flight control subsystem as steering commands, while
 
throttling commands are passed to the SSME HARDWARE INTERFACE PROGRAM (HIP).
 
Subsequent to SRB jettison, Second Stage Guidance is initiated. The BPS,
 
with the exception of abort coverage, uses guidance algorithms identical to
 
those used by the primary guidance subsystem. Navigation inputs, in the form
 
of state vectors and velocities, are used to develop steering commands to
 
be sent to the flight control subsystem. Acceleration limiting throttle com­
mands are sent to the SSME HIP.
 
Subsequent to MECO, and ET separation, OMS guidance is used for two burns
 
which culminate in placing the vehicle into a safe orbit. The guidance
 




The navigation system during the ascent phase receives vehicle state data
 
from the inertial measurements unit HIP (IMU HIP) in the form of IMU
 
measured accumulated sensed velocity and corresponding time tag, angle of
 
attack and sideslip from the attitude processor portion of the IMU (ATTPROC),
 
current vehicle mass from ascent guidance, time of epoch and corresponding
 
updated M50 to earth-fixed coordinate transformation matrix via the primary/
 
backup data exchange HIP and mission sequencing and ma3or moding from the
 
backup events controller (BEC).
 
The NAV ascent subsystem outputs include vehicle attitudes and relative
 
velocity magnitude to flight control (FC), vehicle state and time lag to
 
guidance, altitude, dynamic pressure; vehicle state, and total load factor
 
to user interface (UI) for pilot use, relative velocity and vehicle state to
 
attitude processor (ATTPROC), and finally dynamic pressure and total load
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2.7.3 BFS Flight Control
 
BFS Flight Control undergoes three distinct changes during Ascent and
 
Insertion. First and second stage boost are purely automatic modes.
 
Flight control receives steering inputs from guidance, present attitude
 
and velocity from navigation. During first stage when the SRB's are burning,
 
these are combined with rate gyro and acceleration data to yield TVC actuator
 
commands. Aerosurface load relief is accomplished simultaneously by sensing
 
actuator P and generating appropriate drive signals to reduce hinge moments.
 
Redundant sensor/controller data is mid value selected prior to use by
 
flight control, to enhance fault tolerance.
 
Following SRB 3ettison, second stage flight continues, switching to
 
Orbiter rate gyros for yaw and pitch and using only the SSME's for control.
 
External tank separation and the subsequent two insertion burns are
 
accomplished via the backup Transition DAP, using gimballed OMS engines
 
and 38 RCS 3ets (the vernier RCS are not used in BFS) Control during OMS
 
burns is accomplished via manual thrust vector control, using the RHC
 
and Orbiter rate gyros.
 
Flight control panel switches and CIRT displays will be the same as what
 
will be available for the Efttry Phase of the OFT mission.
 
A simplified block diagram of the Ascent/RTLS flight control system
 
interfaces is presented in Figure 2.7.a and 2.7.b.
 
2.8 Redundancy Management, Moding, Sequencing and Control (RM/MS&C) 
The basic function of the RM/MS&C is to direct the utilization of the
 




The GN&C redundancy management is designed to wixmze the operational 
reliability of the GN&C system. This is accomplished by management of 
redundant data to minimize usage of incorrect or faulty data within the 
GN&C software application programs. Data from sensors, transducers, and 
switchines are processed to minimize the probability of degradation of 
system performance (i.e., maximize vehicle safety and mission success 
probabilities). 
Redundancy management consists of five software functional modules, as
 
shown in Figure 2-8. The functional modules are:
 
* Redundancy management control (RMC) 
Redundancy status (RS)
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Display interface processor (DIP)
 
Subsystem operating programs (SOP)
 
NAV and PC application programs (AP)
 
Flight computer operating systems (FCOS)
 
The FCOS interface is an indirect interface via SOP.
 
One ma3or feature of the RM system is the selection filter. The SF
 
provides a single data output source to user programs derived from
 
redundant input data. Redundant data are input to the SF from SOP's,
 
AP (application programs) or hardware. The SF is controlled by an
 
input from the FDIR and SFC, by digital communication status from
 
FCOS, and by data lock-on status (RF navigation aids).
 
Input data to an SP from an SOP or AP are also provided to the ED
 
function. The input data are periodically examined for an out-of­
tolerance condition by the ED function. This function is performed
 
on the same set of data that the RMC FI is using. The RD results
 




The RMC function determines the fault and usage status of the equip­
ment. Fault status is based on the FD status, the built-in test
 
equipment (BITE) status, and the lock-on status. In general, the RMC
 
declares equipment faults after noting three consecutive fault status
 
inputs. Fault declaration is contingent on fault detection and iden­
tification. All detected faults are annunciated to the crew and are
 
noted to be equipment specific only if the fault is identified.
 
The selection filter controller modes the SF on the basis of crew
 
inputs or RMC usage input. Direct crew inputs are applicable only
 
during the down-mode-inhibit mode, which is applicable to all equip­
ment simultaneously. During the time down-mode inhibit is selected,
 
crew inputs go the RMC for use in determining the 2MC usage status.
 
The status of the equipment and the values of the data being employed
 
in the PM functions are tabulated in the RS function. The RS data
 




In addition, special functional modules are defined for discrete
 
switch RM, body flap PM, and ADTA RM. The switch RM functional module
 
includes the functions performed by the RMC, SFC, SF, and ED functional
 
modules described but in a more integrated manner. The switch RM
 
interfaces to the RS functional module. The body flap and ADTA RM
 
similarly contain the RMC, SFC, SF, and ED functional modules describ­
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The body flap and ADTA RM similarly contain the RMC, SFC, SFP, and FD 
functional modules and interfaces with the RS. These special func­
tional modules result from hardware peculiarities that dictate spe­
cial consideration.
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2.9 Display and Control Subsystem
 
Display and control hardware and software provide the crew with manual
 
command, control, and monitoring of GN&C functions. Figure 2.9 is a GN&C
 
displays and controls block diagram that shows the display processor (DP) and
 
its interfaces with elements of GN&C and the displays.
 
2.10 SRB Separation System Description
 
The Separation System includes software, release hardware, booster
 
separation motor systems, and subsystem functions uniquely defined by 
separation requirements. The separation system block diagram is shown In 
Figure 2-10. The separation sequence is initiated when the chamber pressure 
in both SRM's is 50 psia, or the time from liftoff has exceeded maximum 
possible time for any SRM to have reached 50 psia during tailoff. 
The SRB/ET attach/release system consist of 1 forward and 3 aft structural 
fittings per SRB. There are 2 range safety cables and a small ordinance 
cable across each forward interface and 6 SPR3 to Orbiter cables and a small
 
ordinance cable across each aft upper strut. In addition, there are small
 




The forward and aft structural attach fittings utilize double ended pyro­
technic separation bolts. Disconnect of the electrical cables across the
 
forward and aft upper strut is provided by pull away connectors.
 
The booster separation motor system consists of two cluster of 4 booster
 
separation motors, BSM's, per SRB, the forward cluster is mounted An the
 
frustrum and the aft cluster is mounted on the aft skirt. These motors
 
are oriented to provide a force to translate the SRB's down from the
 
Orbiter wing and outboard from the ET. BSM ignition is accomplished
 
through redundant initiation of a manifold at each cluster.
 
2.11 ET Separation System Description
 
The Separation System includes software, release hardware and subsystem
 
functions uniquely defined by separation requirements. The external tank
 
separation system block diagram is shown in Figure 2.11.
 
The separation sequence is initiated when SSME MECO hap been verified, and
 
all separation pyrotechnics are armed. When SSME pre-valve closure is com­
manded, the sequence is continued and the feed line disconnect valves are
 
commanded closed. The ET power is commanded off and umibilical carrier plate
 
release and retraction is initiated. Structural release is automatically
 
commanded and a RCS translation maneuver initiated when for NOMINAL, AOA and
 
ATO Separation, the body angular rates are within limits and the feed line
 
disconnect valves closed. RTLS Separation for structural release and RCS
 
translation are initiated when the body angular rates are within limits and
 
the angle-of-attach and sideslip angle are within limits. 
The orbiter/ET attach/release system consists of one forward and two aft 
structural attach/release fittings and two aft located umbilical clusters
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY3. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

This section defines the top-level and detailed functional and performance 
requirements imposed on the ascent integrated GN&C system for the Space 
Shuttle OFT and operational program. It is important to note that the 
requirements defined herein are restricted to those requirements that must 
be verified to demonstrate that the vehicle can fly the powered phases of 
ascent to orbit insertion or through ET separation in the case of RTLS abort. 
3.1 REQUIREMENTS TRACEABILITY 
Figure 3-1 defines the GN&C system requirement tree providing traceability
 
from the Space Shuttle Flight and ground system specification down through
 
both the hardware and software specifications. For the integrated GN&C
 
systems verification, the level of requirements to which the system will be
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The ascent integrated GN&C design requirements from the Space
 
Shut-tle Flights and Ground System Specification, Vol. X, are identi­
fied in Table 3-1. These requirements and associated Orbiter End
 
Item Specification and other documents GN&C and related Avionics
 






SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHT AND GROUND SYSTEM
 
SPECIFICATION VOL. X INTEGRATED GN&C REQUIREMENTS
 
VOL. X 	 REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION
 
3.2.1.1.6 	 Orbit Insertion Accuracy
 
3.2.1.1.9 	 Nominal Ascent Sep IC's and Performance
 
3.2.1.1.10 	 Abort Sep IC's and Performance
 
3.2.1.1.11 	 Flight Personnel Flight Load Limits
 
3.2.1.1.17 	 MECO Targeting for ET Disposal
 
3.2.1.5.1 	 Intact Abort and Failures
 
3.2.1.5.2.3 	 Manual Initiation of Cont. Abort S/W Modes 
3.2.2.1.2 	 Load Limiting (Throttling, Traj Shaping, Elevon
 
Positioning) Engine Paralleling Modes
 
3.3.1.2.2.1 	 Limit SSME Gimbal Excursions
 
3.3.1.2.3.1.2 	 Avionics/GN&C Redundancy
 
3.3.1.2.3.3 	 Provide GN&C for all Phases (Auto/Manual)
 
3.3.1.2.3.4 	 GN&C/Displays & Controls/Crew Interfaces
 
3.3.1.2.3.4.1 	 Abort Commands
 
3.3.1.2.3.5 	 GN&C Software and Data Processing
 
3.3.1.3.2.1 	 GN&C Sources
 
A detailed listing of Ascent GN&C requirements to be verified are
 
given in Table 3-2. The correlation of these requirements to the
 
various requirement document paragraphs will be supplied in subse­




TABLE 3-2 ASCENT GN&C REQUIREMENTS 
REF. NO. REQUIREMENTS 
i.1.lCa) The GN&C shall provide a digitally-processed manual control capability 
for all flight control functions for all Orbiter-alone flight phases. 
During launch and ascent of the mated vehicle (OIB/ET/SRB and OB2/UT) 
the capability to digitally process manual main engine throttle commands 
shall be proVided. Manual guidance (substitution of stick command for 
auto guidance command) capability shall be provided during mated vehicle 
,flight phases for contingency situations. This manual guidance cap­
ability shall be provided onl in the abort soitware operational seq­
uences, and will not be provided in the nominal mission sottware major 
modes. If manual guidance is selected, there is no requirement for 
return to autowatic opezations during ascent. 
l.l.l(b) The GN&C shall provide vehicle stabilization and control throughout­
ascent, orbital, entry, and landing ilight regimes for both automatic 
and mantal control modes, ana combinations of each for those missiops
wiere both automatic and manual modes are provided. 
l.l.l(c) The G"JSC shall provide an on-bodrd attitude reference that proviades
continuous attitude information required for guidance, navtqati(,n, and 
display functions with no attitude limitatioils. 0o 
C CD 
0 
TABLE 3-2 ASCENT GN&C REQUIREMENTS (CONT.)
 
REF. NO. REQUIREMENTS 
l.1.l(d) GNSC shall provide the capability of accepting state vector updates and 
other mission and vehicle related GH&C data from external sources 
through data link communications. 
l.1.1(e) GN&C shall supply GN&C subsystem data to the instrumentation subsystem 
and performance monitor function for telemetry, recording and configur­
ation/health status reporting. 
1.1.1(f) GNbC shall provide a means for transferring control authority from the 
Auto Mode to the manual mode and from manual to Auto Mode with 
acceptable transients for those mission phases where both automatic and 
manual modes are available. 
l.l.1(g) GN&C shall provide current abort-mode solutions after abort mode 
selection and initiation by the creu. 
1..1(h) GNSC shall provide coarse alignment and the means to fine align the 

















TABLE 3-2 ASCENT GN&C REQUIREMENTS (CONT.) 
REQUIREMENTS 
GNHC shall provide on-board automatic reconfiguration n2th manual 
reconfiguration override capability as required by time-critical failure 
modes to working GN&C system upon any time-critical failures. 
GN&C shall provide automatic calibration and compensation o 
sensors or sensor data, when required. 
inertial 
GNSC shall supply data to the control and display subsystems required 
to monitar GNbC subsystem performances monitor GN&C function execution,, 
and perform vehicle manual control. 
GNbC shall provide attitude control stability of the rigid aerodynamic 
modes, aeroelastic modes, and tiluid slosh modes, including the effects 
of "tail-wags-dog" dynazics. 
G&NC shall supply an automatic sequence and command for mission 
























GN&C shall provide, when practical, the capability to check out inter­
facing systems, including end-to-end items.
 








GNSC shall initiate lift-off sequence.
 
GN&C shall provide guidance and control for tower clearance as Specified
 








1.2Cc) GN&C shall control the orbxter/ET/SRI in the presence of:
 
1. 	SHll dynamic thrust vector and attach misalignments of TBD.
 
2. 	 Differential thrust between the two SUB's on the Shuttle vehicle
 
which does not exceed the thrust versus time profile defined in
 
Figure 3.3.5.1.2 of the OVEI spec.
 
3. lisalignment between MPS thrust vector and enyine centerline or
 
0.5 	degree maximum half-cone angle.
 
4. 	 dehdnical installation misalignment of the actuator on the engine 
ot 0.25 degree maximum with respect to the vehicle centerline dS it 
exists duting installation of the engine. 
5. 	MPS snubbing uncertainty of 1.0 degree.
 
6. 	 IPS thrust mismatch of 12,000 pounds maximum plus the mismatch 
produced by ditterential throttling o± the engines by the 
avionics, which shall not exceed 2 percent of commanded thrust. 
00M
IV! g1.2(d) GNrC shall provide mdln engine commands per Table 8.3 of ICD 	 0 





















GN&C shall provide capability for automatic signals to the MPS diad SRB's,
 
for control authority in pitch, yaw, and roll. Capability shall also be
 
provided to program orbiter elevon deflections to relieve wing and
 
elevon loads. Hardware and software provisions shall be made for a
 
closed loop load relief elevon control using actuator load pressure
 




'Ihe GN&C computer shall monitor ascent g's and provide signals for 
throttling !PS to limit resultant riqid body longiLudinal acceleLation 
to the g levels stated in 3.2.2.1.5 of OVEX. 
Control angular rates and acceleration to those specified in 3.2.3.1.3 
of OVE1. 
GN&C shall sense and determine the time when the chamber pressure of
 
both SRB's decayed to 50 -t15 psia.
 




GN&C shall provide controliso that the orbiter/SRB/ET shall have angular 





TABLE 3-2 ASCENT GN&C REQUIREMENTS (CONT.) 
REF. NO. REQUIREMENTS 
1.3(d) GN&C shall provide control so that the orbxter/ET shall not deviate 
from its orientation at SRB separation initiation by more than the 
values stated in 3.2.3.2d of OVEI. 
t 
1.4(a) GN&C shall provide guidance commands that permit insertion into both 
circular and elliptical orbits for all credible ormit inclinatLons,. 
t 
1.4(b) GUJ&C shall provide main engine commands per lable 8.3 of ICD 13M15000; 
provide cotrol siqzadls to the main engine TVC actuators to provide 
dascent dontrol authority in pitch, roll and yaw as specified in 
3.2.3. 1.3; and receive electrLcal sigadls from SS'IE 'VC actudtors and 
provide failure detection, isolation and recovery (FDIR) and annuncia­
tLion functions. 
1.4(c) (NSC shall provide the necessaLy guidance dand navigational accuracy tor 
an:ertion into the required ocbit in the presence at design-level ott­
itominal performance of the MPS, SB's, and other pertantiat suboystems 
without requiring a flight performance reserve (FP.1) exceedLng 0.85 
percent of totLdi abcent characteristic velocity. This FPa shall be 
independent at the OdS delta V capability. 
1.4(d) GN&C shall determine ME cutoff time ana command 
prior to shutdown then command HE shutdonn. 
throttle to 50 percent CD 
0 0 
l.4,1(a GNC shall determine tLe reguired ET separation-initiation time. 6 




at ET mechanical release shall be as specified in 
0 
TABLE 3-2 ASCENT GN&C REQUIREMENTS (CONT.)
 
REF. NO. REQUIREMENTS 




The following exceptions apply (ref. 
a. Subphase seguential time intervals of 3.2.3.6 
requirements) do not apply to abort flight. 
of OVEI (on-orbit 
b. Abort mode solutions (ref. 3.3.5.1.1.1.g of OYEI) are not required 
subsequent to selecting an abort mode. 
0 
1,10.2 Orbiter/ET/SRB Mated Ascent. The following exceptiops and additions 
apply (ref. 3.3.5.1.2 of OVEI). 
a. "Heads down" orientation for ascent (ref. 3.3.5.1.2.g of OVEI) is 





Control of angular rates and acceleration within the limits speci­
fied in 3.2.3.1.3 of OVEI (ref. 3.3.5.1.2.j) is not a requirement 
during the brief period of a failure transient. 
The SRB's and SSME's shall be monitored for those failures which are 
classified as intact aborts in 3.2.3.13.1.3 of OVEI. Indication of 
failure occurrence shall be provided to the crew, together wuth 
display fOL failure evaluation. 
Provide automatic sequence for the time critical abort functions 











1.10.3 	 Orbiter/T Ascent. The following additions and exception apply 
(ref. 3.3.5.1.4 of OVEI). 
a. 	Provide guidance commands that permit attainment of intact abort
 
MECO target conditions for RTLS, AOA, ATO (abort to orbit) and 
mission continuation type of aborts.
 
b. 	Provide the necessary guidance and navigation accuracy for MECO
 
target attainment in the presence of design-level off nominal per­
formance of the remaining operating systems and subsystems within
 
the normal mission flight performance reserves.
 
c. 	Provide the necessary commands and sequencing for depletion of
 
aft RCS and OHS propellants to the various abort mode subphase
 
proellant remaining redlines including the interconnect of the
 
aft RCS engines to the OMS tanks when necessary.
 
d. 	Provide OHS engine commands and signals to position OtS gimbals 
 I 
for burn simultaneous with the SSME's for ETLS, AOA and ATO aborts.,
 
f. 	For RTLS abort, main engines will not be throttled to 50 percent
 
















Transfer and Install Shuttle on Pad. The GN&C shall be capable of
 






a. 	The subsystem shall have the capability for checkout of all GN&C
 
functional paths. The capability to perform checkout with inter­
facing systems shall be provided. Verification pf system readiness
 
shall be made through the on-board display system: no GSE shall be
 
required for this capability.
 
b. 	The GN&C shall be capable of verification between T-10 hours and
 
T-2 hours prior to launch.
 
c. 	Inertial sensors shall be calibrated at prelaunch with the accuracy

required to meet mission requirements. Capability shall be provided

for calibration with the vehicle in the vertical or horizontal atti­
tudo without Ilvelang the vehicle and without determing azimuth 
 I 
from an external source.
 
Launch From Standby. The subsystem shall have the capability to 	 X 0
 




Launch Co-untdoun. The GNfC subsystem shall have the capability to 
= ­
retarget as specified an 3.2.3.14.13 of OVEI. The subsystem shall have 
variable launch capability to satisfy the acceptable launch-to-insertion 0) 
azimuths from both KSC and VAFE. 0 
1.11.5 
TABLE 3-2 ASCENT GN&C REQUIREMENTS (CONT.) 
REF. NO. REQUIREMENTS 
1.10.4 ET Separation. The following additions apply (ref. 3.3.5.1.4 of OVEI): i 
a. for RTLS aborts, determine the required BT separation initiation 
time. 
b. Control angular rate at ET mechanical release to the following 
limits: 
1. For RTLS, within ±0.2 degrees per second of commanded rate. 
2. For AOA, ATO and mission continuation, equal to or less than 
U) 0.1 degrees per second. 
1.10.5 Insertion. The following additions apply (ref. 3.3.5.1.4.2 of OVE): 
a. Provide guidance capability for direct ascent to a free-return 
elliptical orbit which allows entry and landing at the launch site 
within one revolution for AOA mode. 
b. Provide guidance capability for direct ascent to a safe elliptical
orbit for the ATO mode. 
io 
0 
TABLE 3-2 ASCENT GN&C REQUIREMENTS (CONT.) 
REF. NO. REQUIREMENTS 
1.4.1(c) Gn&C shall initiate and control separation sequence. 
1.4.2(a) GN&C shall pzovide guidance capability for direct ascent to all circular 
or elliptic orbits that are compatible with launch site and propulsive 
capability. 
1.4.2(c) GN&C shall maintain angular rates as specified in 3.2.3.5.3 of OVEI 
1.4.2(d) GNGC shall determine OHS start and cutoff time and command OHS 
and shutdown. 
ignition 
1.4.2(e) GNSC shill provide output to the cockpit displays of residual velocity 
vectors after termination of the ONS burn. 
1.4.2(f) GN&C shall permit insertion 
Section 3.2.3.5 of OVEI. 






















GN&C Computer Program. The GNSC computer program, in conjunction 
with the GN& data processing equipment, shall provide the data
 
processinq capabilities necessary to perform the guidance
 
navigation, control, GNSC performance monitoring, and input sensor
 




Guidance Functional Element. The guidance functional element will
 
the outer loop attitude steering commands to flight control to 
guide the Orbiter on the desired flight ttajectory. The guidance 
commands will be computed trom navigation inputs and based upon the
 
:specific objectives of the particular mission phase in which the Orbiter
 
is operating. Guidance will perform the requited targeting compu­
tations, mission planning tuctions, schedule engine start and stop time 



















TABLE 3-2 ASCENT GN&C REQUIREMENTS (CONT.) 
REQUIREMENTS 
NlTavigation Functional Element. The navigation functional element shall 
be capable of establishing and maintaining state vector and attitude 
data based on data received from the GN&C navigation sensors and approp­
riate force models (except that one-way-doppler data will not be 
,utilized for the first 1UD OFT flights during which ground supplied 
state vector updates will be used). It shall also be capable of pro­
viding the GNI&C Sensor Mlanagement functions with necessary information 
for computing sensor orientation commands, tracking angle desLgnatcs,
and search aLea information, and ol providing systems management major 
function state vector and attitude data for purposes of calculating
communication antenna pointing information. 
Control kunctional Elements. The control functional element shallbe capable of generating outer loop control commands, based on attitude 
and guidance steering data, and inner loop control commands, based on 
air data and rate sensors. It shall provide the capability of 
generating commands for aerosurface control thrust vector control, main 
throttle control, RCS control and sequencing controls requited
by the mission. 
GNF. Performance Monitor Functioral Elements. The Gx±&C performance 
nionitor functional element shall provide the capability to periodically
monitor the status of GN8C subsystem data other than that used in GNl&C 











The verification of integrated GN&C is accomplished by analysis and
 
test. Analyses include studies performed in non-real time sucy as
 
point stability six-degree-of-freedom non-real-time tra3ectory/stab­
ility studies and man-in-loop (MIL) real-time studies. Check solu­
tions are generated by Draper Labs. SSFS, Rockwell real and non-real­
time simulation activities and are used as a data base for'comparison
 
of test results from the major test facilities FSL, SDL, SAIL) and 
vehicle level testing. Figure 4.0-1 presents a functional flow of the 
verification process starting with the basic flight software require­
ments and hardware models and concluding with integrated system check­
out at the vehicle level. As indicated, the primary facilities for ver­
ification of OFT as the FSL and SAIL supported by the various man-in-loop 
simulations and offline analyses. In general, the SAIL facility will
 
support the ascent and on-orbit flight phases and the FSL will support
 
the descent flight phase of OFT.
 
Software is government-furnished equipment (GFE) and as such will be
 
verified by a configuration inspection (CI) demonstration that the
 
software as coded meets the requirements specified.
 
4.1 Verification by Analyses
 
The performance of ascent integrated GN&C system is verified by digi­




The digital simulations verify open and closed loop performance of
 
ascent integrated GN&C with six-degrees-of-freedom math models of the
 
vehicle dynamics and appropriate math models of the GN&C software,
 
sensors, earth's gravitational and atmospheric environment, and effec­
tors. These simulations establish sensitivity of the system perfor­
mance to the natural environment and system design parameters. Rock­
well and JSC will utilize 6 DOF trajectory performance studies that
 
functionally models the ascent integrated GN&C software. Man-in-the­
loop real time simulation conducted on the SFS are part of the ver­
ification by analysis.
 
SLS (statement level simulator) is a Draper Laboratory 6-DOF simula­
tor that programs the GN&C requirements in HAL and the environment
 
in MAC. By using the HAL language, the requirements are modeled to
 
the statement level rather than just functionally. This simulation
 
tool is used to verify the ascent integrated GN&C software require­
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FIGURE 4.0-1 GN&C VERIFICATION BY ANALYSIS/TEST
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4.2 Software Specific Testing
 
The software specific testing consists of two parallel and essentially
 
independent test efforts, as shown in Figure 4.2-1. There is require­
ments testing, which are tests done on Other than the flight software
 
via P&I tests and SLS end-to-end tests. The other is implementation
 
testing via the IBM test program, and the SAIL and the flight test
 
programs. These efforts derive from the same requirements (CPDS)
 
and evolve toward the same goal, avionics GN&C software verification.
 




The basic software test accountability is the IBM test program. That
 
verification activity, VTS and VTP, must reflect sufficient testing
 
to verify that the IBM implementation of the flight code satisfies the
 
requirements of the CPDS. However, SAIL must perform additional tests
 
on Guidance and integrated GN&C some of which may be common with the
 
VTS, which are necessary to validate the avionics system operation.
 
Software specific testing by SAIL will be limited to these necessary
 




Although software verification in SDL is not specifically integrated
 
GN&C verification, this plan defines test ob3ectives and requirements
 




The SAIL software specific testing approach, in summary, is primarily
 
one of top down with selective lower-level tests to troubleshoot
 
problems. That is, the software will be tested primarily as a com­
plete LRU and not dissected into its component parts unless problems
 
warrant such an investigation. The ob3ective of the ma3ority of the te
 
testing will be to duplicate similar tests, such as the common facility
 
tests, in the SDL.
 
4.3 Verification by Simulation/Test
 
In general, verification by simulation/test is the method by which
 
the GN&C hardware and software is integrated in test facilities to
 
demonstrate overall compliance with the system design requirements.
 
Specifically, the purpose is to demonstrate by open-and closed-loop
 
tests that the GN&C system (when integrated with man/machine/environ­
ment) will perform satisfactorily and accomplish all of the flight
 
test requirements (FTR's) for OFT. Tests will begin with functional
 
path, step response, and frequency response checks to assure proper
 
coding of software, and demonstrate satisfactory integration of
 
hardware/software. Next, common facility tests will be conducted
 
at each ma3or facility to assure compatibility of results. Finally
 
closed-loop (real time six-degree-of-freedom) tests with man-in-loop
 
will be conducted to assess the basix OFT trajectories, effects of aero­
dynamic tolerances, effects of winds/gusts effects of sensor errors/
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4.4 Common Facility Tests
 
Four 	Common Facility Tests (CDT's) are planned for SAIL. These tests are
 
to be similar to the CDT's to be conducted at both the IBM SDL and the 
MPAD 	SVDS facilities. A summary of the planned tests is given below:
 
(a) 	Test #S-33: nominal ascent tra3ectory initialized 20
 
seconds prior to liftoff and terminated subsequent to
 
the 	 first OMS burn 
(b) 	 Test #S-34: earliest AOA with -3 sigma thrust on all SSME, 
3 sigma SRM tailoff, fail SSME #2 in MM 103 at mode boundary, 
select AOA, terminate at the M 104 OMS burn 
(c) 	Test #S-35: nominal ascent, introduce bias in pitch RGA
 
at ET separation, manual ET separation, ET separation delay
 
of 3 minutes, cross range state update during MM 104,
 
Navigation uplink in MM 104, OMS-l burn TIG delay (2
 
minutes), terminate run at end of OMS-I burn
 
(d) 	 Test #S-36 nominal ascent, maximum design SEB thrust 
mismatch, 95 percentile design crosswind/shear/gust, 
terminate run at end of OMS-I burn. 
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FIGURE 4.2-1 RELATIONSHIPS AMONG ASCENT INTEGRATED
 
GN&C SOFTWARE TESTS 
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4.4 Common Facility Tests
 
Four 	Common Facility Tests (CDT's) are planned for SAIL. These tests
 
are to be similar to the CDT's to be conducted at both the IBM SDL
 




(a) Test #S-33: nominal ascent tra3ectory initialized 20
 
seconds prior to liftoff and terminated subsequent to
 
the first OMS burn
 
(b) Test #S-34: earliest AOA with -3 sigma thrust on all
 
SSMB, 3 sigma SRM tailoff, fail $SME #2 in MM 103 at mode
 
boundary, select AOA, terminate at the MM 104 OMS burn
 
(c) Test #S-35: nominal ascent, introduce bias in pitch RGA
 
at ElT separation, manual ET separation, ET separation
 
delay of 3 minutes, cross range state update during MM 104,
 
Navigation uplink in MM 104, OMS-l burn TIG delay (2
 
minutes), terminate run at end of OMS-1 burn
 
(d) 	Test #S-36: nominal ascent, maximum design SRB thrust
 
mismatch, 95 percentile design crosswind/shear/gust,
 
terminate run at end of OMS-1 burn.
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5.0 ASCENT GN&C VERIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
 
In deriving the verification requirements for the Ascent Guidance
 
and the Ascent Integrated GN&C, it is assumed that the line replac­
eable units (LRU's) have been thoroughly tested to their own speci­
fication. Furthermore, it is assumed that each subsystem has also
 







3. Communications and Tracking
 










9. Performance Monitoring/System Management
 
5.1 Ascent GN&C Verification Requirement Matrices
 
The ascent Guidance and Integrated GN&C will be verified by
 
analysis including MIL simulation and tests in SAIL, vehicle
 
checkout and flight tests. An analysis/test matrix is sum­
marized in Table 5.1-1 which presents the verification ob3ec­
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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS TITLE OBJECTIVE METHOD AND 
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER RESPONSIBILITY 
TBS TBS TBS TBS 
5-2
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6.0 VERIFICATION TEST REQUIREMENTS 
This section presents the Ascent Guidance Interface, Attitude
 
Processor Interface, Integrated GN&C and GN&C OPS Transition
 
verification test requirements. The Pass/Fail criteria for SAIL
 
tests are also presented. The Ascent GN&C software is verified
 
as an LRU by IBM (SDL). Level 7 SDL test requirements are pre­
sented here for reference information only.
 
6.1 GN&C SOFTWARE LEVEL 7 TEST REQUIREMENTS
 
Table 6.1-1 is an excerpt from the IBM test specification document
 
for Level 7 tests to support Configuration Inspection (CI). These
 
tests have been reviewed by Rockwell and are included for informa­
tion only. It is noted that the Level 7 tests reflect a selected
 
set from their Level 6 verification test program.
 
6-i 
tiZ TABLR 6.1-1 ASCENT PERFORMANCE TEST MATRIX 





















* Select ATO 
AGD-2 a -3q Thrust . 3 SERM * Fail SSME #2 Termination 
All SSME Tailoff At Mode OPS3, MM 301 N/A N/A 
Boundary
@ Select AOA 
AGD-j . Measured * Select AOA * Fail Left OMS Terminatlon 
Crosswind Engine At ION OPS3, MM 301 
* Fail ORB 
AVU #/2 N/A N/A 
Throttling 
ASD-4 * + Vehicle * Hot 
Weight Atmosphere 




Overspeed _ _ 00 
ACD-5 * EIU/SSME #2 Termination N/A N/A ( 
4N/A N/A H/A Fail CD
 
* Selee ATO _ -
AGD-6 * Fail SSME #1 Termination (D 
After 






























































N/A N/A N/A N/A 
a ias ORB 
Pitch RGA 














N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
.NSelect 
Riht O4SV 










#1 - None 




Rt RGAH -A 
Hard-Over 
#1 - Pitch 
#2 - ia:5 
AA Hard-
Over 






#3 (All Axes) 
* Fail IMU #1 * NAV Uplink 
* IMU 
Dese]ect 








TABLE 6.1-1 ASCENT PERFORMANCE TEST MATRIX 
(Continued) 
CASE PRELIFT FIRST SEPARATION SFCOND ET COAST OMS-1 COAST OMS-2 COAST 
IDENTYFIFR OFF STAGE STAGE SEP 
(101) (10') (102) (1c3) (103) (10) (i11) (104/105) (i05),- (05/106) 
AFC-I . Max Design Termination 
Performance 
Differentia 




AIU-2 e -3v WFQ SM * Fail SR CPT * Right OS Termination 
(Both) (Oigh) Pitch Actua­
0 95 
Headwind/ 






rnAFC-3 * +3a WEB SHM ORB APU #2 Termination 
(Both) Failed Prior 
* 95% 3g Thiottle 




down SSME #2 t 
AFC-4 * Measured * Downmoded * +3a Aero * Select * PEG 7 Termination 0Z 
Wind Gains a FCS Gain External 
a +3T Aero Downmode ­ 10 Delta * 
o req Ganin 
Downmode -
SFQ Prior To 
Abort 
Velocity
Guidance N/A N/A 0 








(2) 10 SECL.o + 6c B S-
SEC - L 0 
+ 70 SEC 3 





































a Manual RUO 
Commands 
0 Manual RO 
Commands 




AFC-6 * Manual a 'fanual Termination 
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AFC-? • Fail Left Termination 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A OMS At 
TOO 50 SEC 
* 
*e Fail Lsfl 
0MS 
9 Fail Right 
CMS 
Terminution 
N/A N/A N/A NIA N/A N/A N/A N/A a +X RCS 
Jets (THC) 








AFC-9 9 Measured . 
Wind 
* +3, Aero 

























COAST OMS-1 COAST OMS-2 COAST 
(10o) (10?) (1op) (103) (103) (io4) (i04) (iaoh/io5) (105) (io5/o6) 





N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
* Fail SSME 
#3 (Max i 
Region) 
A -li * Fall SbME 
#2 Ajter * 36 SRM Tailoff Un- * Phase To mm 6oi N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
WEB lime certainty Termination 
ASQ-1 . FRF ILOADs
* 100% Thrust 
All SS14E 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
ASQ-2 * Launh old Termination 
At i T i, 
',tart* Countdown U) M 
Recycle 
N/A N/A 'a0 a 0 
*GMTLO M ; 
Update










6.2 Guidance Interface Verification Testing
 
These tests are included in the verification test planning to assure
 
that guidance commands to the SSME' s, OMS and RCS engines and D&C
 
panel lights cause the desired response by the hardware; and that
 
hardware generated stimuli (engine and gimbal status flags, manual
 
throttling inputs, etc) reach the guidance SW.
 
The tests described here are intended to complement the internal
 
guidance SW verification testing by IBM in the SDL, and the inte­
grated GN&C SW testing in the SAIL.
 
Each test will require generation of a SW or HW signal, and ver­
ification that the appropriate HW or SW response occurs. Table
 
6.2-3 lists the required tests of SW to HW interface signals, and
 
table 6.2-2 lists the HW to SW interface signal tests. These
 
tests may be performed independently or be incorporated into the
 












AS ISTG GUID 

AS 2STG GUID 









AS MNVR DIP 

ORB INS GUID 

GUIDANCE SOFTWARE TO HARDWARJ oIGNAL VERIFICATION TESTS 






SSME THROTTLE GUID SW execution 

Command (KCMD) during ist stage or g 

limiting RTLS flyback. 

SSME Throttle PLT manual throttle 





MECO time set discrete GUID SW execution in 

(S_TMECO) and MECO MM103 or 601 FCD 

time (T.MEC) auto FCS. 





RH SPDBK MANUAL 

- -PLT man. throt TO. 

Man-auto throttle match 

Either (RH, LH) glareshield 

SBTC PBI pushed. 

OMS burn enable flag Execute PF's 4.3 & 4.210. 

(BURNENABLE) and Push KYBD EXEC button 

propulsion system indi- on flashing EXEC display 

cator flag (PROPFLAG.OFS) 

OMS cutoff alert discrete Execute PoP. 4.3 

(S_OMSCO) and desired during OMS burn 





Throttle cmd. is 
received by each 
SSME in mainstage 
Throttle cmd. is 
received by each 
SSME in mainstage 
Shutdown cmd. is 
sent to each SSMB 
within ± 40 ms of 
TMECO. 
Glareshield SBTC PBI 
lights correctly indicate 
throttle control mode; 
LH & RH auto lights off 
RH MAN light on 
LH & RH auto lights on, 
RH MAN light off. 
Engine ignition cmds 
are received; both OMS 
if PROP FLAG__OPS 1, 
L OMS if PF_027, 
R OMS if P_)=3, 
4 + X RCS Tf PF_0=4. 
OMS cutoff occurs 























RH 	SBTC to PB 

RH 	SBTC Controller 

o 	 Abort SEL SW 
Abort SEL PB 
TABLE 6.2-2 HARDWARE TO 















Man. throttle to 

Controller position 
Abort mode selected 

Initiate abort 




















Rotate SEL SW 

to 	AOA or ATO 

























AS ISTG GUID 
AS 2STG GUID 
PW RTLS GUID 
AS 1STG GUID 
AS 2STG GUID 
PW RTLS GUID 
AS ISTG GUID 
AS 2STG GUID 
PW RTLS GUID 
AS 1STG GUID 
AS 2STG GUID 
PW RTLS GUID 
AOA/ATO TGT 
ORB INS GUID 
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6.3 Attitude Processor Interface Testing
 
The basic intent of this test is to verify the dynamic operation
 
of the attitude processor when it is interfaced with a single string
 
hardware IMU and RGA. A tilt table would be used to simulate various
 
attitude angles and inputs such as ramps and/or sinusoids would be
 
utilized to check the dynamic aspects of the processor. These tests
 
would verify the attitude processor operation with a combination of
 
low frequency sampled data (1.04 hz) from the IMU and high frequency
 




RATE (DEG/SE __ 























A formal acceptance of both the facility and the integrated GN&C
 
system is performed prior to the start of verification tests. Fac­
ility acceptance tests are structured to demonstrate that various ele­
ments of simulation hardware and software plus elements of flight
 
hardware and software perform in accordance with off-line solutions
 
within a given acceptability bandwidth. Acceptance of system level 
performance is accomplished via closed loop tra3ectories with results
 
checked against common facility tests generated by CSDL. A recom­
mended set of acceptance testing across all facilities to be used in 
the verification process is given in Table 6.4-1. At the SAIL
 
facility, a Test Start Approval form must be signed by participating 
NASA, Rockwell/Houston, and Rockwell/Downey personnel.
 
The SAIL site acceptance tests outlined in Table 6.4-2 are structured
 
to verify those elements of the facility and system not previously
 
demonstrated either on the ALT program or in the buildup and develop­
ment phase of OFT. Each site acceptance test must either pass the
 
acceptance criteria or be waivered and indicated as such as on the
 




The initial test is designed to verify that hardware IMU's and corres­
ponding system software will perform a hangar A calibration and gyro­
compass alignment within specified criteria. Because of the problems
 
associated with reading the platform alignment directly (resolver and
 
nay base readout errors), the azimuth and tilt errors wall be de­
rived indirectly from the amplitude of the Schuler period. This
 
will require moding to M 603 and performing benchmark navigation fox
 
a time period of 84 minutes. For this test, stabilization of the
 
vertical axis is required. This is accomplished by accepting baro
 
updates in the navigation system. Acceptance criteria for test test
 
is 180 arc seconds in both azimuth and tilt. As shown in Figure
 
6.4.1-3, this equates to approximately 36,000 feet of drift in the
 
lateral and longitudinal axes. A second IMU/navigation test will be
 
similar to the above. This test will require software models of 3
 
IMU's and 4 GPC's. Benchmark navigation is accomplished in MM 603.
 
With S/W IMU models the navigation base can be determined precisely,
 
consequently, azimuth and tilt errors are to be determined with off­
line calculations. For this case, no navigation updates are to be
 
performed. Vertical drift will be related to g error as shown in
 
Figure 6.4.1-4. Acceptance criteria for this test is 30 arc seconds
 













o Navigation Drift 

o 	 Propulsion System Characteristics 

(RCS, SSME, SRB, OMS)
 
o Open 	Loop Frequency Response 

o ORB & SRB & Tank (SRB & SSMB Thrusting)
 
(o ORB & Tank (SSME Thrusting)
 
o Closed Loop Step Response 

o Closed Loop Gain Margin 

o Open 	Loop Step Response 









o 	 Common Facility Test (Auto) 
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TABLE 6.4-2. SAIL SITE ACCEPTANCE TESTS - ASCENT 
TEST DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 
IMU Hangar "A" Cal/Gyrocompass & Align 2 or 3 H/W IMU's & 4 GPC's 
Gyrocompass & Align + Benchmark Nay w/o Nay Updates S/W IMU's and 4 GPC's 
Open Loop Frequency Response at Max q (Pitch) Tested at 8 frequencies & I or 2 
(Pitch) Amplitudes/Freq. 
Open Loop Frequency Response at Max g (Tested at 8 frequencies & 1 or 2 
Amplitudes/Freq. 
Open Loop Frequency Response at Max q (Roll) Tested at 8 frequencies & 1 or 2 
Amplitudes/Freq. 
Open Loop Frequency Response at Max g (Roll) Tested at 8 frequencies & 1 or 2 
Amplitudes/Freq. 
Open Loop Frequency Response at Max q (Yaw) Tested at 8 frequencies & 1 or 2 
Amplitudes/Freq. 
Open Loop Frequency Response at Max g (Yaw) Tested at 8 frequencies & 1 or 2 
Amplitudes/Freq. 
C/L Transient Response at Max T (Pitch) Latch Lat/Directional Axes 
C/L Gain Margin at Max T (Pitch) Latch Lat/Directional Axes 
C/L Transient Response at Max g (Pitch) latcb Lat/Directional Axes 
C/L Gain Margin at Max g (Pitch) Latch Lat/Directional Axes 
C/L Transient Response at Max T (Roll) Latch Pitch Axis 
C/L Gain Margin at Max q (Roll) Latch Pitch Axis 
C/L Transient Response at Max g (Roll) Latch Pitch Axis 
C/L Gain Margin at Max g (Roll) Latch Pitch Axis CD 0 
C/L Transient Response at Max - (Yaw) Latch Pitch Axis 0 0 
C/L Gain Margin at Max q (Yaw) Latch Pitch Axis g 
C/L Transient Response at Max g (Yaw) Latch Pitch Axis = 
C/L Gain Margin at Max g (Yaw) 
SRB Engine Ignition & Shutdown 
Latch Pitch Axis 
Measure T, I , W, W, and Masss0 
Property ChaRes vs. t 0 
SSME Engine Ignition & Shutdown Measure T, I , W, W, and Mass 
Property Chan~es vs. t 
TABLE 6.4-2. SAIL SITE ACCEPTANCE TESTS - ASCENT (Contxnued) 
TEST
 
NO. FLIGHT PHASE TEST DESCRIPTION 

S-23 N/A RCS Jet Thrust Buildup & Decay Characteristics 

s-24 N/A OMS Actuator Step/Ramp Response 

S-25 Transition DAP C/L Transient Response (Pitch) 

S-26 Transition DAP C/L Gain Margin (Pitch) 

S-27 TransitLon DAP C/L Transient Response (Yaw) 

S-28 Transition DAB C/L Gain Margin (Yaw) 

S-29 Transition DAP Attitude Control Phase Plane (Pitch) 

S-30 Transition DAP Attitude Control Phase Plane (Roll) 

S-31 Transition DAP Attitude Control Phase Plane (Yaw) 

S-32 N/A Bring Up BFS GPC, Load, Dump 





S-34 Nom Ascent Run Common Facility Test Case #1 

S-35 Nom Ascent Run Common Facility Test Case #2 

S-36 Nom Ascent Run Common Facility Test Case #3 









OMS Engine On, 1.C. Att Cmd
 
OMS Engine On, Rate I.C., S/W "I" Load 
Gain Change 
OMS Engine On, I.C. Att Cmd
 
















Confirm Shutdown Has No Effect on Primary
 














 Rockwell Internabonal 
SpaceDision 
6.4.1.3 Propulsion System Characteristics
 
Prior to starting verification tests, the thrust buildup and decay
 
characteristics for the SRB, SSME, OMS, and RCS jets will be demon­
strated. In addition, propellant flow rate, engine specific impulse,
 
and mass property changes are to be compared with theoretical values.
 
6.4.1.4 Open Loop Frequency Response
 
In this test the loop is broken at the input to the MMES. A BAFCO
 
unit provides sine wave inputs into the ATVC electronics at selected
 
frequencies and amplitudes. The return signal to the BAFCO shall be
 
a single SSME DAP output. Attenuation and phase lag are computed
 
and displayed on the BAFCO. The results are compared to theoretical
 
solutions generated off-line. A functional diagram for the open loop
 
frequency response test set-up is shown in appendix A along with input
 
frequencies and amplitudes with acceptance criteria.
 
6.4.1.5 Closed Loop Gain Margin Tests
 
Ahis test will require a software "I Load" change. The DAP forward
 
loop gain will be adjusted until neutral vehicle stability is obser­
ved. The increase in gain will be compared with the theoretical gain
 
margin. The pitch axis is to be latched when assessing the lateral/
 
direction characteristics and vice versa.
 
6.4.1.6 Closed Loop Transient Response
 
Off-line results of transient response characteristics to attitude com­
mands will be provided for one flight condition for both 1st and 2nd
 
stage ascent. Each plot will specify acceptance criteria. The test
 
set-up will require freezing the environment at a constant dynamic
 
pressure and Mach number as well as latching the quiescent axis.
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6.4.2 System Performance and Compatibility
 
The SAIL complex includes two test facilities to be used in the veri­
fication of the ascent flight phase. These are (1) the Shuttle Test
 
Station (STS), and (2) the GN&C Test Station (GTS). This report will
 
not specify the particular facility to be employed for a given test.
 
Prior to the start of verification testing, total system performance will
 
be demonstrated. This demonstration will include site acceptance tests,
 




In general, the ascent flight phase will begin approximately 20 seconds
 
prior to liftoff and will terminate subsequent to either the first or
 
second OMS burn depending on the intent of a given test. Parameters
 
to be varied include vehicle environment, aerodynamic characteristics,
 
sensor tolerances, and subsystem malfunctions. Test categories will
 
include nominal ascent, AOA/ATO/and RTLS aborts, and contingency aborts.
 
For the RTLS abort tra3ectories the test will include approximately 30
 
seconds of orbiter only glide; this will require implementation of Orbiter
 
alone aerodynamic properties for one Mach number only. Also, for the
 
RTLS abort tests, proximity aerodynamics for ET separation are included. 
SRB proximity effects are to be included in all test cases. ET and SRB
 
proximity data is to be mechanized as time functions of the six basic
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6.4.2-2 Detailed Test Description
 
As shown in Figure 6.4.2-1 the verification tests at SAIL are categorized
 
into (1) nominal mission, (2) AOA/ATO/RTLS aborts, (3) subsystem malfunctions,
 
(4) contingency aborts, and (5) backup flight system. The separation
 
reference relates to SRB and ET test requirements outlined in Table 6.4.2-2
 
and 6.4.2-3 while Table 6.4.2-1 lists the wind data.
 
6.4.2.3 Nominal Mission 
Nominal mission evaluation includes non-failure primary GN&C trajectories
 
flown in either automatic or manual guidance modes. The tests are designed
 
to assess the impact of parameter variations on the nominal OFT-I design
 
ascent trajectory. The parameter variations include standard/hot/cold
 
atmosphere, winds/gusts/shear, IMU alignment and drift errors, aero
 
variations/tolerances, and SRB thrust mismatch.
 
6.4.2.4 AOA/ATO/RTL-s Aborts 
The abort mode tests shown in the test matrix reflect a very limited
 
assessment of AOA, ATO, and RTLS aborts. It is anticipated that the IBM
 
Level 6 testing will exercise the remaining software functional paths.
 
As in all tests, should results indicate potential problem areas, the abort
 
boundaries will be further investigated. Test cases for 3 engine RTLS
 
aborts include 3 sigma IMU errors, aerodynamic variations, and combined
 
system errors. One test case is planned for an engine out RTLS abort. The
 






The basic intent of the subsystem malfunction tests is to perform a limited
 
audit of the redundancy management subsystem, the impact of electrical
 
power system failures on the GN&C system, and the effect of hydraulic­
failures on vehicle performance. It is not anticipated that flight control
 
sensor failures will not introduce significant transients. The RM is such
 
that subsequent to a single FCS LRU failure, the fourth LRU is brought 
on line. Subsequent to the second failure, the remaining FCS LRU's
 
are averaged. It is therefore conceivable that all FCS sensor malfunctions
 




Although the capability to perform a contingency abort is not an integrated
 
system design requirement, the test cases in Figure 10.3-1 were included to
 
exercise current software paths. Should the S/W be modified to exclude these
 
functional paths, the indicated contingency abort conditions are to be deleted 
from the test schedule. It will not be necessary to generate initial con­
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6.4.2.7 Backup Flight System
 
The BFS test cases shown in the test matrix reflect test requirements
 
to be specified under separate cover in the SFS verification plan.
 
Note that a unique set of SRB and RT separation requirements exist
 
for those cases where BFS is selected prior to or during a separa­
tion event. Of particular interest is the reinitialization of the
 
separation sequence for SRB and ST separation should the BPS be
 
selected during primary SRB or ST separation.
 
6.4.2.8 SAIL Run Description Sheet
 
Appendix B will contain a SAIL Run Description Sheet on each test in
 




.{&C ASCmNT/ORBIT INSERTION TEST ,MTRIX 











WINDS ATMOS - EST START/STOP 
7-20 MI/OMS 2 
' 
OF LOOR QUA 
& 20 SEC 
1y TEST DESCRIPTION 
NOMINAL OFT-i DESIGN TRAJECTORY-PERFORM AUTO STATE VECTOR UPDATE-
FOLLOWING 1ST OMS BURN-VERIFY DATA ACQUISITION (GN&C-I) 6w0/ 




Auto E-1 Hot T-12 SEC/OMS I + 20 SEC NOMINAL OFT-i - SSMS LIMIT SHUTDOWN SW FROM AUTO TO 







Auto E-i Cold T-12 SEC/OmS 1 . S MIN NOMINAL OFT-i - MAN STATE VECTOR UPDATE AFTER MS-i - SSME 2 
DATA PATH FAIL BEFORE MECO CMD (LIMIT SiD SW IN AUTO - SSM 2 
DATA PATH FAIL BEFORE MECO CMD (LIMIT S/D SW IN ENABLE) - SSME 2 





Auto E-3 BTD T-12 SEC/bmS 2 + 20 SEC NOMINAL OFT-i - AUTO STATE VECTOR UPDATE PRIOR TO OMS 2 -




5 SRE-17/ET-I Auto/ 
-ss 
E-5 STD T-12 SEC/Oms 1 + 20 SEC NOMINAL OFT-1 PATH FAIL AND 
- SWITCH 
MECO CMD 
TO CSS.AT L/O + iO 
- LH2 LOW LEV SENS 
SECS - SSME 3 DATA 




Auto/ E-4 sTD T-12 SEC/OMS I + 20 SEC NOMINAL OFT-I - SWITCH TO CSS &SS384 DRY BUT NOT DISABLED 
AT SRB SEP - LH2 LOW LEVEL SENSORS 
7 SRB-1/T-1 Auto B-2/27 STD T-12 SEC/OmS 1 + 20 SEC NOMINAL 
OFT-i - WORST CASE ABRO TOLERANCE 
8 SRB-1/ET-I Auto E-I1 STI T-12 SEC/OMS. 1 + 20 SEC NOMINAL 































T-i2 SEC/OMS 1 20 SEC 
T-12 SEC/OMS 1 + 20 SEC 
T-12 SEC/OMS 1 + 20 SEC 
T-i? SEC/MECO + 10 SEC 
T-12 SC/,MECO + 10 SEC 
NOMINAL OFT-i - S SIGMA IKU (AZIMUTH, TILT, SENSED 9. DRIFT) 
AUTO STATE VECTOR UPDATE PRIOR TO OMS II BURN 
NOMINAL OFT-I - 3 SIGMA SRB THRUST MISMATCH 
NOMINAL OFT-i - COMBINED SYSTEM ERRORS I AUTO STATE VECTOR UPDATE PRIOR TO OMS I BURN 
CREW SELECT ABORT-TO-ORBIT ON GROUND COMMAND-SWITCH TO CSS MODE 
AT SRB SEP -3 d MISMATCH - FAIL SSE #3 AT t + 218 SEC 
CREW SELECT ABORT-ONCE-AROUND ON GROUND COMMAND - SWITCH TO CSS 
NODE AT APPROX MAXDYNAMIC PRESSURE - TRANSITION TO UPS 301 
6-21 , FIGURE 6.4.2-1 












5-10 SID T-12 SEC/ET SUP . 30 SEC Crew Select RTLS ABORT ON]GROUND 









Hot T-12 SEC/ST SEP + 30 SEC CREW SELECT RTLS ABORT ON GROUND COMMANDFAL 
ENGINE #1 AT SRR SEP - MANSHUTDOWN OF ENG #1 







Hot T-12 SEE/ST SE + 30 SEC CREW SELECT ABORT-TO-ORBIT ON GROUND COMMAND 
MANSHUTDOWN OF ENG #2 WITH PUSHBUTTON AT t = 






Hot T-12 SEC/ST SEP ­ 30 SEC FAIL ENGINE #1 AT LIFTOFF - ENG I SHUTS DOWN 
WITH LIMIT S/D SWITCH IN AUTO - SELECT RTLS 





Hot T-12 SEC/ST SEP + so SEC FAIL ENG #1 AT APPROX MAX DYN PRESSURE - ENG 1 
SHUTS DOWNWITH LIMIT S/D SWITCH IN ENABLE -
SWITCH TO CSS MODE - SELECT RILS ABORT ON GROUND 
COMAND k SERB STAGING 
19 SRE-i 
ET-AB/ET-AS 
Auto R-S STD T-12 SEC/aT SEP + 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
SO SEC SELECT RTLS ABORT AT'SR SEPARATION - COMBINBD 
SYSTEM ERRORS (TBS) - SSME STUCK THROTTLS AT MAX 




Auto B- STD T-12 SEC/ST SEP + 30 SEC 3 SIGMA IMU ERRORS (AZIMUTH/TILT/SENSED 
SELECT FTLE ABORT AT SRB SEP + 10 SEC -







Auto E-i SID T-12 SEC/MS-1 + 20 SEC FAIL GPC #1 AT STRUCTURAL SEPARATION & SRB PITCH 
RATE GYRO #2 H/O AT LIFTOFF + 45 SEC - SET + 3rC 
SIGMA BIAS ON SEE PITCH RATE GYRO #3 AT START OF 
TEST 
22 SRB-1/ET-1 Auto 5-1 STD T-12 SEC/MECO +10 SEC FAIL AFT MUM #2 AT L/O + 10 SEC - SRB-YAW RATE GYRO 
#1 H/c AT MAX DYNAMIC PRESSURE - SRS YAW RATE GYRO 
#3 (3 SIGMA BIAS AT L/0). 
FOLDOUT FRAME 23 SEE-I/ST-I Auto F-1 STD T-12 SEC/mECO +10 SEC FAIL AFT MUM #3 AT L/o - FAIL ROLL RATE GYRO #2H/O AT MAX DYNAMIC PRESSURE - SET + 3 1 BIAS ON 
ROLL RATE GYRO NO. 1 
24 SRB-7/ET-I Autc' - i SID T-12 SECAiECO 4 10 SEC GPC #1 FAIL AT MAX DYN PRESS 
S RB SEP SEOUENCE. 
- GC #2 FAIL DURING 
25 SRB-1/ET-7 AUTO A E5-I STD T-12 SEC/OM-I , I MIT 
6-22,- , -, 
VO PITCH RCS JETS FAILED H/O (ONE AT MECO AND ONE 
AT FIRST OMS BURN) 
FIGURE 6.4.2-1 " 







WINDS AIN)S TEST START/STOP TEST DESCRIP1ION -: _. 
26 SEE.- /ET07 ! Auto E-12 STh' T-12 SEC/OMS-1 
S., 
+ 20 SW~ ONE ROLL JET FAILED MA) IONE FORWARD 
H/O AT EXTERNAL TANK SEPnmTION, 
-Z JET -
27 "SRB-YET-1 Auto ' -13 SD T-12 SEC/Ods-I 2 IN FAIL ONE OHS ENGINE AT FIRST OHS BURN 
28 - < .RSI-E/T-i Auto E-14 SID ORB PITCH RATE GYRO #2 (5 DEG BIAS AT L/O) -
ORB PITCH RATE GYRO #3 H/C AT M DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
- ORB PITCH RATE GYRO #4 (3 SIG14A BIAS AT L/0) 
29 - S PB-I/ST-I Auto ,' E-11 SID T-12'SEC2ECO+ 10 SEC ' ,OB YAW 
OIB YAW 
"'GYRO #1 
RATE GYRO #2 (5 D BIAS) AT SEE 
RATE GYRO #3 H/O TAT ET SEP - ORB (3 SIGMA BIAS AT L/0) 
SEP -
YAWRATE - -
30 SRB-20/ET-l Auto 'E-2 5ID T-12 SEC/cHS-I * 20 SEC' 'F'AIL 
MAX 
FWD M M #1 AT L/O AND 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
ACCEL #2 FAIL H/O AT 
31 - - SRB-21/ET-1 Auto B.-2 STD T-12 SEC/OHS-I + 20 SEC FAIL FWD NDM #1 @L/0 A Y AXIS ACCEL 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
#2 AT MAX 
32 SE-i/ST-I AUtO "-2 SD 'T-12 SaC/OmS-i + 5 M FAIL FUEL CELL #1 AT LIFTOFF 
VECTOR UPDATE POST NECO 
- PERFORM AUTO STATE 




CELL #2 AT MAXDYNAMIC PRESSURE 
STATE VECTOR UPDATE POST MECO 
- PER­
34 Auto 5-Z SID T-12 SEC/OMS-I 5 MIN FAIL FUEL CELL #3 AT SEE SEP - FAIL FwD -z JET AT 
ET SEP - AUTO STATE VECTOR UPDATE POST MWEO 
35 SRB-I/ST-I Auto E-1 STE T-12 SEC/OS-i + 20 SEC FAIL MPU#1 AT LIFTOFF 
36 SRB-19/ET-I Auto B-I STD T-12 SEC/OMS-I * 20 SEC MEC I FAIL AT LIFTOFF 
SEQUENCE WITH MEC 2) 
(VERIFY NOIINAL SEPARATION 
37 SRB-I/FT-I Auto S-i S7D T-12 SEC/C4MS-I . 20 SEC FAIL ESSENTIAL BUS IBC AT SEE SEP 
38 SRB-I/ET-I Auto E-i SD T-12 SEC/OMS-I + 20 SEC FAIL ESSENTIAL BUS 2CA AT SERBSEP 
39 SRE-i//sT-i Auto E-1 SID T-12 SEC/OHS-i + 20 SEC FAIL ESSENTIAL BUS SAB AT SEE SEP 
40 SRS-I/ST-I 
•4-10-1 
Auto E-1 STD T-12 SEC/MS-1 + 20 SEC FAIL BUS ABI AT LIFTOFF 
41 SRE-i/ST-i 
•4-i0-2 
Auto E-i STU T-12 SEC/OMS-i '* 20 SEC FAIL BUS AB2 AT LIFTOFF 
ORIGINAL PACE S 











WINDS ATHOS TEST START/STOP TEST D.SCRIPTIC, 
42 SRB-i/ET-i 
4-10-3 
Auto 9-1 STD T-12 SEC/bMS-I 20 SEC FAIL BUS AB3 AT LIFTOFF - " 
43 SRB-I/Ez-1
4-10-4 Auto B-I SID T-12 SEC/OMS-i + 20 SEC FAIL BUS BCI AT LIFTOFF & 
44 SRB-i/T--i 
4-10-5 
Auto E-i STU T-12 SEC/0MS-1 4 20 SEC FAIL BUS BC2 AT LIFTOFF 
45 SRB-I/ET-i
4-10-6 
Auto V-i STD T-12 SEC/OMS-I * 20 SEC FAIL BUS BC3 AT LIFTOFF 
46 SRB-1/BT-14-10-7 Aut.o E-i sD T-12 SEC/OmS-i + 20 SEC FAIL BUS CAL AT LIFTOF 
47 SR-I/T-I 
4-10-8 
Auto B-i STD T-12SEC/OmS-i + 20 SEC FAIL BUS CA2 AT LIFTOFF 
48 SRE-i/ST-i 
4-10-9 
Auto B-I STD T-12 SEC/OMS-i + 20 SEC FAIL BUS CA3 AT LIFTOFF 
49 SRB-6/ET.i Auto E-I STD T-12 SEC/amS-I + 20 SEC FAIL IMU #1 AT LIFTOFF - FAIL 
SET 1 SIGMA BIAS ON IMU #3 
IMU #2 AT SR SEP -
50 SRU-S/ET-i Auto -­i ST T-12 SEC/OMS-I + 20 SEC FAIL APU #2 AT LIFTOFF 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
- FAIL APO #3 AT MAXIMUM 




B-1 STU T-12 SEC/RT SEP FAIL 2 SSME 
SINGLE SSME 
AT LIFTOFF - SWITCH TO Css - FLY 
TO MECO - STOP TEST AT ET SEP 
, 52 SRE/18/ET-i Auto/ 
CSS 
E-i ST7 T-12 SEC/ET SEP FAIL ALL 3 SSME AT LIFTOFF - NO SRB MISMATCH 
STEER FOR SRE SEQ - ET SEP AUTO 













T-12 SEC/ET SEP 
,-12 SECmE4c 
FAIL 3 SSME AT LIFTOFF - MANUAL INHIBIT OF £T 
SEP - MAN SEP CMD AFTER SERESEP TRANSIENTS DECAY 
FAIL 2 SSME AT t = 50fSEC - 1 SIGMA SRE THRUST 
MISMATCH - FLY SINGLE SSME TO MECO 
55 SRB-NA/ET-3 Auto/ 
CSS 
E-I STD T-12 sEC/ET SEP FAIL 3 SSME AT t = SO SEC - SWITCH TO MAN STEER 
- CM ET SEP IN MM 102 (SRE THRUSTING) 
i'56 SRS-I/ErT- Auto/ 
CSS 
E-1 ST T-12 SEC/ET SEP +20 SEC FAIL 2 SSMB AT t = 9OSC - I SIGMA SRB THRUST 
MISMATCH t NO MANSTEER PRIOR TO SR SEP - FLySINGLE SSME TO MECO. 
OIGINAL PAGf tq-24 FIGURE 6.4.2-1 
.. .-OF POOR QUALITY -.. 
- , 
TEST SEAM TEAM 
NO. RENT'S REF 
9 57 SnE-I/ET-I 



















































































GN&C ASCENT/ORRIT INSERTION TEST MATRIX 
ATMS TEST START/STOP ' 
-E- STD T-12 SEC/ST SEP + 20 SEC 
STD T-112 SEC/ET SEP + 20 SEC 
STD T-12 SEC/ET SEP + 20 SEC 
ST T-12 SEC/ET SEP + 20 SEC 
BTD T-12 SEC/aT SEP + 20 SEC 
STD T-12 S5C/ET SEP + 20 SEC 
ST7 T-12 SEC/ST SE 20 SEC 
6RIGINAL PAGE 18OF POOR QUA I M 
ST T-12 SEC/OS-I + 20 SEC 
TYD T-12 SEC/OKS-I + 20 SEC 
STD T-12 SEC/OMS-i + 20 SEC 
STD T-12 SEC/OmS-I + 20 SEC 
BID T-12 SEC/OMS-I * 20 SEC 
STD T-12 SEC/O.'L-I + 20 SEC 
6-25 
(SAIL) 
TEST D 7SCRIPTION 
3 SIGMA E8 THRUST MISMATCH - FAIL 2 SSMS AT SEBE 
SEP + 12 SEC - SWITCH TO CBS AND FLY SINGLE SSMB 
3 SIGMA S2 THRUST MISMATCH - FAIL 3 SSM AT SE 
SEP + 12 SEC - LT SEP AUTO 
3 SIGMA SERBTHRUST MISMATCH - MAN SHUTDOWN OF 
SESMB , 2 & 3 WITH PUSHBUTTONS AT SEE SEP + 12 
SEC - ET SEP MANUAL INHIBIT - MANST SEP 
3 SIGMA SRE THRUST MISMATCH -2 SSM3 FAIL AT t = 
250 SEC - AUTO ET SEP
 
3 SIGMA SR2 THRUST MISMATCH -2 SSMB FAIL AT t = 
300 SEC - AUTO ET SEP 
3 SIGMA SRB THRUST MISMATCH - I SSMB FAIL AT E2 
SEP + 12 SEC - FITS SEL & EXECUTE (W601) - 2ND 
SSE FAIL APPROX 40 SEC PRIOR TO MECO - FLY ONE 
ENG TO POWERED PITCH DN & MECO AUTO FITS ST SEP 
3 SIGMA SRS THRUST MISMATCH - NOM 2nd STAGE TO 
MECO- ET SEP MAN INHIBIT - ET SEP MAN CMD -
TRANSITION TO MM104 AT ET SEP - PRO TO MM 602 
PRIOR TO OMS-1 TIG 
NOM OFT-i - ENGAGE BPS AT L/O + 3 SEC - NOMINAL
 
SS OPS SEQUENCE 
NOMINAL WITH FDA - ENGAGE BFS AT L/O + 3 SEC -
INSERT FAULTS (IRS)
 
NOM OFT- - ENGAGE BFi AT TOWER CLEAR (START OF 
PROGRMD TURN - ENG 2 DATA PATH FAIL BEFORE 
MECO CMD (LIMIT S/) SW IN AUTO) - THEN - ENG 2 
DATA PATH FAIL BEFORE' MECO CMD (LIMIT s/,) SWITCH 
IN ENABLE) 
NOM - ENGAGE EFS AT MAX DYNAMIC PRESSURE - ENG 
#1 DATA PATH FAIL AT MECO CMD 
NOM - ENGAGE EFS WITHIN 2.3 EC OF PC C 5 PSI 
(CRITICAL PERIOD FOR SEQUENCE RESTART) - EiC #.3 
DATA PATH FAIL N MEO0M 
NONM - ENGAGE BFS DURING ET SEP (CONFIRM RESTART
 
OF SEQUENCE BY BPS) 
FIGURE 6.4.2-1­
______ 
GN&C ASCENT/ORBIT INSERTION TEST MATRIX (SAIL) 
TEST SEAM TEAM FCS WINDS ATDS TEST START/STOP TEST DESCRIPTION 
NO RQMTS REF MODE(S) 
70 SRB-1/ET-I 	 Auto/ E-i STU T-12 SEC/bMS-I + 20 SEC NOM - ENGAGE BPS DURING OMS-1 BURN (AUTO TO MAN 
BFS FLT CONTROL) 
71 SRB-I/ET-I 	 Auto/ B-i STD T-12 SEC/bMS- + 20 SEC NOM - ENGAGE BFS DURING MPS DUMP (CONFIRM SEQUENCE 
BPS CONTINUED) 
72 SRB-I/ET-I 	 Auto/ B-I STD T-12 SEC/OMS-2 + 20 SEC NOM - ENGAGE BFS DURING 045-2 BURN (CONFIRM CORRECT 
BPS LISTENING BY BFS 
73 SRB-14/ET-NA 	 Auto/ E-3 - STD T-12 SECAiECO'+ 5 SEC NOM - ENGAGE BFS AT L/ + 3 SEC 
BFS 
74 SRB-15/ET-NA 	 Auto/ E-7 STD T-12 SEC,4ECO + 5 SEC NON - ENGAGE BFS AT TOWER CLEAR 
BFS 
75 SRB-16/ET-NA 	 Auto-BPS E--i LTD .T-12 SEC/MECO + 5 SEC NOM - ENGAGE BFS AT MAX DYN PRESSURE 
76 SRB-IO/BT-NA 	 Auto/ f-S 5TD T-12 SAC/MABCO + 5 SEC Nom - ENGAGE BPS AT L/O - 3 SEC 
BFS 
77 SRB-10/T-NA 	 Auto/ E-9 BID T-12 SE/ 0BCO+ 5 SEC NON - ENGAGE BFS AT TOWER CLEAR 
EFS
 
78 SRBS-10/ET-NA Auto/ E-13 STU T--2 SEC/mECO 5 SEC NCH - ENGAGE BFS AT MAX DYN PRESSURE 'I 
VHFs I 
79 SRE-10/ET-NA *Auto/ E-6 STD 	 +5 $EC NOM - BPST-12 SEC/MeCo U ENGAGE AT L/O + 3 SEC 
BFSI  
80 SRE-I1/ET-NA' 	Auto! F-4 ,TD T-12 SEC/MECO + 5 SEC N - ENGAGE BPS AT TOWER CLEARSBS ' 
81 SRB-10/ET-NA 	 Auto/ B-S STD T-12 SEC/m4CO + S SEC NOM - ENGAGE BPS AT MAX DYN PRESSURE 
BFS -T 
SRB-1/ET-B5282 Aut/ - SID T-12 SEC/ET SEP + 1 MIN FAIL ENG #2 AT t = 218 SEC (EARLIEST ATO ABORT) 
12-2-23 BPS BFS PRIOR TO ENGINE FAILURE - NOMINALHENGAGES/D OF ENG #1 WITH PUSUBUTTON 
83 - SRB-1/rT-1 	 Auto/ , , E-I STD T-12 SEC/T SEP 1I MIN ,, ENG #3 FAIL AT t - 218 SEC (EARLIEST ATO ABORT) 
BFS'% . ENGAGE BPS DURING MPS, DUMP - PERFORM ONS -
A ,)! TRANS TO OPS 301 
84 SRB-23/T-B1 	 Atof o! E-I BTD T-12 SEC/ST SEP + I MIN ATO AFTER V ATO rEGD ENGAGE BFS PRIOR TO EBB 
BPS,. FAIL - A-
FOLDOU 	 6-26 FIGURE 6.4.2-1 
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B- STD T-12 SEC/ET Sep . 1 MIN ATO 
DUM 
AFTER V AO MECO ENGAGE 
- MAN SHUTDOWN OF ENG #2 






E-i STD T-12 SEC/ST Sep + 1 MIN AIO AFTER V LIE- ENG 
S/D SWITCH IN AUTO 







T-12 SEC/ET Sep + I MIN ATO AFTER V LIN- ENGAGE BFS DURING ST SEP -
#1 SHUTS DOWNWITH LIMIT S/D SWITCH IN ENABLE 
88 SRB-2/ET-1 Auto/BFS E-1 BTD T-12 SEC/OHS -1 + I MIN ATO AFTER V LIN - ENGAGE BFS 




89 SRB-3/ST-i Auto/BFS E-I STD T-12 SEC/ET SEP + 2 MIN ATO AFTER V LIN - FAIL ENG 
ENGAGE BPS BEFORE NPS DUMP 
#1 BEFORE V ZERO -
90 SRB-i/T-1 Auto/BFS F-i STD T-12 SEC/OMS-2 + 20 SEC ATO AFTER V LIN - ENCAGE BFS AFTER OMS-2 BURN 
91 SRB-3/ETr- Auto/BFS E-i STD T-12 SEC/OmS-I + 20 SEC ATO DURING OMS-i BURN,-
FAIL - SELECT ATO 
ENGAGE BPS PRIOR TO ENG 
92 SRB-4/ET-2 Auto/BFS E-i STD T-12 SEC/OmS-I + 20 SEC ATO DURING OMS-I BURNI - ENGAGE MPS DURING HIS DUMP__h 
93 SRB-I/ST-3 Auto/BFS E-I LTD T-12 SEC/OMS-2 + 20 SEC ENGAGE BFS PRIOR TO ENG FAIL 
94 SRB-I/BT-4 Auto/BFS E-i BTD T-12 SEC/OmS-2 + 20 SEC ENGAGE BFS DURING OS, 2 BURN 
95 SRB-I/ET-A2/ 
ET-A5 
AutO - E--i STD T-12 SEC/RT SEP * 10 SEC SPECIAL ET SEP REQMT (SEE ATTACHED) 
96 SE-I/T 
ETAS 
A4/ Auto E-i T-rl SDC/BT SEP * 10 SEC SPECIAL ET SEP REOM'T (SEE ATTACHED) 
97 - 6-1-9 Auto NA NA NlECE + 5 SEC/OMS-2 + 20 SEC PRPOIM OMS-2 BURN WITH RCS (2 01S CUT) 
98 SR-I/ET-i 
12-2-17 
AUto B-i LTD " T-12 SEC/OmS-1 + 20 SEC L02 LOW LEVEL SENSORS 1 & 2 DRY BUT NOT DISABLED 
99 SRB-I/ET-. 
12-D-18 
Auto B-i LTD T-12 SEC/oS-i + 20 SEC L02 LOW LEVEL SENSORS 3 & 4 DRY BUT NOT DISABLED 
100 SN-I/ET-I 
12-2-19 
1Auto S-i I STD T-12 SEC/amS-I , + 20 SEC. LH2 LOW LEVEL SENSORS 1&2 DRY BUT NOT DISABLED 
OflDQLAGE L2~J7:- FIGURE 6.4.2-1FOLDoUT R ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
-
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WINDS ATMOS TEST START/SOP", TEST DESCRIPTION 
101 SRB-I/ET-1 
12-2-20 










R-I STD , T-12 SEC/ET SEP + 10 SEC 
. 
SWITCH TO BFS AT LIFTOFF + 10 SEC 
OR ENG's 1, 2, 3 WIlE PUSHBUTTONS 
- MAN SHUTOWN 
104 4-7 Ato.' -i SD T-12 SEC/ST SEP + 20 SEC. 
* 
. FAIL AC BUS I 
I-/a + 20 SEC 
AT L/O - FAIL ESSENTIAL BUS IBC AT 
- FAIL MANBUS A AT MAX DYN PRESSUI E 
105 4-8 Auto 51l ST T-12 SEC/ET Sep + 20 Sec. FAIL AC BUS 2 AT L/O - PAIL ESSENTIAL BUS 2CA 
AT L/0 + 20 SEC - FAIL MAIN BUS B AT MAX DYN 
PRESSURE 
106 4-9 Auto E--i STD T-12 SEC/ET SEP + 20 SEC FAIL AC BUS 3 AT L/0 - FAIL ESSENTIAL BUS 3AB AT 
L/ + 20 SEC - FAIL MAIN BUS C AT MAX DYN PRESSURE 
107 - Auto - - MECO/OMS-2 C/o - 5 SEC FAIL LEFT OMS AT OMS-2 TIG - 1 
RECONFIGURATION 
MTN, VERIFY OMS 
108 7 CSS - - MECO/OMS-2 C/O + 5 SEC FAIL LEFT OMS AT ONS-2 
RMCONFIGURATION 
TIG - I MIN, VEIUFY OMS 
109 - Auto - - MECO/bNS-1 C/o + 5 SEC CREW SELECT AA AT TEST START,TIG + I MIN, VERIFY TARGET RIGHT OHS FAIL AT 
110 - CSS - - mECO/0MS-1 C/ + 5 SEC CREW SELECT AOA AT TEST START, RIGHT OMS FAIL AT 
TIG + 1 MIN, VERIFY TARGET 
Ii Auto - - MECO/OMS-2 C/O + 5 SEC CREW SELECT ATO AT TEST START, VERIFY TARGET 
112 CSS - - mEC/O S-2 C/ + 5 SEC" CREW SELECT At AT TEST START, VERIFY TARGET 
113 Auto - - MECO/OMS-2 C/O + 5 SEC CREW SELECT AM AT TEST START, FAIL LEFT OMS ENGINE 
AT TGO (OMS-2) = 30 SEC, VERIFY TARGET 
114 - CSS - - MECO/OMS-2 C/O + 5 SEC CREW SELECT ATO AT TEST START, FAIL LEFT OHS ENGINE 
AT IGO (OMS-2) = 30 SEC , VERIFY TARGET 
115 - Auto - 1EC/bxs-I C/o + 5 SEC NOM, FAIL RIGHT ERG AT OHS TIG, ARM SS OFF0, RE-
CYCLE 
116 - CSS - - MECO/0MS-I C/O + 5 SEC NON, FAIL 
CYCLE 
RIGHT ENG AT OMS TIG, ARM SWS OFF, RE_ 
-ORIGINAL PAG I$­
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WINDS ATHOS TEST START/STOP TEST DESCRIPTION 
117 Auto NECO/oms-1 C/o + 5 SEC FAIL RIGHT ENG AT Od-1 
RECONFIGIIATION 





MuCO/Oms-1 C/0 + 
MEc/OmS-2 C/0 4 
5 SEC 
5 SEC 
FAIL RIGHT ENG AT OHS-. TIG 30 SE, NO CWS 
RECONFIGURATION.,i 
CREW SELECT ATMOAT TEST START, FAIL LEFT EKG AT 
OMS-2 TIG, FAIL RIGHT ENG AT TOO = 45 SEC, COM-




120 -SS MECO/OMS-2 C/0 + 5 SEC CREW SELECT ATO AT TEST START, FAIL LEFT ENG AT 
OHS -2 TIG, FAIL RIGHT ENG AT TGO = 45 SEC, CON-
PLETE BURN WITH RC5 
121 Auto 7 - MeCO/ONS -2 C/o * 5 SEC RONM- USE EXTERNAL DELTA-V TARGETS FOR BOTH BUS 
122 - -MAN MCO/OMS-a C/o + 5 SEC NON - USE EXTERNAL DELTA-V TARGETS FOR BOTH BURNS " 
123 - Auto -ECO/OS-I C/O:* 5 SEC FAIL RIGHT ONS AT TIC 
RECONFIGURATION 
+ 30 SEC, FAIL LEFT OS AT 
124 - Man. - - MRCO/OHS-1 0/0C 5 ,SEP FAIL RIGHT OMS AT TIG + 30 SEC, FAIL LEFT ONS AT 
RECONFIGURATION 
125 - Al-to MECO/0HS-I C/0 + 5 8BC FAIL LEFT OHS GIMBAL ACTUATOR AT TIG 





mECO/OMS- C/o + 5 SEC 
IECO/OHIS-1 o/o + 5 SE6 ' " 
FAIL ONE OR TWO RCS JETS 
FAIL ONE OR TWO ROS JETS 
AT TIG 
AT TIC 
129 - Auto , - - 1m.COH0ms-I C/o + 5 SEC 5 MINUTE TIG DELAY 
130 - " - - Cn-RECO/OmS-1C/0 4- 5 SEC 5 NIHUTE TIG DELAY 
11 - Auto --- HnO/OmS-i C/0 + 5 SEC SSEM ENG #2 FAIL TO SHUTDOWN 
132 - M.n -ECO/OmS-i C/o + 5 SEC " SSE ENG #2 FAIL TO SHUTDOWN 
133 , 'Auto B,-I STU i T-12 SEC/-ECO' IO SEC' ' LATE ATO - FAIL SSME #1 at 505 SEC 
134 
- .­ ' / _ 
AmOI -I STO 
S- , U 
. .... ..... .... 
T-12 St C0C 4 10510 
,G6-28aLT -
LATE AOA - FAIL SSM 
FIGURE 6.4.2-1 
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WINDS ATmOS TEST START/STOP TEST DESCRIPTION 
135 Auto B-I STD T-12 SEC/OMS-I + 5 SEC MISSION COMPLETION - 'FAIL SSME #3 AT 230 SECONDS 
136 Auto B-1 STD FI2 SEC/ET SEP + 20 SEC RTLS ABORT - FAIL ENG #2 AT 260 SECONDS 
137 Auto E-I STD T-12 SEC/ET SEP + 20 SEC RTLS ABORT - FAIL ENG #2 AT MAXDYN PRESSURE 
138 Auto E-1 SITD T-12 SEC/ET SEP + 20 SEC EM1S ABORT - FAIL ENG 03 AT LIFTOFF 
139 Auto B-I STD T-12 SEC/ET SEP + 20 SEC INITIATE 3 ENG RTLS 
60 SECONDS PRIOR TO 
ABORT 
CO 
BUT FAIL ENG #2 APPROX 
140 Auto -i" STD T-12 SEC/ST SEP + 20 SEC PAIL 
RTLS 
ENG #2 AT 218 SEC 
AT 240 SEC 
- SELECT ATO - SWITCH TO 
141 Auto/
CSS 
F-I STD T-12 SEC/ST SEP + 20 SEC FAIL ENG #Z AT LIFTOFFSELECT RTLS ABORT - SWITCH TO CSS MODE -
142 Auto/ 
CSS 
E-i STD T-12 SEC/ST SEP + 20 SEC FAIL BNG #3 
SELECT RTLS 
AT SRB' SP 
PORT 




- E-I STD T-T2 SEC/sE SEP + 20 SEC FAIL ENG #2 AT SRB SEP 
TURNAROUND THEN SWITCH 
- FLY AUTO 
TO CSS 
UNTIL POST 
144 Auto E-I SITD T-12 SEC/MECO + 10 SEC MAN THROTTLE TAKEOVER AT 39 DURING 2ND STAGE 
145 Auto -I "SID T-12 SEC/mECO 10 SEC FAIL APU #2 (STUCK THROTTLE) BEFORE t = S SEC*-- K 
146 - Auto B-i STD T-12 SEC/MECO + 10 SC FAIL APU #i AT 
20 SEC. 
LIPTOFF -FAIL APU #2 AT t 
OLDOUTFRAAM 
-
* DESIGN ASSESSMENT FOR 
., . 
INTEGRATED GN&C 
ORIGINAL PAGE 18-~' 
OF POOR QUAL... 
" ;," 
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*WIND SSW SSW * ONSET THICKNESS 




E3 AprLl .95 40 Yes 36,200 984
 
E4 Aprl .95 130 Yes 36,200 984
 
E5 April .95 220 Yes 36,200 984
 
E6 April .95 310 Yes 36,200 984
 
B7 April .95 40 Yes 28,150 984
 
E8 April .95 130 Yes 28,150 984
 
E9 April .95 220 Yes 28,150 984
 
El0 Aorl .95 310 Yes 28,150 984
 
Ell April .7 40 Yes 36,200 984
 
El2 April .7 130 Yes 28,150 984
 
El3 April .7 220 Yes 36,200 984
 
E14 April .7 310 Yes 28,150 984
 
* Shear: S= 0.0 DEG * Gust: OG = 0.0 DEG 
Shear Probability = .99 Gust Factor = .85 
Shear Factor = .85 
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Table 6.4.2-2 SRB/ET Separation Vertification Run Matrix (SAIL) 
Test No.
 
Sep GN&C Description 
1 TBD Nominal SRB/ET separation 
2 Two chamber pressures fail high in same SRB (prior 
to 105 sec MET) 
3 Two chamber pressures fall low in same SRB (prior to 
105 sec MET) 
4 Body rates at SRB sep time (Event 28) exceed inhibit 
criteria, then return to acceptable state and auto separation 
5 Derived dynamic pressure greater than 63 psf at SRB 
separation time, then becomes less than 63 psf and auto-separation 
6 Separation inhibit override with manual separation 
7 GPC failure during separation sequence (nominal 
separation) 
8 Separation with one SSME out 
9 One chamber pressure fails high in left SRB (prior to 
105 sec MET) 
One chamber pressure fails low in right SRB (prior to 
105 sec MET) 
10 SRB/ET separation (BFS) (no failures) 
11 SRB/ET separation (BFS) (same as Sep2) 
12 SRB/ET separation (BFS) (same as Sep3) 
13 SRB/ET separation (BFS) (same as Sep4) 
14 SRB/ET separation (BES) (same as Sep5) 
15 SRB/ET separation (BFS) (same as SepS) 
16 SRB/ET separation (BFS) (same as Sep9) 
17 SRB/ET separation (primary) with manual control prior 
to SRB separation 
18 SRB/ET separation (primary) with manual control at 
SRB separation 
19 MECI failure at lift-off 
20 Manual separation with MDM FFI, FF3, or FF4 failure 
prior to separation 
21 Auto separation with MDM FF1, FF3, or FF4 failure 
prior to separation 
22 Auto separation selecting BFS between Event 26 and 
Event 27 
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1 TBD 	 Nominal orbiter/ET separation
 
2 Vehicle body rates exceed inhibit values at separation­
corrected by FCS for auto separation
 




4 	 Feed-line disconnect valve fails to close-auto inhibit
 
with crew manual override
 
5. 	 Crew selects manual inhibit after MECO confirmed. After a
 
delay of at seconds crew reselects auto mode
 
6 Fail (1) GPC at time of structural release
 
7 Fail (1) forward -Z RCS thruster (check downmoding)
 
8 Fail bus A or B and Bus C (dual RCS failure)
 




10 Induced failure (undefined) which requires manual control
 




Al Nom RTLS (1 SSME out)
 
A2 Same condition as Case 2
 
A3 Vehicle body rates exceed inhibit values. Not corrected by
 
FCS auto inhibit override after 6 seconds
 
A4 Same condition as Case 3
 
A5 Same as Case 5
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Sep INC Descriptions 
A7 TBD Fail Bus C prior to MECO confirmed 
A8 Same as Case 10 
A9 Maximum rate and attitude dispersions at MECO confirmed 
Al0 Maximum aero and mass property dispersions (detail cases 
under study) 
BFS-NOM/AOA/ATO 
B1 Same as Case 1 
B2 Same as Case 2 
B3 Same as Case 3 
B4 Same as Case 4 
B5 Same as Case 5 
B6 Same as Case 7 
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.5 OPS Transition Tests
 
A normal ascent mission (OPS 1) following the OMS-1 and OMS-2
 
burns is terminated by a Transition in the computers to on
 
orbit OPS-2. In case of an Abort Once Around mission the
 
transition is to the Entry OPS-3. In an RTLS the transition
 
to OPS 6 takes place without a memory configuration change
 
in the flight computers.
 
Tests will be conducted in SAIL to confirm the proper Tran­
sition. The SAIL RTLS runs will conform transitions from
 
MM102 to 601 and 103 to 601. The transition from MM 601 to
 
602 will also be confirmed in SAIL. The OPS transitions
 
will be confirmed as follows:
 
SAIL TEST CASE TRANSITION
 
1 (FIGURE 6.4.2-1 OPS 1 (M106) to OPS 2 (Primary) 
83(FIGURE 6.4.2-1) OPS 1 (MMI06) to OPS 3 (BackUp) 








The Ascent Integrated GN&C System is to be verified at SAIL by the
 
simulated mission flight profiles defined in the appropriate data
 
base appendices of SDM SD72-SH-0105. Verification will demonstrate
 
that the Ascent GN&C System performance complies with the pass-fail
 
criteria given in Tables 6.6-1 through 6.6-10 as follows:
 
First Stage Ascent Verification Requirements, Table 6.6-1
 
SRB Separation Verification Requirements, Table 6.6-2
 
Second Stage Ascent Verification Requirements, Table 6.6-3
 
External Tank Separation Verification Requirements, Table 6.6-4
 
Orbital Insertion Verification Requirements, Table 6.6-5
 
Abort-Once-Around Verification Requirements, Table 6.6-6
 
Abort to Orbit Verification Requirements, Table 6.6-7
 
RTLS Verification Requirements, Table 6.6-8
 
Ascent Maneuver DIP Verification Requirements, Table 6.6-9
 
GPC and I/0 Error Log Verification Requirements, Table 6.6-10
 
The tables are organized by major mode/event sequence and present
 
the pass/fail criteria to be used against the mission profile.
 
The methodology used to resolve any deviations in performance con­
straints is illustrated in figure 6.6-1.
 
In addition to the pass/fail constraints specified in Tables 6.6-1
 
through 6.6-10, a reasonableness check will be performed that con­
sists of visually comparing the baseline trajectories against off­
line generated nominal trajectory parameters. The reasonableness 
check, which will be performed by cognizant designated engineers 
and crew members, will be exercised only if a probable system 
anomaly is reported by the crew. The process used to resolve any 
probable anomaly is shown in figure 6.6-2. Testing will resume on 
non-critical anomalies after proper documentation. 
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102 	 Verify nominal SRB/ Verify pre-separa-

ET separation seq- tion sequence ini­




o 	MaDor mode code MMC = 2 





o CRT 	display "Ascent Tra3 1"
 
o 	SRB bus voltages LH op Bus a volt = 28 V ± TBD 
LH op Bus B volt = 28 V ± TBD 
RH op Bus A volt = 28 V ± TBD 
RH op Bus B volt = 28 V ± TBD 
o 	SRB sep PIC LH fw4 thr pin PIC cap A volt :1.5v 

voltage (sep LH fwd thr pin PIC cap B volts 1.5; 























































































Objective Requirement Pass/Fail Criteria Downlist Requirement 
RH fwd thr pin PIC cap B volt 
51.5 V 
B55V26060 
RH aft upr orct PIC cap A volt51.5 V B55V2607C 
RH aft upr brct PIC cap B volt 
,51.5 V 




RH aft mid brct PIC cap B volt 
S1.5 V 
B55V2610C 
RH aft lwr brct PIC cap A volt 
i 1 . 5 V 
B55V2611C 





RH fwd sep mot PIC cap A volt 
51.5 V 
RH fwd sep mot PIC cap B volt 
1.5 V 





RH aft sep mot PIC cap B volt 
S1.5 V 
B55V2616C 
o SSMB operational SSME failure status flag = 0 
status MPS El fail flag = 0 
MPS E2 fail flag = 0 





o Manual sep swit- SRB sep auto cmd = 1 
ches/cmds SRB sep/man/auto enable cmd 





o SRB sep seq flag SRB sep monitor flag = 0 
events SRB sep initiation flag = 0 
SRB sep function moding = 0 
SRE sep cmd flag = 0 








Guidance ready flag = 0 
Frz desired body cmd flag = 0 




















Steering Mode Flag = 1 

Manual Mode During Stage 1 Flag = 

Manual Mode During Stage 2 Flag =0 
Auto Guidance Mode Flag = 1 
STGI Guidance Discrete = 1 
Initiate Stage 2 Guidance = 0 
PEG Convergence Discrete = 0 
LH 	SR RSS S&A Armed = I 

RH SRB RSS S&A Armed = 1 

LH SRB RSS S&A Safed = 0 



















































Verify SRB sep mon- SRB sep monitor flag = 1 














o 	SRB Pc 50 psia, Selected LH SRB P : 50 T6S 
Selected RH SRB Pc< 50 -60 

IT2 - T1 4.2 seconds 
LH SRB P A i 50 psia 
LH-SRB PC B S 50 psia 
LH SRB Pc C:: 50 psia 

RH SRB PC A: 50 psia 

RH SRB Pc B: 50 psia 

RH SRB PC CS 50 psia

c 
LH/RH SRB 50 psia flag = 1









































A P a 10 PSIA (Note i)
 
LH SRB RSS S&A Armed = 0 

RH SRB RSS S&A Armed = 0 

LH SRB RSS S&A Safed = I 

RH SRB RSS S&A Safed = I 

LH RSS decoder A = 0 

LH RSS decodei B = 0 









RH RCS A decoder A = 0 

RR-RSS B decoder 	B = 0 

















(Event 26 + 2.3 sec)
 
o 	SRB nozzles nul- LH pos TVC rock actuator = TBD 

led 	 LH pos TVC tilt actuator = TBD 

RH pos TVC rock actuator = TBD 

RH pos TVC tilt actuator = TBD 

SRB LH Rock Actr A Drvr Out = TBD 
SRB LH Tilt Actr A Drvr Out 
SRB LH Rock Actr B Drvr Out 
SRB LH Tilt Actr B Drvr Out 
SRB LH Rock Actr C Drvr Out 
SRB LH Tilt Actr C Drvr Out 
























































SRB LH Tilt Actr D Drvr Out 

(Cont) SRB RH Rock Actr A Drvr Out 

SRB RH Tilt Actr A Drvr Out 

SRB'RH Rock Actr B Drvr Out 

SRB RH Tilt Actr B Drvr Out 

SRB RH Rock Actr G Drvr Out 

SRB RH Tilt Actr C Drvr Out 

SRB RH Rock Actr D Drvr Out 

SRB RH Tilt Actr D Drvr Out 















o 	Arm SRB sep PIC LH fwd thr pin PIC cap A volt 

(sep bolts and a35.7 V
 












LH aft mid brct PIC cap A volt 

2 35.7 V 
LH aft mid brct PIC cap B volt 
35.7 V
 








LH fwd sep motor PIC cap A volt 

- 35.7 V 






















































(Event 28) (sep in­
itiation + 4.0 sec
 
and no sep inhibit):
 








LH aft sep motor PIC cap B volt 

2 35.7 V 
RH fwd thr pin PIC cap A volt 
1 35.7 V 
RH fwd thr pin PIC cap B volt 
! 35.7 V
 




RH aft upr brct PIC cap B volt 

35.7 V 
RH aft mid brct PIC cap A volt 
- 35.7 V 
RH aft mid brct PIC cap B volt 
> 35.7 V 
RH aft lwr brct PIC cap A volt 
2!35.7 V
 
RH aft lwr brct PIC cap B volt 

1 35.7 V 
RH fwd sep motor PIC cap A volt 
. 35.7 V 
RH fwd sep motor PIC cap B volt 
35.7 V
 
RH aft sep motor PIC cap A volt
{ 35.7 V 
RH aft sep motor PIC cap B volt 

S35.7 V 
SRB sep cmd flag = 1 

Sel RGA roll rate See rate inhi-

inhibit parameters Sel RGA pitch rate bit criteria 

Sel RGA yaw rate (1.2.2.2) 
Derived dynamic press. < 63 psf 
Major mode change MMC = 103 














































Requirement 	 Pass/Fail Criteria 

o Initiate attitude Body pitch attitude error 0 

hold 	 Body yaw attitude error 00 

Body roll attitude error 00 













o Guidance/FCS Func- SRB sep subphase flag = 1 

tions Freeze desired body command flag=l 

Steering mode flag = 0 
o Attach & BSM PIC Special requirement ( T ! 20 ms) 
discharge/sep CMD (Note 2)* 
time difference 
o ATVC SRB 26-V dead Special Requirement (Note 3)*
face
 




CRT display 	 Ascent Tra3 2
 
Initiate stage 2 	 TBD 
guidance 




" Terminate stage I TBD 
guidance 
"oTerminate SRB RG TBD
 
o Terminate AA SOP TBD
 






























Major Objective Requirement 
Mode 
o Terminate AA FDIR 
o Pitch axis trim 
change 






MPS eng 1 P act. A cmd = TBD 

MPS eng 2 P act. A cmd = TBD 

MPS eng 3 P act. A cmd = TBD 

MPS eng 1 P act. position = TBD 

MPS eng 2 P act. position = TBD 

MPS eng 3 P act. position = TBD 









LH aft upr brct PIC cap A volt 

51.5 V 
LH aft upr brat PIC cap B volt 

51.5 V 
LH aft mid brct PIC cap A volt 

51.5 V 
LH aft mid brct PIC cap B volt 

11.5 V 
LH aft lwr brct PIC cap A volt 
z 1.5 V 
LH aft lwr brct PIC cap B volt 
:51.5 V 
LH fwd sep motor PIC cap A volt 

-l.5 V 
LH fwd sep motor PIC cap B volt 

5-1.5 V 
LH-aft sep motor PIC cap A volt 

51.5 V 
LH aft sep motor PIC cap B volt 

!-1.5 V 
RH fwd thr pin PIC cap a volt 

- 1.5 V 
RH fwd thr pin PIC cap B volt 

S1.5 V 







































































RH aft lwr brct PIC cap B volt 

5 	1.5 V 
RH fwd sep motor PIC cap A volt 

5 1.5 V 
RH fwd sep motor PIC cap B volt 
n;1.5 V
 








Separation indica- LH voltage oper bus A = 0 volt 

tion LH voltage oper bus B = 0 volt 





cmd + 4.0 sec)
 
o 	Sep cnd flag off 

o SRB pwr off 

(buses A and B)
 
o 	SRB pwr off, Bus 
C 




RH voltage oper bus A = 0 volt 

RH voltage oper bus B = 0 volt 

SRB sep cmd flag = 0 

Special Requirement (Note 5)*
 




o 	MEC 1 and 2 reset TBD 






































itiate (Event 29) 
(SRB sep cmd + 4 





Pass/Fail Criteria Downlist Requirement
 
Stage 2 steer mode flag = 
Guidance ready flag = 1 
1 V90X1757X 
V90X1965X 
Freeze desired body CMD flag = 
SRB sep subphase flag = 0 
0 V90X714X 
V90X1761X 
STG I Guidance Discrete = 





PEG Convergence Discrete = 1 V9OXI97iX 
9Rockwell International
 
NOTE #1 SRB Pc Measurement Accuracy Space Dision 
Requirement
 
At a SRB chamber pressure of S0 ± 20 psia, measure the difference
 
between each simulated SRB Pc transducer pressure provided by 
the MMES and the corresponding SRB chamber pressure output from 
the MDMs. Perform test at least three times. 
Pass/Fail Criteria 
Pressure difference C 10 psi ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Downlist Requirement
 
B47PI300C LH Press A SRM Chamber
 
B47PI301C L1 Press B SRM Chamber
 
B47BI302C LH Press C SRM Chamber
 
B47B2300C RH Press A SRM Chamber
 
B47B2301C RH Press B SRM Chamber
 
B47B2302C RH Press C SRM Chamber
 




Measure the time difference between the first MEC SEP CMD (Fire 2)
 
crossing the ORB/SRB interface and the discharge of the A&B PIC's
 
to the four attachment NSI simulators and the two BSM ignition sys­




The time difference between the separation command crossing the
 












@ Rockwell Internabofial 
Space Division 




o 	 Monitor TVC Rock Tilt Secondary P excitation voltage.
 
o 	 Requires a breakout box installed at the ORB/ET umbilical plate
 






LH TVC A Rock/Tilt Sec - P Excit = 0 
LH TVC B Rock/Tilt Sec A- P Excit = 0 
LH TVC C Rock/Tilt Sec A- P Excit = 0 
LH TVC D Rock/Tilt Sec A- P Excit = 0 
RH TVC A Rock/Tilt Sec 6- P Excit = 0 
RH TVC B Rock/Tilt Sec A- P Excit = 0 
RH TVC C Rock/Tilt Sec A- P Excit = 0 









o 	 Monitor TVC Rock/Tilt Servo Bypass Commands 
I 
o 	 Requires a breakout box installed at the ORB/ET umbilical 





B58K3521E LH TVC TILT SERVO A BYPASS CMD = 0 
B58K3522E LH TVC TILT SERVO B BYPASS CMD = 0 
B58K3523E LH TVC TILT SERVO C BYPASS CMD = 0 
B58K3524E LH TVC TILT SERVO D BYPASS CMD = 0 
B58K3525E LH TVC ROCK SERVO A BYPASS CMD = 0 
B58K3526E LH TVC ROCK SERVO B BYPASS CMD = 0 
B58K3527E LH TVC ROCK SERVO C BYPASS CMD = 0 
B58K3528E LH TVC ROCK SERVO D BYPASS CMD = 0 
B58K4521E RH TVC TILT SERVO A BYPASS CMD = 0 
B58K4522E RH TVC TILT SERVO B BYPASS CMD = 0 
B58K4523E RH TVC TILT SERVO C BYPASS CMD = 0 
B58K4524E RH TVC TILT SERVO D BYPASS CMD = 0 
B58K4525E RH TVC ROCK SERVO A BYPASS CMD = 0 
B58K4526E RH TVC ROCK SERVO B BYPASS CMD = 0 
B58K4527E RH TVC ROCK SERVO C BYPASS CMD = 0 




Downlist/Downlink Requirement Space DMston 
None 




o 	 Monitor SRB power buses A & B for L&R SRB's
 
o 	 Requires a breakout box installed at the ORB/ET umbilical plate 
interface to monitor each power line with DC meter, etc. 
Pass/Fail Criteria
 
LH Operational Bus A Voltage = 0 
LH Operational Bus B Voltage = 0 
RH Operational Bus A Voltage = 0 




NOTE #6 Verify proper deadface of SRB Bus C
 
Requirement 
o 	 Monitor SRB Bus C for L&R SRB's
 
o 	 Requires a breakout box installed at the ORB/BT umbilical plate
 




LH SRB 01 C Bus Power = 0 











o 	 Monitor Arm, Fireand RSS Commands to L&R SRB's
 
o 	 Requires a break6ut box installed at Orbiter/ERT umbilical
 




B5S5K3506E LH SEPN PIC A ARM CMD = 0 
B55K3509E LH SEPN PIC B ARM CMD = 0 
B55K4506E RH SEPN PIC A ARM CMD = 0 
B55K4509E RH SBPN PIC B ARM CMD = 0 
B55K3507E LH SEPN PIC A FIRE 1 CMD = 0 
B55KS508E LH SEPN PIC A FIRE 2 CMD = 0 
B55KS510E LH SEPN PIC B FIRE I/RCVY PWR ON = 0 
B55KS5llE LH SPEN PIC B FIRE 2/RCVY ARM CMD = 0 
B55K4507E RH SEPN PIC A FIRE 1 CMD = 0 
B55K4508E RH SEPN PIC A FIRE 2 CMD = 0 
B55K4510E RH SEPN PIC B FIRE 1/RCVY PWR ON = 0 
B55K4511E RH SEPN PIC B FIRE 2/RCVY ARM CMD = 0 
B55K3517E LH RSS S&A SAFE CMD 1 = 0 
B55K3518E LH RSS S&A SAFE CMD 2 = 0 
B55K3515E LH SRB RSS POWER A OFF CMD = 0
 
B55K3516B LH SRB RSS POWER B OFF CM = 0
 
B55K4517E RH RSS S&A SAFE CMD I = 0
 
B55K4518E RH RSS S&A SAFE CMD 2 = 0
 
B55K4515E RH SRB RSS POWER A OFF CMD = 0 

















TABLE 6.6-4 ET SEPARATION VERIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 
(SOFTWARE/HARDWARE INTERFACE) 




103 	 Verify Non Orbater/ Verify BT sep
 
FT Separation (Event 33)
 
o Major mode code MMC.3 

o 	CRT display "Ascent Traj 2"
 
o 	MECO status MECO confirmed flag = I 





o 	Initiate MEC SOP TBD
 
o 	ET sep PIC vol- MEC 1 PIC 1 cap volt < 1.5 V 

tage 	 MEC 1 PIC 2 cap volt e 1.5 V 
MEC 1 PIC 3 cap volt < 1.5 V 
MEC 1 PIC 4 cap volt < 1.5 V 
MEC 1 PIC 5 cap volt < 1.5 V 
MEC 1 PIC 6 cap volt < 1.5 V 
MEC 1 PIC 7 cap volt - 1.5 V 
MEC 1 PIC 8 cap volt < 1.5 V 
MEC 1 PIC 9 cap volt < 1.5 V 
MEC 2 PIC 1 cap volt e 1.5 V 
MEC 2 PIC 2 cap volt c 1.5 V 
MEC 2 PIC 3 cap volt < 1.5 V 
MEC 2 PIC 4 cap volt < 1.5 V 
MEC 2 PIC 5 cap volt < 1.5 V 
MEC 2 PIC 6 cap volt C 1.5 V 
MEC 2 PIC 7 cap volt < 1.5 V 
MEC 2 PIC 8 cap volt < 1.5 V 
MEC 2 PIC 9 cap volt < 1.5 V 
o 	Manual sep ET.sep auto cmd = 1 
switches/cmds 
ET sep manual enable = 0 

ET sep initiate = 0 
o 	 Terminate feed- MPS LH2 feed-line relief shutoff 
line relief shut- valve close cmd = 0 
off valve close MPS LH 2 feed-line relief shutoff 


























































Major Objective Requirement Pass/Fail Criteria Downlist Requirement 
Mode 
MPS LH2 feed-line relief shutoff V41X1442E 
Valve closed = 0 
MPS LO feed-line relief shutoff V41SI547E 
valve closed = 0 
MPS LO2 feed-line relief shutoff V41XI542S 
valve closed = 0 
o Terminate ET umb ST umb door centerline latch 1 
doors centerline locked indicator 1 = 0 V56X1255X 
latch lock cmd ST umb door centerline latch 1 
locked indicator 2 = 0 V56XI265X 
ST umb door centerline latch 2 
locked indicator I = 0 V56XI355X 
ST umb door centerline latch 2 
locked indicator 2 = 0 V56XI365X 
All prevalves cmd. close ind V90X8568X 
oa T umb Dr. C]
Latch Stow Cmd 
ST 0mb Dr.CL Latch i Stow Ind 1 = 
ET Umb Dr.CL Latch 1 Stow Ind 2 = 
V56Xl205X 
V56XI215X 
ET Umb Dr.CL Latch 2 Stow Ind 1 = 1 V56X1305X 
ST Umb Dr.CL Latch 2 Stow Ind 2 = V56X1315X 
o All pre-valves 
cmd closed 
MPS E-1 LH prevalve close cmd 







MPS E-2 LH2 prevalve close cmd = 1 V41SI222E 
MPS E-2 LO prevalve close cmd = 1 V41SI239F 
MPS E-3 LH2 prevalve close cmd 







o ET tumble sys arm ST tumble sys arm flag 1 V98X0750X 
o ET tumble sys ET tumble sys fire flag = 1 V98X0751X 
fire 






feedline disc valve open = V41X1428X 
valve cmd open MPS LO 2 feedline disc valve open = V41XI429X 
0 
Major Objective Requirement 
Mode 
o Feedline disc 
valve cmd close 






























MPS dump gimbal pos flag = 1
 
ET/umb unlatch PIC's arm flag = 1 








































































feedline disc valve close 

feedline disc valve close 

feedline disc valve close 

feedline disc valve close 

MEC 1 PIC 1 cap volt a 

MEC 1 PIC 2 cap volt 

MEC 1 PIC 3 cap volt 

MEC 1 PIC 4 cap volt 
MEC 1 PIC 5 cap volt ' 
MEC 1 PIC 6 cap volt 
MEC 2 PIC 1 cap volt 
MEC 2 PIC 2 cap volt 

MEC 2 PIC 3 cap volt t 

MEC 2 PIC 4 cap volt 

MEC 2 PIC 5 cap volt Z 

MEC 2 PIC 6 cap volt a 

BT tumble sys arm flag = 
ET tumble sys fire flag 
MPS sig cond pwr on cmd = 
































ET/umb unlatch fire flag 

MEC 1 PIC 1 cap volt < 

MEC 1 PIC 2 cap volt 4 

MEC 1 PIC 3 cap volt < 






















o 	MEC crit cmd set 







































I PIC 6 cap volt 
2 PIC 1 cap volt 
2 PIC 2 cap volt 
2 PlC 3 cap volt 
2 PIC 4 cap volt 

2 PIC 5 cap volt 

2 PIC 6 cap volt 

< 1.5 V 

< 1.5 V 
< 1.5 V 
- 1.5 V 
4 1.5 V 

< 1.5 V 
< 1.5 V 
S 1.5 V 
ET/umb retract fire flag = 1 

MEC crit cmd flags = 0 
ET auto sep inhibit crew alert 









o 	Attitude cmd (sn- LH ADI roll rate 

apshot) LH ADI pitch 	rate 

LH ADI yaw rate 

LH ADI roll attitude error 

LH ADI pitch attitude error 







































Major Objective Requirement 
Mode 
o ET/orbiter struct 
PIC's arm 




" Status sep switch 

o If inhlb occurs 
Term ET/Orb Sep 
Camera on cmd 
o Set RCS inhibit 

o 3T/orbiter struct 

sep fire 1&2 

Reset ET/Orb Sep 





Pass/Fail Criteria Downlist Requirement
 
3T/orbiter struct sep arm flag = 1 V98XO752X
 
MEC 1 PIC 7 cap volt - 35.7 V V76M7073B
 
MEC 1 PIC 8 cap volt 35.7 V V76M7074B
 
MEC i PIC 9 cap volt 35.7 V V76M7077B
 
MEC 2 PIC 7 cap volt 3 V76M7173B
5.7 V 

MEC 2 PIC 8 cap volt 35.7 V V76M7174B
 
MEC 2 PIC 9 cap volt ? 35.7 V V76M7178B
 
E3T auto sep inhibit crew alert 0 V90X8259X
 
Select RGA roll rate < 0.3 0s V90R5301C
 
Select RGA pitch rate < 0.3 0/s V90R5321C
 
Select RGA yaw rate < 0.3 O/s V90R5341C
 
MPS LH feedline disc valve
 
close A = 1 V41X1430X
 




MPS LO feedline disc valve
 
close K = 1 V41XI530X 
MPS LH feedline disc valve 
close 9 = 1 V41XI534X 
ET sep manual enable = 0 V90X7556X
 
ET sep initiate = 0 V90X7564X
 
If inhibit occurs - RT/orb Sep V56K9000X
 
Camera On = 0
 
ET sep. RCS inhibit flag = 1 V90X8260X
 
ET/orbiter struct sep fire = 1 V98X0753X
 
MEC 1 PIC 7 cap volt < 1.5 V V76M7073B
 
MEC 1 PIC 8 cap volt < 1.5 V V76M7074B
 
MEC 1 PIC 9 cap volt < 1.5 V V76M7077B
 
MEC 2 PIC 7 cap volt < 1.5 V V76M7173B
 
MEC 2 PIC 8 cap volt < 1.5 V V76M7174B
 
MEC 2 PIC 9 cap volt < 1.5 V V76M7177B
 
ET/Orb Sep camera on = i V56K9000X 
Major
Mode 
Objective Requirement Pass/Fail Criteria Downlist Requirement 
o Attitude cmd LH ADI roll rate V72R0916C 
(snapshot) LH ADI pitch rate V72R0917C 
LH ADI yaw rate V72R0918C 
LH ADI roll attitude error V72H0925C 
LH ADI pitch attitude error V72H0927C 
LH ADI yaw attitude error V72HO929C 
o ET sep cmd set ET sep cmd flag = 1 V90X8250X 
V98XO754X 
o Enable RCS jets ET sep RCS inhibit flag = 0 VQoX8260X 
(Initiate -Z RJDF 1 jet FID cmd A = 1 V79K2404X 
trans) RJDF 1 jet F2D cmd A = 1 V79K2408X 
RJDF 2 jet F3D cmd A = 1 V79K2412X 
RJDF 2 3et,F4D cmd A = 1 
RJDF 1 jet L2D cmd A = 1 V79K2414X V79K2422X 
RJDA 2 3et L3D cmd A = 1
RJDA 2 jet L4D cmd A = 1 V79K2425XV79K2428X 
RJDA 1 jet R2D cmd A = 1 V79K2436X 
RJDA 2 jet R3D cmd A = 1 V79K2439X 
RJDA 2 jet R4D cmd A = 1 V79K2442X 
RJDF 1 Jet FIL cmd A = I V79K2402X 
RJDF 1 Jet FlU cmd A = 1 03X 
RJDF 1 Jet F2R cmd A = 1 06X 
RJDF I Jet F2U cmd A = 1 07X 
RJDF 2 Jet FSL cmd A = 1 lox 
RJDF 2 Jet F3U cmd A = 1 lix 
RJDF 2 Jet F4R cmd A = 13X 
RJDA I Jet LIL cmd A = 1 18X 
RJDA 1 Jet LIU cmd A = 1 19X 
RJDA 1 Jet L2L cmd A = 1 20X 
RJDA 1 Jet L2U cmd A = 1 21X 
RJDA 2 Jet L3L cmd A = 1 24X 
RJDA 2 Jet 4L cmd A = 1 26X 
RJDA 2 Jet L4U cmd A = 1 27X 
RJDA I Jet RIR cmd A = 1 32X 
RJDA 1 Jet RIU cmd A = 1 33X 
RJDA 1 Jet R2U cmd A = 1 35X 
RJDA 2 Jet R3R cmd A = I 38X 
RJDA 2 Jet R4R cmd A = 1 40X 





line disc valve 
close cmd 
Ln 
o Terminate MEC 
critical cmd 
o Set MEC 1 & 2 
master reset 
o Terminate ET sep
seq 
o Terminate MEC SOP 
Verify Major Modes 
Transition (Event 
36) 
o Major mode code 
Pass/Fail Criteria Downlist Requirement 
MPS LH feedline disc valve close 
A = 0 2 
MPS'LH feedline disc valve close 
= 0 2 
MPS LO feedline disc valve close 
A=O 2 
MPS LO 2 feedline disc valve close 
B=0 





MEC master reset flag 0 V90X8258X 
TBD 
TBD 
MMC 4 VVOQ800IC 
00 Rockwell International 
Space Dnston 
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All 	 Verify DPS hardware GPC error log verif- Zero ("0") GPC errors determined 







3PC I/O error log Zero ("0") i/O errors detected 
verification. from GPC I/O error cumulative 
counter 
NOTE: 	 Counter to be adjusted to 

account for hardware (BTU's
 
and LRU's) powered off.
 
'PC sum 	word fail Zero ("0") fail votes by any GPC 
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MINED 9 ANOMALY LISTING
 
PARAMETER * SPONSOR * GPC DOWNLIST 























9 Rockwell Intemabonal 
Space Divsion 
REASONABLENESS 
OFF-LINE CHECK VDS 
S/M RESULTS 
" TRAJECTORY * SPONSORS RECORDED 




p S* b •MECHANICALpoE? I=RUN 
PROCEED PASS PASS FAIL PROBLEM? 
TO NEXT OR 
CHECK FAIL a LABORATORY 
PROBLEM? NO REPORT 
a PILOT ANOMALY 
ERROR? 





El) Rockwell International 
Space DIVsion 
7.0 TEST DATA REQUIREMENTS
 
The Pass/Fail Criteria presented in Section 6.6 specifies downlist
 
parameters and MML numbers required to satisfy the pass/fail limits.
 
In addition to the downlist parameters, VDS generated parameters are
 
required to demonstrate compliance with the pass/fail constraints,
 
reasonableness checks and post-test analyses.
 
Data reduction requirements in terms of downlist and VDS parameters
 
with their associated identification numbers are listed in Table 7-1.
 
SAIL data acquisition will be categorized into quick look data and
 
normal data processing. The quick look data will be used for I day
 
reporting based on real time data to support rerun decisions and trouble­
shooting. Quick look data will also support a 5 day report. Normal
 
test data processing will be utilized for the Flight Readiness Review
 
and the Test Agency Report.
 
Real time data processing will consist of analog strip charts, X-Y 
plots and the TOC application program. The analog strip charts will 
record VDS parameters, flight system parameters and external box 
parameters such as MMES, SAAS, etc. X-Y plots will record qrC. and 
q S versus Mach Number and ground tracking parameters. The TOC 
application program will contain 30 selected parameter discretes and
 
variables from the pass/fail criteria. Capability will exist for end
 
of run hard copies with a summary of minimum-maxmum valves, flag of
 




The quick look data processing will utilize the VDS printout which
 
will read and store selected parameters at key points along the tra­
3ectory and will be printed out after each test. Pass/fail criteria
 
data processed from the TOC application program will be processed on
 
a 24 hour turnaround basis and will be included in the 5 day report.
 
The Quick Look Station will have the capability to process TICM or
 
CDT data and will be able to be utilized for troubleshooting on ver­
ification tests.
 
Normal test data processing will utilize CDT to provide continuous
 
time history plots of VDS and flight system parameters. Multi-plot
 
capability will exist for up to six data parameters as well as micro­
film capability of selected parameters. The FR1400 Data Tape will
 
supply a microfilm of all PCM flight system discretes and variables
 
specified in the pass/fail criteria as well as continuous data on an
 
as required basis. A 72 hour turnaround is scheduled.
 




SAIL Data Processing Requirements along with the parameter charac­
teristics such as scaling, units, time intervals and identification 






...... ASCENT__EIRST_ STAGEGN&C SIMULATIONVARIABLES .. 
DOWNLIST OR FSSR CSMP PARAMETER 






























































TIME FROM SRB IGNITION 





_MAGNITUDE IN M50 SYSTEM 


























I - . 
TIME TAG FOR CURRENT STATE VECTOR
 
CURRENT ACGUMULATED IMU VELOCITY ------- ----- -----------
W___VLCTOQ -
MAG. OF REL. VELOCITY INM50 FRAME . .
 
RtL VELOCITY VECTOR IN M50OFRAME 

DERIVED ASCENT DYNAMIC PRESSURE I....
 
-t
F SCJ-fP ELLIHSOID 

RELAIIVE VELOLITY 
RELATIVE FLIGT PATH ANGLE -----.. 
RELATIVE FLIGHT PATH ANGLE----­
&RUJNV TRACK ANGLE FROM NORTH 
EARIH LONGITUDE '00 

EARTH LATITUDE --
PITCH ATTITUDE COMMAND I ROLL ATTITUDE COMP AN4DI~--
YAW ATTITUDE COMMA,_'D __ I 
M_50 1NERTIAL-TO--COMANDEO BODY 
-QUATERNION 
SSME THROTTLE COMIMAND 
. .
... _ ' -­
















PF=SC = STRIP CHART CR = CRT7 XY = XY PLOT DP = DIGITAL PITU 
-1. STTINGPASSAI - TH-ROTL SSME ACTUALTHROTTL P-O SN = SNAPS-IOT TABLE 7.0-1 
- .. .... PF SC CR XY DP SN
 
-IXX MOMENT OF INERTIABODY X-AXIS._ j -_I; 
IYYI MO}MENT OF INERTIA,BODY Y-AXIS . -
IZZi MC?4ENT OF INERTIA,BODY Z-AXIS -- . - • - -
IXZl PRODUCT OF INERTA,BODY X & Z AXES - --- §4 -
XLGI C.G. LOCATIONX-COMP.,ET AXES - . 
XCGZ C.G. LCATIONY-COMP.,ET AXES ' - 4 -- ,
 
.......... ____XCG3 C.G. LOCATIDN.L-COMP.,ET AXES - -- ----- -t -­
v9oU19610 M MURBET "GUIDANCE ESTIMATED MASS, ORB.+-ET---i-- + -

V94U3822C M MASS ACTUAL MASS FROM SIMULATOR ENVIRON. --.- -.--

THRUSI __ AIMOS. THRUST, ORBITER NO. I .... $--
TIARUS2 AJMOS. THRUST, ORBITER NO. 2 . r .. 
THPUS3 AIMOS. THRUST, ORBITER NO. 3 
-,
V 
TMjRUS4 AIMOS. THRUST, SRB No.4 
-.. ,------*- - _-
THRUS5 ATMOS. THRUST, SRB NO.5 -* - * 
THR54 Srzi MISMATCH, (THRUS5-THRUS4) 
- - . .. -t 




V90L1947C V-ME-OJT VMEOUT AOA/ATO REFLRENCE VELOCITY -1- 4 .­
______L LLL ____ PITCHi/YW POtYNOMIAL INDEX 
,V90U1962C N-ZSSME ¢SSME 14C. OF ACTIVE SSMES 
-
V-IN O VIN) INDICATD RELATIVE VELOCITY - I--

V90H2202C ------ * fPHIO ROLL ATTIUFJE (EULER) 
_ -- - -

V9OH2217C THLTD PITCH ATTiTUDE (EULER)- I- k--

V90H2230C * PSID YAW ATTITUDE (EULER) FRAME ,- + 

XOR X-COMP.TPOSITIOOOWNRANGE FRAME--- K -
-

YLT Y-COMP.,POSITIONDOWNRANGE-FRAME " I 
WAZ WIND ANGLE FROM NORTH I 
I.. - - ------- WINO3L WIND VELOCITY 
-
V90L0847C MACH MACH VUMBERNAV DERIVED .- -
MACH MACH NUMBER - ,Mal 
2V95H3156C ALD ANGLE OF ATTACK 
__" -- t ' 
ALD AGLE OF ATTACK 
-- -I 
V9OH2249C BED SIDESLIP ANGLE 
 - - - - --. -
BED SIDESLIP ANGLE .. --.
 
V5bldQEiR DYNAMIC PRSSR (GEC'
 
V95P3170C- QER DYNAMIC PRESSURE (NAV. DERIV.)--- --- ­
____ ___QBR DV4AMIC PRESSURE - r D 
QALD PROD.,DYN. PRESS. X ANCLE OF ATTACK ----- d------- -----­
4BED PROD.,DYN. PRESS. X SIDESLIP ANGLE ----- ?--- -- --
AX ACCELERATION, X- OMP.,BODY AXES -j---D------
AY ACCELERATION Y-COMP.,BODY AXES Ii 






-PP SC CR XYDOP SN~ 
- . .I- i . -
NYA 
__ LOAD FACTORy Y-COMP.,EODY AXES 
_ -_ ..
 
NZA LOAD FACTOR, Z-COMPSBODY AXES -- -, - . 
NYREF REFERENCE LATERAL ACCELERAl ION -,-- V-_-----
...... - NZREF 
__ REFERENCE NORMAL ACCELERATION ... - K_ . 
NZLRR NrRMAL ACCELERATION ERROR 

----- ' 
NYERR LATERAL ACCELERATION ERROR

PR ____ PORB 
-- ROLL JRATEORBITER RATE GYROS 
­
_- -- -- -

QORB QORB PItCH RATEIORBITER RATE GYROS 

-RORB RORB YAW RATEORBIJER RATE GYROS : :r-- - --- ... 
............
..  QSRBLFT__ P11CH RATELEFT 
SRB RATE GYROS 
---- 4-------
-------
CSRBRCT PITCH RATERIGHT SRB RATE GYROS 
------------- [--- k---r-RSRBLFT YAW RATELEFT SRB RATE GYROS 

- - W -V95H3528C SRBRGT YAV RATERIGHT SRBfItE__S___O_--------
- @ .... - --
___"V95H3528C PD BODY PATE, X-AXIS - - ­ --- .i -
PO BODY RATE, X-AXIS 
LV95H3526C 
 OD . BODY RATE, Y-AXIS ,_J . I 
RATE, LQD BODY Y-AXIS - i---v-.-
V95H3527C Ra BODY RATE, Z-AXIS ,.-- i - - - I­7
­
.95H3527C )RD 
 BODY RATE, Z-AXIS 
. - -- I
DPD 
-
ROIAT. ACCEL. ABOUT BODY X-AXIS '
 
DD ROTAT. ACCEL. ABOUT BODY Y-AXIS 
 . . -..
 
. . . . . . . ORD - ROIAT. ACCEL. ABOUT BODY Z-AXIS_ - . ... . 
DLIBPC ELVA. COMMAND.LEF1 INBOARD 
-----
DLOBPC ELEV. COMMANDLEFT OUIBOARD . .. - -DRIBPC ___ELLV., COMMAND.RIGHT INBOARD . 
--..
 
-ROBPC LLEV. COMMAND,RIGHT OUTBOARD 
-- i. - - " ELV(I, ELEV. DEFLECT'.,LEFT INBOARD 
-I. 
ELV(2) ELEV. DEFLECT.,RIGHT INBOARD I--. 
ELV(3) ELEV. DEFLECT.,LEF1 OUIBOARD-
- --..---
ELV(4) ELEV. DEFLECT.,RIGHT OUTBOARD 





ELEV. RATERIGHT INBOARD . . , . .. -
DELVO ELEV. RATELEFT OUTBOARD .. -- "- -
ELEV. RATERIGHT OUTBOARD_
ACTII7M1) ELEVO ACT. HINGE MOM.,RIGHT OUTBOARD .. .-. - - - N 0 
ACTHM(2) ELEV.ACT. HINGE MOM.,RIGHT INBOARD . , A - -ACTHM(3)__ELEV.ACT. HINGE MOM.,LEFT 
 OUTBOARD-
--- A r 
ACTHM(4) ELEV.ACT. HINGE MOM.,LEFT INBOARD- - - --V95H3528C WFBIFB WFBIFBI 
 BODY ROLL RATE COMMAND
 
:V95H3526C .... ... __. WFBIFB2__ BOJY PITCH RATE COMMAND 
-- - ,
V95H35270 WFBIFB3 BODY YAdl RATE'COMMAND 
V95H3523C 
 EBFBI 
 B3DY ATTITUDE ERRORROLL
 
.. 35.. EBFB2___BODY_ATTITUDE ERROR PSU__. __.......

_-EkRv2_:K_0 
--- - PF SC CR XY OP SN 
v95H 22C___ EFB3 - BODY ATTITUDE ERRORYAW - -t. QI-DBK PITCH RATE F6K ERROR - ----
RPDBK YAW RATE P08K ERROR 
-PTVC .T__ROLL TVC ERROR _. -- - -
DQTVC 
DRTVC 
PITCH TVC ERROR 






3PTVCI... ROLL ATT ERROR INTEG____ -------
DQ7VCI PITCH ATT ERROR INTEG ---­4-----
DRTVCI YAW ATT ERROR INTEG -- . __- - -
DQMPST- PITCH TVC TRIMMPS- - . -
DQSRBT PITCH TVC TRIMSRb -- -.... 
DPORS LODY ROLL ATTITUDE CMD, ORBITER . - -
___________________QORB-___2O)Y PITCH ATTITUDE CPU), CR8ITER.s----
DRORB BODY YAW ATTITUDE CMD, ORBITER








ci DEYC1) ENGINE POSITION (PIICH), NO. I ENG. -2 
_o.YcL- DYCI _ COMMAND PITCH GIMBAL- ANGLE__ROLNULL - -
NO. I ENGINE 
DEY(2) IN6INE POSITION (PITCH), NO. 2 ENG.oG. - -





_ NO . 2 ENGINE I ENr. INE POSITION (PITCH), NO. 3 ENG. 









NO. 3 ENGINE 
DEZ42) 
DZl ...C . 
ENtINE POSITION (YAW), NO. 1 ENG. - r---
COMMANDED YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL----
ND.1I ENGIN6 1 f.... . 
DEZ(2) ENGINE POSITION (YAW), NO. 2 ENG. --- S­
____ 01DC2 DZ____ CO'-*ANDED YAW-(GIMBAL- ANGLEjjg9oNNULL ----
NO. 2 ENGINE 
DZC3 DEZ(3)DZC3 EN(INE POSITION (YAW), NO. 3 ENG. --COMIMANDED YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM-NULI.-' - -- - 0---0 
NO. 3 EN61INE I 
IJR4P 
DR5P 
ROCK DEFLECTION CMD, SRB NO. 4 
-ROCK DEFLECTIONC0, SRBNO. ---­ 4 ---
DT4P TILT DEFLECTION CMD SRB NO. 4--- ____ 
DT5P TILT DEFLECTION CMO, SRB NO. 5---­
,,DEY(4)ENGINE POSITION (PITCH),O. 4 ENG. -___- -
GIMBAL AXESW 








. .. PF SC CR XY DP SN 
--DEZ(4) 
- ENGINE POSITION (YAW),- NO. 4 ENG._-j--- 4 - 47GIMBAL AXESI 





DDEY(I) ENGINE RATE (PITCHI, NO.1 ENGINE---4----
DDEYC2) ENGINE RATE (PITCH), NO.2 ENGINE 

-DDEY(3) 
_ ENGINE RATE (PITCH), NO.3.ENGINE --- -- 4. - . .DDEY(4) ENGINL RATE (PITCH), NO.4 ENGINE -- ... -
GIMBAL AXES I
DDEY(5) -- ENGINE RATE (PITCH),. NO.5 ENGINE . .	 -- --­
GlM,3AL AXES 	 j
DDEZ(I) ENGINE RATE (YAW), NO.1 ENGINF 	 --

DDEZ(2) 
_EN"GINE RATE (YAW) .__NO.2 ENGINL .----

DDEZ(3) ENGINE RATE IYAW), NO.3 ENGINE - ...... 
 I .. 
DDEZ(4) ENGINE RATE (YAW), NO.4 ENGINE ..... I­
- GIMBAL AXES 
--­
-
DDEZ(S ENGINE RATE (YAW), NO.5 ENGINE -	 - ' 




FYSLSH ___TOTAL SLUSH Y FORCE ..... -

FZSLSH TOTAL SLOSH Z FORCE] 





 TOTAL SLOSH PITCHING MOMENT_- --	 ,..

NSLOSH 
 TOTAL SLOSH YAWING MOMENT 
-	
.




__ LOX DAMPING RATIO 
DMGALH LH2 SLOSH FREQUENCY-
- -- - , 
OMGALX LOX SLOSH FREQUENCY 
__- _ . 
- -.-... 
-. - SEOI MPS El FAIL FLAG 
- L" 	 -
SEOEL MPS E2 FAIL FLAG 
--- - .- -
SEOE-3 MPS E3 FAIL FLAG 

-
------ MAJOR MODE 102 FLAG 




- FRZCMD FREEZE DESIRED BODY CMD FLAG 
- -MNL-STGI MANUAL MODE STAGE 1 FLAG I-0 	 o
SRB-SEP- SRB SEPARATION CMD FLAG 	
­
- 0 0 
___ 	 CMD-F LAG 






SSME 	 FAILURE STATUS FLAG 
.......... AFCS-FIRST-. FIRST-TIME ASC-DAP SCHEDULE FLAG ---- .
 
PASS (DP-ORB 
 SELECTED RGA ROLL RATE
 
-	 =.RB _ _SELECTEDRGA R.- --- --PITCHRATE 	 __J---_----j-_-_ 
+0 
- -- - -PF SC CR XY DP SN 
R_________ ___--___ _-SELECTED RGA YAW RATE -- --- -
NY SELECTED AA LATERAL ACCELERATION I * I 
NZ SELECTED AA NORMAL ACCELERATION I 
-SELECT. ELEV.FEEDBACKLEFT INBOARD -' 
SELECT. ELEV.FEEDBACKLEFT GU1BOARU -- --
SELECT. ELEV.FEEDBACK ,RIGHT INBOARD - i I . 
SELECT. ELEV.FEEDBACKRIGHT OUTBOARD - - -
SELECTED PRESS.,LEFT SRB CHAMBCR- -- * 
SELECTED PRESS.,RIGHT SRB CHAMBER 
* PHITHET, AND PSI ARE EULER HALF-ANGLES IN THE FSSR - I 
ASCENT.SECOND STAGE GNLC SIMULATION VARIABLES - 2 
DOWNLIST OR FSSR CSMP PARAMETER
 
:-DUMMY MvL ___ SYMBOL_ .SYMBOL .... .-.........
 
IDENTIFICAT. I 
TME TIME FROM SRB IGNITION I--

MISSION ELAPSED TIME I 
iV95LO151C REL-VEL- GROUND RELATIVE VELOCITY -H * * 
MAG MAGNITUDE IN M50 SYSTEM
 




V95LO190C V-AVGG CURRENT M50 VELOCiTY-VECTOR - --- -
V95L0I91C i r
 
V95LO192C _ ' ,_ 1
 
-V95W0200C f-STATE -- TIME TAG FORCURRENT STATE VECTOR -i--- ' - --





V-RHO-NAG MAG. OF REL. VELOCITY IN M50 FRAME . - C.X 
V-RHO REL VELOCITY VECTUR IN M50 FRAME -L P- * 
V-CROSSRANGE INERTIAL VELOCITY COMPONENT NORMAL . -.. -
TO NOMINAL ORBIT PLANE - - 2 
V-INERTIAL- INERTIAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE, - , ..-
MAG M50 SYSTEM A ­
-7-	 PF SC CR XY DP SN- -.... 
____ _WINDL___ WIND SPEED 	 _- - - - . -
WAZ WIND DIRECTION FROM NORTH
 
EVENT EVENT COUNTER (28,29,30, ETC.) ---- ----- .. c-- ­
V95H.175C ___. 	 H ALTITUDEFISCHER ELLIPSOID -___........---... 
H ALTITUOE,FISCHER ELLIPSOID - - -
RAO MAGNITUDE OF POSITION VECTOR . _ 






VREL EARTH RLLATIVE VELOCITY
 
VITOT MAG. OF INERTIAL VELOCITY -- * 0- ­
.... . VITOT INERTIAL VELOCITY F - I ­_____________ MAG. OF 





-	 GAMMAI INERTIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE -
-
INERTIAL FLIGHT AZIMUTH FROM NORT -- t -	 _-_ _
 
___ ___________________AZMTHI0. 	 GARD RELATIVE FLIGHT PATH ANGLE ..-

GARD RELATIVE FLIGHiT PATH ANGLE 	 -I----. -F 
.-__ -- - PSRD HEADING OF REL VEL VECI7R WRT NORH i- - - -
LYD GEODETIC LATITUDE OF THE VEHICLE - - . -
LAD RELATIVE LONGITUDE OF VEHICLE * " 
-L­
___ 	 O~~~DRAD ___ ADIAL ACCELERATIONGEOCENTRIC___ 
DRAD RADIAL VELOCITVGEOCENTRIC - - -i . 
V90U1941C TGO XTGO TIME-0-GO TO MECO - ­
_VUI_966C VGOMAG V6OMAG _ VELOCITY--0-GO MAGNITUDE _L _- --.-
VELERR MAG. OF VELOCITY VECTOR ERROR, - " 
ENVIRON. MINUS NAV. VALUE 
LANDMAG LAMDMG THRUST TURNING RATE MAGNITUDE ... ... ... --












-VSH"OW19H"5$C TLAMC 	 TLAMC TIME ASS6CIATED WITH LAMC --- i -. .....I . u 
0POSER MAG. OF POSITION ERROR VECTOR, - ----
I ' nO 0__ENVIRON. hINUS NAY. VALUE 
TARGET POSITION ERROR MAGNITUDE ..... I - 0 
TARGET VELOCIlY ERROR MAGNITUDE - -­
.....
______ _ _ 	 THRUST POINTING ERROR VECTOR --
CD 
AT TET-- ACCELERATIONHRS ESTIMATE____, 
V90A197,C AD DSIRED VEHICLE ACCELERATION -- j--
AT-AVE ATS MEASURED VEHICLE ACCELERATION ------
S-GLIMIT G-LIMITING DISCRETE 	 ---­_a7 







, ,-------	 -PF SC CR XY DP SN
 
____, _____THRUST(l) THRUST OF SSME NO. I_1 1 _-
THRUST(2) THRUST OF SSME NO. 2 
THRUSTC3) THRUST OF SSME NO. 3 ­
___ TMPS TOTAL THRUST, SSME ENGINES i
TOMS TOTAL THRUST OF OMS ENGINES 
TRCS THRUST OF TX RCS JET 
; ---	 MPS USEABLE PROPELLANT REMAINING- -
OMS USEABLE PROPELLANT REMAINING - --
RCS USEABLE PROPELLANT REMAINING -­
___-- - - -WEIGHiT--TOTAl 	VEHICLE WEIGHT 
V90U1942C K-CMO THROC CUMMANDED THROTTLE SETTING -

V90JZO91C K DESIRED THROTTLE SETTING 
I H
 
______....._ MASS DIFFERENCE R M- -- j -
I--V-90A2211C-	 ACTUAL ACCELERATION FROM SIMUATOR-k -

ENVIRbNMENT 	 I 
DRNG DOWIN RANGELAUNCH SITE TO VEHICLE_--- - I -

V9OH2202C PHIBD ROLL ATTITUDE (EULER) . q -

V9OH221IC -PSIBD_ ..... YAW (EULER) - ­__VgOH223 C  	 THEBD PITCHATTIITUDEAT ITUD dEULER) - IJ 

EB:)BI BODY ATTIIUDE ERROR VECTOR FOR ....--- ... .......... J
 
~~~~DISPLAY 	 -b>_. 
....... WFBIFB 	 WFBFBI BODY RATE COMMANOROLL __ _.. . .. .. 
WFBFB2 EGDY RATE COMMANDPITCH -- - _ 
WFDFB3 BODY RATE COMMAND,YAW _ _ _ -- - --
PD ACTUAL BODY RATE, ROLL 
PD ACTUAL BODY RATE, ROLL I 
1 ... PORB -... PORB .. .	 ROLL RAtE,ORBITER RATE GYROS . . .. 
V95H3527C 	 QDACTUAL BODY RATE, PITCH ---

QD ACTUAL BODY RATE, PITCH --..
 
,__QOR_- QIJRB.. PITCIVRATEORBITER RATE GYROS _ -- I .. 
V95H3526 RU ACTUAL BODY RATE, YAW -- - 4---
RD ACTUAL RATE,- -ODY-Ii 
0o 
ROTAT. ACCEt. ABOUT BODY X-AXIS
DPDRORS - _ RORB YAW RATEORBITER 	 RATE GYROS __ ---- C)2
DQD RCUTAT. ACCEL. ABOUT BODY Y-AXIS -- -" 
d,,............. DRD ROTAT. ACCEL. ABOUT BODY Z-AXIS 
V90MACL47 MACH ?JUMBERNAV DERIVED ( 
MACH MACH NUMBER -'-
V95P3011C QBR DYNAMIC PRESSURE (GNC) -__-- -
V95P31YOC QBR DYNAMIC PRESSURE (NAV. DERIV.) --
QBR DYNAMIIC PRESSURE - ­
,t\S5H3IS-C ________ALD ANGLE OF ATTACK *0 
--
PF SC CR XY DP SN
 
ALD___.ANGLE OF ATTACK 
V90H2249C BED SIDESLIP ANGLE 
-_ 
BED SIDESLIP ANGLE ...--
AX .. A.CELERATIONX-COMP.,BODY AXES -- - -- I 
AY ACCELERATIONY-COMP.,BODY AXES - € ......... 
AZ ACCcLERATIONZ-COMP.,BODY AXES -- - -. .-.. 
NXGS _ LUAD FACTOR, X-COMP.tODY AXES - . .-. --
NYGS LCAD FACTOR, Y-COMP.,BODY AXES --
NZGS LOAD FACTOR, Z-COMP.,BODY AXES 
__ NTGS ____ TOTAL LOAD FACTOR -- -
ISIOT TOTAL SLOSHING ROLL MOMENT I --
NSTOT ____TOTAL SLOSHING YAW MOMENT 
-- .-
FYS SLOSH FORCEvY-COMP.,BODY AXES , . 
FZS SLOSH FCGRCE,L-COMP.tBODY AXES ..... 
ZTALK .LH2 DAMPING RATIO 
ZTALX LGX DAMPING RATIO 4 -
OMILH LHZ SLOSH MASS NATURAL FREQUENCY -
OMILOX ___LLX SLOSH MASS NATURAL FREQUEN.C_ -" -
GUIDANCE READY DISCRETE ..... .....I 

V90L1947C V-ME-OUT 
 AOA/ATO REFERENCE VELOCITY 
-I------ I I
 
------.. . V-RTLS-FD RILS REFERENCE VELOCITY- -- ----

DPTVCI ROLL TRIM INTEGRATOR -j-

DOQTVCI PITCH TRIM INTEGRATOR 
 -L 
DRTVCI ---YAW TRIM INTEGRATOR---------

D11ORiT ORBITtR PITCH TRIM 
---

DP[VC RLLL GIMBAL ANGLE COMMAND --­
_ . . . . DOTVC PITCH (dMBAL ANGLE COMMAND .....-

DRTVC YAW GIMBAL ANGLE COMMAND 
-- I
 
DDLY(1) PITCH GIMBAL RATE, NO. 1 ENGINE
 
__ DDEYE2) PITCH GIMBAL RATE, NO._2 ENGINE___ 
-
DDEY(3) PITCH GIMBAL RATE, NO. 
3 ENGINE r-- -
DDEZ(1) YW GIMBAL RATE, NO. 1 ENGINE 
-... 0 
....-.... DDEZ(2) YPWi GIMLAL RATE, NO. 2 ENGINE 
DDEZ(3) YW GIMBAL RATE, NO. 3 ENGINE r--- o 
V95H3523C EBFB EBFBI BODY ATTITUDE ERRORROLL -
_ 
V9H3521C EBFB2 ____BODY ATTITUDE ERRORPITCH_........._ 
_ , 
V95H3522C EBFB3 BODY ATTITUDE ERRORYAW -"
 5.
DEYA(I) PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL, C 
NO. I ENGINE 
DYAI _COMMAND PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL .. 
NO.1I ENGINE t10 












- ....... 	 .. PF S C C R XY DP S N
 
- - NO. 2 ,ENGINE ...... ..... _ I| 	 !.... ,
DYC2 	 COMMAND PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL I--
NO. 2 ENGINE 
.. EYA(3)_ 	PITCH GIMAL ANGLE FROM NULL,_ _.. . 
NO. 3 ENGINE I j
DYC3 	 COMMAND PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL .
 
___ NO.3 ENGINE 	 II_ _I 




DZCI ____ COMMANDED YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM-tNULL,- - -- 0
 
NO. I ENGINE , r
 




DZCZ COMMANDED YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL-- .0-

NO. 2 ENGINE FMU.
 
NO. 3 ENGINE -

DZC3 CGMMANhDED YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL- " '
S NO.. 3 E3',GINE-- 
NYAWJA NO. OF AFT YAW JETS FIRING 
--I-------- - -

NYAWJF NO. OF FW2 YAW JETS FIRING S FIRING
 
NZRAFT ----NO. RT.AFT PLUS/MINUS Z JETS_FIRINGI- ....
 
NZLAFT NO. LT.AFT PLUS/MINUS Z JETS FIRING 
- --
NXJETS NO. OF PLUS XRCS JETS FIRING - - -
NZFiD 	 NO. OF FWD PLUS/MINUS ZJETSEIRIN_-- - -





-- -MPS GUIOANCE CUTOFF TASK_DISCRETE .. [ 	 ­
~FLAG-- 7 
MECO (OMMANDED FLAG . ... ....... _ 
MECO CONFIRMED FLAG 
AUTO SEP MNVR COMPLETEI 
-
UPS 104 PRO FLAG 
BURN LNABLE 	 --­t--
 i---

OMS CUTOFF CONFIRME-- .r-
OPS 105 PRO FLAG - I " .D 
OPS 106 PRO FLAG 
_ I 
RILS ABORT REQUEST FLAG 
ADA ABORT REQUEST FLAG -D 




















TIME FROM SRB IGNITION 









GROUND RELATIVE VELOCITYMAG,4ITUDE IN M50 SYSTEM| 
MCURREN1.50POSITION-.VECTOR0H-C R 2 --- HI -­ _ 
V95LO190C ... 
V95LO191C 
.- V-AVGG CURRENT M50 VELOCITY VECTOR . .-
. 
V95LO192C I 
X95~OOO_ _C T-STATE --- -- TIME TAG FOR CURRENT- STATE -VECTOR- --- ..-- -
__"__ 
V-IMU--OLo CURRENT ACCUMULATED IMU VELOCITY -­
SV-RHO--AGV-RHO-REL 
VECTOR
MAG. OF REL. VELOCITY I'M RAE_.VELOCITY VECTOR IN M50 FRAME .......H ...I- j 
V:95H01750 
- H ..-.. ALTITUDEFISCHER ELLIPSOID -.­ *-- 0 
H ALTITUDEFISCHER ELLIPSOID -
RAD MAGNIlUDE OF POSITION VECTOR " -------




LARTH RELATIVE VELOCITY 
MAG. OF INERTIAL VELOCITY 
-­ |--- -­
- 0-- -4p 
VITOT MAG. OF INERTIAL VELOCITY 
GARD RELATIVE FLIGHT PATH ANGLE 
- -
GARD RELATIVE FLIGHT PATH ANGLE - -- -. 
GAMMAI INEkRIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE .I 
_-
H 














HEADING OF REL VEL VECTOR WRT NORTH 
GEODETiC LATITUDE OF THE VEHICLE 







DOWN RANGELAUNCH SITE TO VEHICLE ---
RADIAL ACCELERATIONGEOCENTRIC -1--
RADIAL VELOCITYGEOCENTRIC_--_ -0.... ...... ...J( 
- -
PF SC CR XY DP SN : 
V90W1941CG____ XTGO _-	 _---f ....G0 	 _TIME-TO-GO 
V90U1966C VGOMAG 	 MAGNITUDE OF VGO --- # --
INITIAL MINUS CURRENT PREDICTED -
CUTOFF TIME I 








V9OUI959CA 	 D 
VOW1953C TLANG TLAMC 	 T... ...... - ­iME TAG FOR LAMC AND LAMDC -
POSERR MAG. OF POSITION ERROR VECTORt ......-..-. - - -- - ­
--ENVIRON. -MINUS NAP. VALUEVELOCITY-TO-BE-GAINED VECTOR 6 
 i 
VGO IN LVLH COORDINATES ...-... 
DESIRED THRUST DIRECTION CA 
HATP IN LVLH COORDINATES I- -
IKp 
TOMS TOTAL THRUST OF DMS ENGINES - -
TRCS THRUSI OF TX RCS JET
 
............ OMS USEABLE PROPELLANT REMAINING _ 
RCS USEABLE PROPELLANT REMAINING --
WEIGHT TOTAL VEHICLE WEIGHT 
V90UI961C M GUI3ACE COMPUTED MASS - I 
LVLH PtICH ANGLE (ATP) 
LVLH YAl ANGLE (AlP). 
V90H2202C ... PHI8D - ROLL ATTITUDE (EULER) I i 
V90H2217C THEBD PITCH ATTITUDE (bULER) o 
V90H2230C PSIBD 	 YAW ATTITUDE (EULER) I--------- - . 0 
VGRAV VGRI AV . EDIL[ ,TED VELOC ITY INCREMENT DUE TO 	 -. . 
GRAVITY 
 m 
I WFBIFB) <WFBFBZ BODY RATE COMMANDROLL 	 -- .. .... --
__~~~. - ]F ~BZ, BODY RATE COMMAND9PITCH , .- (-- ...5L_ 

FBFB3 BODY RATE COMMANDtYAW -D C 
V95LO190C VGD(I) GUIDANCE COMPUTED VELOCITYX-COMP. 4- -
V95LO191C VGD(2) GUIDANCE COMPUTED VELOCITY,Y-COMP 4--.- ... -- t 
Ii 	 0 
----
-
,--- ---. ... . . ... .... .. .---I *..PF SC CR XY DP .- SN 
V95LO192C VGD3)-__ GUIDANCE COMPUTED VELOCITY,ZjZOMP. - - ­
, V95H05C RGDII) GUID. COMPUTED POSIT* VECTOR, X-COMP
 
RGD5) GUID. COMPUTED POSIT. VECTOR, Y-COMP -­
,V--HO)b6C RGD(3) GUID. COMPUTED POSIT. VECTOR - --
V95H3528C PD ACTUAL EODY RATE, ROLL -- .
 
PD ACTUAL BODY RAIE, ROLL .. . -

PORB PORB ROLL RATE,ORBITER RAIE GYROS .. ....- -

V95H352C QD ACTUAL BODY RATE, PITCH .
 
QDACTUAL BODY RATE, PITCHI
 
VSSH3B b QORB QORB PITCH RATEORBITER RATE GYROS . _
A. .
RD ACTUAL BODY RATE, YAW 4..!. 

RD ACTUAL BODY RATE, YAW .. 
RORB RORB YAW RATEORBITER RATE GYROS -- I-
TARGET MIhUS ACHIEVED POSITION V- ---- 4-- - - --
DPD ROTAT. ACCEL. ABOUT BODY X-AXIS .. I I -
OQO R31AT. ACCEL. ABOUT BODY V-AXIS --- -- I ­
_________ ~ ~ 1 DR_______ _ROTAT. ACCEL. ABOUT BODY Z-AXIS - - -





AX ....... ACCELERATIONX-COMOP.,BODY AXES -- . . . 
AY ACCELERAT1ONY-COMP.vBODY AXES ---
AZ ACCELERATIONZ-COMP.,BODY AXES 
__NXGS LOAD FACTOR, X-COMP,,vBODY AXES___ --
NYGS LOAD FACTOR, Y-COMP.,BODY AXES 
, NZGS LOAD FACTOR, Z-COMP.,BODY AXES
 
-,_ - NTGS -- TOTAL LOAD FACTOR - -





V90U1978C _________- -_ f 
--
NYAWJA NO. OF AFT YAW JETS FIRING -"-
NYAWJF NO. OF FIt YAd JETS FIRING ' 
__NZRAFT 
 NO. RI.AFT PLUS/MINUS Z JETS FIRING ----­
", _ -NZLAFT NO. LT.AFT PLUS/MINJS Z JETS FIRING- ------

NXJETS NO. OF PLUS XRCS JETS FIRING p-- --­
-
D--NO. OF FWD PLUS/MINUS Z JETS FIRING ­
_____NZFWD
* 
TRANS DAP RATE ERRORS . -- -
IRANS DAP ATTITUDE ERRORS r-- - -
SRB SEPARATION COMMAND FLAG .---
GUIDANCE READY FLAG 
MPS GUIDANCE CUTOFF TASK DISCRETE L-- - -
IC! FLAG ­
-- ---
-. PF SC CR XY DP SN 
-~4 
MECO COMMANDED-FLAG 
MfCO CO'4FIRMEO FLAG 
ALTO SEP MNVR COMPLETE 
OPS 104 PRO FLAG _-
BURN ENABLE - " 
DMS CLtIUFF CONFIRMED 
OPS 105 PRO FLAG-
OPS IC6 PRO FLAG 
RTLS ABORT REQUEST FLAG 
ADA ABORT REQUEST FLAG 










ABORT-ONCE-AROUND GNCC SIMULATION VARIABLES
 
rDDWNJLIST 09 FSSRX__.CSMP- PARAMETER_ _-_ 
DUMMY MML SYMBOL SYMBOL 
IDENTIFIC. 
TIME FROM SRB IGNITION -- H- - -
MISSIrt4 ELAPSED TIME _----'-.. .... .. .. 
REL-VEL- GPOUND RELATIVE VELOCITY - [-
MAG MAGNITUDE IN 1150 SYSTEM I I 




'V 95H O 18 7C 

- 1 - 0A
 
_V5L019O0C___ V-AVGG CURRENT M50 VELOCJTYVECTOR - ­
VS5LO19,IC41 
V95L0192C 
:V95W020OC __ T-STATE IME TAG FOR CURRENT STATE VECTOR__ ............... . 
, CURRENT ACCUMULATED IMU VELOCITY - I --1V-IMU-OLD 
VECTOR | I -
____ -
MAG. VELOCITY IN MS0 FRAME ---- ------- .--- I-RHO-MAG OF REL. 
v-RHO RtL VELOCITY VECTOR IN MSO FRAME ­ b 
1 V-CROSSRANGE INERTIAL VELOCITY COMPONENT NORMAL 0 0 --
TO NOMINAL ORBIT PLANE 2. 
_,'_-V-INERTIAL- INERTIAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE, - -­
_,-. . . .. -... -- - -. .. . . .. .. ... .P F SC CR XY OP SN . . . 









FLOW RATE ~--t 
72 0 
WINOL 
_WIND SPEED ~- -









H ALT]TUDEFISCHER ELLIPSOID ... . 
RAD MAGNITUDE OF POSITION VECTOR- --
VITOT.. INERTIAL VELOCITY 
_--.. 
-
VITOT INERTIAL VELOCITY 
VREL EAR[H RELATIVE VELOCITY 
--------- VREL EARTH RELATIVE VELOCITY --- . .. - - -
GARD RELATIVE FLIGHT PATH ANGLE - - ' 
GARO RELATIVE FLIGHT PATH ANGLE . 
DDRAD RADIAL ACCELERATION,GEOCENTRIC . 
DRAD RADIAL VELOCITY,GEOCENTRIC I - - -
GAMMAI INERTIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE - --- - * " 
GAMMAI - INLR1IAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE - - -- j " - |-" 
AZMIHI INERTIAL FLIGrT AZIMUTH FROM NORTH " 
PSRO HADiNG OF REL VEL VECTOR WRT NORTH -- --
LYDLAD GEODETIC LAT17UDE OF THE VEHICLE-RELAIIVE LONGITUDE OF VEHICLE ---. . i p , 
H FT IT THRJST 
-
-
o_____ -­ ______IHRUST(1) THRUST OF SSME NO. 1 
-
-.-
THRUST(2) T~iUSfT OF SSME NO. 21 
THRUST(3) THRUST OF SSM'E NO. 3 - --- -I­
- -TMlPS - TO~TAL THRUST, SSME"ENGINES -0 
TOMS TOTAL THRUST OF OMS ENGINES 
- - - - -
TRLS THRUST OF TX RCS JET -41 
..... MPS USEABLE PROPELLANT REMAJNINGL -- - -
OwS USEABLE .PROPELLANT REMAINING --
RCS USEABLE PROPELLANT REMAINING 
WEIGHT TOTAL VEHICLE WEIGHT go- 0---
V90U2023CA M MASS MASS -. 
MOOT MOOT MASS FLOW RATE --­
............. DbSIRLzD MINUSPREDICTED VELOCITY, 
vgoW1941C XTGO MAGNI TUDETIRE-TO-GO-­
..... VGO ..... VELOCITY-[O-GO VECTOR -- - -
VELERRM AG FVELOCIT VECTOR ERROR. 
-jjX . .... -C RFRFIw --.. .. 














DOWN RANGELAUNCH SIE 10 VEHICLE 
ROLL ATTITUDE IEULER) 
PITCH ATTITUDE (EULER) -. 
YAW ATTITUDE (EULER) -----
........ 











BODY RATE COMMANDROLL 
BODY RATE CUMMANOPITCH 
BODY RATE COMMANDYAW 
R NGE TO LANUING SITE 



















MACH NUBERNAV DERIVED 
MACH N'UM3ERj-










































BLDY RATE (.OMMANDROLL 
EDDY RATE CO,1 MANDPITCH 
__BfDY RATE CCG'MAND YAW 
A(TUAL bODY RA.TE, ROLL 
ACTUAL FODY RATE, ROLL 
ROHLL RATEORBITER RATE GYROS 
ACTUAL BODY RATE, PITCH 
ACTUAL EODY RATE, PITCH 
PITCH RATEtORBITER RATE GYROS 
ACTUAL BODY RATEs, YAW' 
ACTUAL BODY RATE, YAW 
YAW RATEORBITER RATE GYROS ----
7hRUST DIRECTIONUNIT VECT1OR 
ROTAT. ACCEL. ABOUT BODY X-AXIS 
ROTAT. ACCEL. ABOUT BODY Y-AXIS 
ROTAT. ACCEL. ABOUT BODY Z-AXIS 
CONVEkGENCE FLAG 







































_-- - _/7 













LOAD FACTOR, X-COMtP.,BODY AXES 
LOAD FACTOR, Y-COMP.,BODY AXES-
NZGS LOAa FACTOR, Z-COMP.,BOY AXES 
... . 
NTGS 
LSTOT TOTAL LOAD FACTORTOTAL SLOSHING ROLL MOMENT-
MSTOT TOTAL SLOSHING PITCH MOMENT I 
NSTOT 
FYS 
TOTAL SLOSHING YAW MOMENT 








SLOSH FORCE,Z-COMP.,BODY AXES 
LH2 DAMPING RATIO 





OMILH LH2 SLOSH MASS NATURAL FREQUENCY 
OMILOX LOX SLOSH MASS NATURAL FREQUENCY t---






PAWH TRIM INTEGRATOR 
YAW TRIM INIEGRATOR 
ROLL GIMBAL ANGLE COMMAND 








DRIVC YAW GIMBAL ANGLE COMMAND 
DDEY(1) 
DDLY(Z) 
_ PITCH GIHMAL RATE, NO. I ENGINE 





PIT H GMBAL RATE, NO. 3 ENGINE 
YA GIMBAL RATE, NO. I ENGINE'.-










YAW GIM3AL RATE, PVO. 3 ENGINE 
BODY ATTITUDE ERRORROLL
BODY ATTITUDE ERROR,PITCH . 









DEYA(l)__ PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL2 ___-__NO. I ENGINE 
---
DYCI COMMAND PIICH GIMttAL ANGLE FROM NULL--
No. 1 ENGINE 
OEYA(Z) PITCH GLMSAL ANGLE FROM NULLG-
NO. 2 ENGINE 












. NO. 2 ENGINE . 
DEYA(3) PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL,....... 3 EoNGINE, .. I 
NO. 3 ENGINE 0 
DEZAfII YAW GIMBAL-ANGLE FROM NULL 
- --- -9 
--
-..-- - - - - - - - - - - .- - --.. ... .... . . . . .PF SC CR XY DP SN ­
1INOENGINE 
D2i.DZC1 	 COMMANDED YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL- -
NO. I E'4GINE 	 ITI 
.....-. 

-DEZAI2) 	 YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL .----------
NO. 2 ENGINE I 
DZC2 DZCZ COMMANDED YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL- ....-
NO. Z ENGINE i 
DEZA(3- YAW GIMLAL ANGLE FROM NULL 	 - --- ... . 
NO. 3 ENGINE 	 |
 




NYAWJA NO. OF AFT YAW JETS FIRING 	 7 ---NYAWJF NO. OF FWD YAW JETS FIRING
 
NZRAFT %D. RT.AFT PLUS/MINUS Z JETS FIRING---------- -4 
NZLAFT NO0. LT.AFT PLUS/MINUS Z JETS FIRING-g - I-- -
NXJETS NO. OF PLUS XRCS JETS FIRING RI-G 
..... .... .NZFWD 	 NO. OF FWD PLUS/MNUS Z JETS FIRI - i -
SRB SEPARATION COMMAND FLAG --­
__GUIDAtiCE 
 READY FLAG 

MPS GUIDANCE CUTOFF TASK DISCRETE 	 f - p " 
FLAG
 
MECO COMMANDED FLAG _ _ - .... .. 
MECO CONFIRMED FLAG -- ,- . ? -----
AUTO SEP MNVR COMPLETE --- I-*F_ 
____________ 






'OIS CUTOFF LONFIRMED - -" 
-~ - - - - - PS 105 PRO FLAG--
UPS 106 PRO FLAG 	
- ' RTLS ABORT REQUEST FLAG __._-
AVG ABORT REQUEST FLAG -­
0
 
ABORT-TO--ORBIT GNCC SIMULATION VARIALES 
 CD 
DOWNLIST OR FSSR CSMP...... PARAMETER o +0 
DUMMY MML SYMBOL SYMBOL CD 
A -i__ 	 _ _ _ _ _ __ _ -





............. .--.	 F SC CR XY DP SN-

MISSION ELAPSED TIME 	 -

RtE----GROUND 	 RELATIVE VELOCITY 
MAG MAGNITUDE IN MSO SYSTEM 
V95H0185C R-AVGG _ CURRENT.M50_POSITION VECTOR . -
V95H0186CV95 "1)1 7C	 I 




V95W0200C _T-STATE --- _-_---TIME TAG FOR CURRENT STATE VECTOR__. 
V-IMU-OLD CURRENT ACCUMULATED IMU VELOCITY 	 -t 
VECTOR 
V-RHO-MAG NAG. OF REL. VELOCITY IN M5o FRAME - . 
V-RHO REL VELOCITY VECTOR IN MSO FRAME--
INERTIAL VELOCITY"COMPONENT -NORMAL'
V-CROSSR-ANGE 
TO NO.MINAL ORBIT PLANE 




MDOT-OMS MDOS OMS FLOW RATE ­
....... MDOT-RCS MDRCS __ RCS FLOW RATE . .. 
 .. 
WINOL WIND SPEED ---
WAZ WIND DIRECTION FROM NORTH ­
.-- EVENT---- EVENT COUNTER (28,29,30 ETg._) - ( 
ViR6ii5c 	 H ALTITUDhFISCHER ELLIPSOID- -
H ALTITUDE,FISCHER ELLIPSOID - I I - , 




VREL EARTH RELATIVE VELOCITY
 
______________ ___VREL --	 _ EARTH RELATIVE VELOCITY - -
GAMMAI INERTIAL FLIGHT 	PATH ANGLE : 
GAMI IERILFIGTPT 	 ANGLE------

AZMTHI INERTIAL FLIGHT AZIMUTH PROM NORTH 7 
GARD RELATIVE FLIGHT PATH ANGLE 
RELAl1VE FLIG'IT PATH ANGLE
 
PSRC HEADING OF REL VEL VECTOR WRT NORTH
 
_______________GARD___ 




LONGITUDE OF VEHICLE 
LAD ____RELATIVE 

oRNG DOWN RANGELAUNCH SITE TO VEHICLE j 
DORAD RADI A ACELEATIONGEOCENTRI C 0 
____ DRA3ApI~y~p~flGEOCNTRI go 
PF SC CR-XY P SN 
VELERR ?AG. OF VELOCITY VECTOR-ERROI ... 
INVIRON. MINUS NAy. VALUE 
THRUSTII) iIRUST OF SSME NO. 1 
THRUSTCI) TIIRUST OF SSNE NO. I 
THRUST(S) ThtRUST OF SSME NO. 3 
TMPS TuIAL THRUST, SSME ENGINES - - aO 
- - : 
TOMS TOLTAL THRUST OF OHS ENGINES - --
TRCS 1rHRUST OF TX RCS .ET - *- 0 " 
MPS USEAbLE PROPELLANT REMAINING - -" ­ " 
DMS USEABLE PROPELLANT REMAINING 
RCS USEABLE PROPELLANT REMAINING -









MCOT MOOTM-- ASS FLOW RATE .- - I 
V90UI976C Y Y ORBITAL PLANE TARGET ----- I -
V9OUI977C I 
V9OUI9YSC 
K2 K2 PRE-MECO OMS SCALE FACTOR -r- . 
V9L084TC MACH' MACH NUMBER.NAV DERIVED_________-__ 
MACH MACH NUMBER I 
V95P3011C QBR DYNAMIC PRESSURE (GNC) - A--dp 






AfGLE UF ATTACK 






7 I- " £ 
V96H2249C BED SIDESLIP ANGLE . 
BtD SIDESLIP ANGLE I---- ....-
XT&O - TIME-70-GO 10 MECO . ... --- i -





PITCH ATTITUDE (EULER) 




-WFBIB WFBFB1 BODY RATE COMMANROLL-
WFBFB2 BODY RATE COMMANDPXTCH 
WFBFB3 BODY RATE COMMANDyAW -CD 
LAM iHRUST DIRECTIONUNII VECTOR 
V95H3528C - -- PD .. ACTUAL-BODY RATE, ROLL r-
PD ACTUAL BODY RATE9 ROLL 





PF SC CR XY DP SN
 
,V95H3527CD QD ------ ACTUAL BODY RATE PITCH-! 
-..-­




_ATUL10Y OD RATE, YAW 
__RD ACTUAL EDDY RATE, YAW
 












DUD ROTAT. ACCEL. ABOUT BODY Y-AXIS F

_DRO.__ 
_ROTAT.,ACCEL. ABOUT BODY Z-AXIS - " - - --
DESIRED MINUS PREZICTED VELOCITY, F--.------- . ------. 
MAGNITUDE I 
_V96. CONVERGENCE FLAG 
- . ---- -
V90U1948C K-CMD THROC COM.MANDED THROTTLE SETTING 

-- -i---- V
AX ACCELERATIONjX-COMP.,BODY AXES 
 t -------
--­









----LOAD FACTOR, Y-COMP.tBODY AXES .1..
NLGS LOAD FACTOR, Z-COMP.,BODY AXES 
 .
 
NTGS TOTAL LOAD FACTOR 
LSTOT TOTAL SLOSHING ROLL MOMENT 






FZS SLOSH FORCEZ-COMP.,BOOy AXES 
 i-----
-
ZTALH LH2 DAMPING RATIO 
- I -. 
. . . . . . . . LOX DAMPING RATIO r iZIALX 

OMILH 
 LH2 SLOSH MASS NATURAL FREQUENCY
OMILOX ,--








 PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE COMMAND





_ ROLL TRIM INTIGRATOR 

QCIG 





 YAW TRIM INTEGRATOR
DMORBT 




DDEY(I) PITCH GIMBAL RATE, NO. I ENGINE1 
DDEY(2) PITCH GIMBALDDEY(3).___ PITCH GIMBAL RATE,RATE, NO.NO._ 23 ENGINE___--ENGINE IC" (D- ..... 
DDEZ(1) YAW GIMBAL RAm, NO., I ENGINE--
- -- - - - ---DDEZ(2) YAW GIMBAL RATE, NO. 2 ENGINE 






- - - ------- . -- .. -- PF SC CR XY DP zN
 
I'V95H3523C EBF&- EBFB1 -BODY ATTITUDE ERRRROLLI 
,V95H3521C 
 EBFB2 
 BODY ATTITUDE ERRRPITCH





3- .. DEYAI.) PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL.­
' NO. I ENGINE
 
DYCi DYCI COMMAND PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL-- ­
o_ _....... NO. I ENGINE 
 I
 




.. DYCZ ... DYCZ- -COMMANDN.N PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL-

-
NO. 2 ENGINE 
DEYAf3) PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL, 
-- .......- NO. 3 ENGINE I
 
OYC3 0YC3 COMMAND PITCH GiRBIAL ANGLE FiOM NULL-"­
, NO.3 ENGINE ...
COMMANDED YAW GIMBAL ANGLE PROM NULL-
NO. I ENGINE 

._
a -~z~ DEZAICOMDE YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NUL 
 I .. .. - ­
-_-NO. I ENGINE - i $ 
DEZA(2J YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL .... -u..... 
-- DD NO. 2 ENGINE A N LL 
-DEC- DEC COMMANDED YAW GIMBAL ANGLE"FROM-NUL---

NO. 41ENGINE 
DEZA(33 YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL 
,, _NO. 3 ENGINE 






 OF AFT YAW JETS FIRING
I NYAWJF NU. OF FWD YAW JETS FIRING 

..
NZRAFT NO. RT.AFT PLUS/MINUS Z JETS FIRING
 
NZLAFT__ NO. LT.AFT PLUS/MINUS Z JETS_-FIRING--
----- pm-, 
NXJETS NO. OF PLUS XRCS JETS FIRING
 
NZFWD NO. OF FWD PLUS/MINUS Z JETS FIRING­
_...S...SR3 




MPS GUIDANCE CUTOFF TASK DISCRETE
 
FLAG
MECO COMMANDED FLAG t 
(D 
MECO CONFIRMED FLAG v--
PS 
-
AUTO SEP MNVR COMPLETE






-,o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ OMS CUTOFF CONFIRMED .. 
- -- -
RTLS GNCC SIMULATION VARIABLES 

























































PF SC CR XY OP SN.. 
-PS 105 PRO FLAG 
_-
___,_- -- --.... 

OPS 106 PRO FLAG _i-

RiLS ABORT REQUEST FLAG ...... 
 .
 
AOA ABORT REQUEST-FLAG­ . -.-





. . . . ...-...
-I II 
TIME FROM SRB IGNITION 
- ._ 

MISSION ELAPSED TIME 

-.
GROUND RELATIVE VELOCITY . ----. * 
MAGNITUDE IN, M50 SYSTEM 
 I 
M50 PO'SITION -VECTOR-
- -j I _ 
_I 




TIME TAG FOR CURRENT STATE VECTOR__J 
- - -0- * 9----




MAC. OiF REL. VELOCITY IN M50 FRAME_---- - .
RLL VtLOCIrY VECTOR IN M.50 FRAME --- L -- I "
 
INERI IAL VELOCITY CO9PONENT NOPMAL 
-
- 1--
TO 'Jfl&INAL'ORPIT PLANE0 
WIND SPEED
 
WIND DIRECTION FROM NORTH
 









MAGNITUDE OF POSITION VECTOR -D 
EARTH RELATIVE VELOCITY 
_-_-_ 
EARTH RELATIVE VELOCITY 0 
MACH NUMBERNAV DERIVED
 
MACH NUMBER ZKK. jY 
- -  
--
C--.. ... .. _
 
:VITOT MAG. OF INERTiAL VELOCITY -
Viial MAG. OF INERTIAL VELOCITY K. 
GAMMAI INERTIAL FLIGHT PATH AfNGLE - I
 
GAMMAI INERTIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE ...' ...
 
AZMTHI INERTIAL FLIGHT AZIMUTH FROM NORTH- -.
I 

PSFD HEADING OF RE. VEL VECTOR WRT NORTH--t- ­
._ v__LYD GEODETIC LATITUDE Or THE VEHICLE 
LAD RELATIVE LONGITUDE OF VEHICLE- I 
DRNG DOWN RANGELAUNCH SITE TO VEHICLE -1 
V90U1954C LAMC . . LAMC COMMANDED THRUST DIRECTION .. .. 
V90U1955C 
V90U1956C I 
GARD RELATIVE FLIGHT PATH ANGLE- .. -" ___­. -

GARD RELATIVE FLIGHT PATH ANGLE --­4 -

INERtIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE . ...
 
INERTIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE - - -










 TURNING RATE MAGNITUDE ­
.
V90W1946C TMET-MECO TMMECO MECO IME 
V90UI966C- VGOMAG VGOMAG'----VELOCITY-TO-GO AGNITU - - --VELOCITY MISS VECTOR MAGNITUDE .. .
 
-
EMISS VELOCITY CONVLRGENCE CRITERION 

V90U2093C MF MF PREDICTED FINAL MASS -. 
MASS DIFFERENCE 
v9ouZo9zc __DT-TURN LENGTH OF RTLS TURNAROUND __ -
GAMO tESIRED FLIGHT PATH ANGLE 
AT-EST ATEST THRUST ACCELERATION ­
-4-
SCONV PEG CONVERGENCE DISCRETEd- - L - - 4
V90JZ091C K K DESIRED THROTTLE SETTING S - -DESIRED CHANGE IN THROTTLE SETTING - -I_ 
---
C---Da
V90UI948C K-CMD KCMD COMMANDEO SSME THROTTLE SETTING 

.. -I- a--F ACCELERATION DIFFERENCE 

-RMISS GUIDA'4CE POSITION CRITERION I-- -
TURNING RATE TEST CRITERION ......- 41 - . -­ .... 
- TP PREDICTED GUIDANCE TIME-
THRUST(l) THRUST OF SSME NO. 1- --- r 
THRUSTIf) THRUST OF SSME NO. 2 -4 
] 0m 












































. .. . .- - PF SC CR XY DP SN r 
THRUST OF SSME NO. 3 - - " -
TOTAL THRUST, SSME ENGINES r - --
TOTAL THRUST OF OMS ENGINES - 9 -- . 
7HRUST OF TX RCS JET _ -i
 
MPS USEA9LE PROPELLANT REMAINING --- ­1 
OfS USEABLE PROPELLANT REMAINING ..... 

RCS USEARLE PROPELLANT REMAINING . 
T---
. .. J -

TOTAL VEHICLE WEIGHT -- I"
l----
THRUST POINTING ERROR -- 2
 
TWRUST SCALING FACTOR -- -_
 
ROLL AlTITUDE (EULER) 
PITCH ATTITUDE (EULER) - --- - -
YAW ALTITUDE (EULER) " 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE (GNCC) ,: I 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE (NAV. DERIV.) - - I L - - -
DYNAMIC PRESSURE -------- 0 . --
AVGLE OF ATTACK - - . 
ANGLE OF ATTACK - | m 9 
SIDESLIP ANGLE - I P 
SIDESLIP ANGLE , 
LOAD FACTOR, X-COMP.,BODY AXES 
LOAD FACTOR, Y-COMP.,BODY AXES ---- : I 
LOAD FACTOR, Z-COMP.,BODY AXES ---- ­
-
ACCELERATIONX-COMP.,BODY AXES -- _ 
TOTAL LOAD FACTOR 1, 

-ACCELFRATIONY-COMP.,BODY AXES ... ,-
ACCELERATION,*Z-COtP.,BODY AXES -
TOTAL SLOSHING ROLL MOMENT i V V 
TOJAL SLOSHING PITCH MOMENT 
TOTAL SLOSHING YAW MOMENT . .-
SLOSH FORCE.Y-CMP.,0OY AXES 
SLOSH FORCEZ-CDMP.,BODY AXES I -
LH2 DAMPING RATIO n o
 
LOX DAMPING RATIO ..
 
LH2 SLOSH MASS NATURAL FREQUENCY . .
 
LOX SLOSH MASS NATURAL FREQUENCY D 
PITCH GIMBAL RATE, NO. 1 ENGINE - . 
PITCH GIMBAL RATE, NO. 2 ENGINE , --
PITCH GIMBAL RATE, NO. 3 ENGINE - +-
YAW GIMBAL RATE, NO. I ENGINE-- -
YAW GIMBAL RATE, ND. 2 ENGINE- I - -
YAW GIMBAL RATE, NO. 3 ENGINE . 
ROLL TRIM INTEGRATOR| - ---
I 0) 
I p F S C C R X Y D P S N 

- . .. .. 
, ... . . .. ... . . . ........ .. . .. 
.. 

- - 4 _7 
_QCIO __ PITCH TRIM INTEGRATOR . _- I-





ORBITER PITCH TRIM 
BODY ATTITUDE ERRORROLL 
--- -"--
---- 4--- - - K -_ 
V95H3521C EFFB2 BODY ATTITUDE ERRPRPITCH 
V95H3522C EBF33 BODY ATTITUDE ERRORYAW 
DPTVC ROLL GIMBAL ANGLE COMMAND ---------- -
DQTVC PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE COMMAND ----- ---
-
DRTVC YAll GIMBAL ANGLE COMMAND ___ __-z_..--..-. - -
DFYA(1) PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL 





DYCI DYCI COMMAND PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL-- _ "00­
.. DEYA(2) 
_-NO. I ENGINE 
PITCH GIMPIAL ANGLE FROM NULL, 
NO. ? ENGINE 
. - . .--
I 
" 
4 DYC2 DYCZ COMMAND PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL- , 
NO. 2 ENGINE 
DEYA(3) PITCH GIMBAL. ANGLE FROM NULL,* 
NO. 3 ENGINE t_ 
" 
DYC3 bYC3 COMMAND P11tH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL- - -
OEZA(1}_ YAW GIMfAL ANGLE FROM NULL- -
NO. I ENGINE I 
DZCI DZCI CCMMANDED YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL - - -




YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL 
N5. 2 ENGINE 











NO. 2 ENGINE-I 
DEZA(3) YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL-ZCYCANDED AW AL FROM NULL -




NYAWJA NO. OF AFT YAW JETS FIRING -0 ---
NYAWJF NO. OF FWD YAW JETS FIRING -
NZRAFT 
NZLAFT 
NO. RT.AFT PLUS/MINUS Z JETS FIRING 
NO. LT.AFT PLUS/MINUS S FIR FIRING- ..... T 
(D 
NXJETS-- NO. OF PLUS XRCS JETS FIRTING C­
__SRB SEPARATION COMMAND FLAG -
GUIDANCE READY FLAG - , 









ASL 	 MNVR DIP GN&C SIMULATION 
DOWNLIST OR - FSSR - - CSMP - -






















MECO COMMANDED FLAG 

MECO CO'FIRMED FLAG 

AUTO SEP MNVR COMPLETE 





OWS CUTOFF CONFIRMED 

OPS 105 PRO FLAG -

OPS 	 106 PRO FLAG 
RILS ABORT REQUEST FLAG 

ADA ABORT- REQUEST-FLAG.. 






TIME FROM SRB IGNITION 

MISSION ELAPSED TIME 

GROUNW RELATIVE VELOCITY 

MAGNITUDE IN M50 SYSTEM 

CURRENT M50 POSITION VECTOR 

CURRENT M50 VELOCITY VECTOR 

1IME TAG FOR CURRENT STATE VECTOR 

CURRENT ACCUMULATED IMU VELOCITY 

VECTOR I 
MAG. OF REL. VELOCITY IN M50 FRAME 
REL VELOCITY VECTOR IN M50 FRAME 
INLRTIAL VELOCITY COMPONENT NORMAL 

TO NOMINAL ORBIT PLANE 





t PF SC CR XY DP SN 
....-- " "
 
" I - 7
 
I -­
- i---- [ ..... . . 
-- I "' " " " v 
I- I 






i I .. 
"- -- I -
I 









............ EX- o 
.. -.. .. .. 0 





. .	 V-INERTIAL- INERIIAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE, --
MAG M50 SYSTEM I 
WINDL WIND SPEED 	 'I ....-WAZ 1N0 DIRECTION FROM NORTH 	 ..--. 
, _," 
PF SC CR XY DP -
EVENT... EVENT COUNTER 128.29,30, ETC.L- -
V9H0175C H ALTITUDEFISCHER ELLIPSOID - . 
H AL1ITUDEtFISCHER ELLIPSOID .... - --
RAD MAGNIIUDE OF POSITION VWCTOR___ ---
VRL-L EARTI RELATIVE VELOCITY -
VREL EARTH RELATIVE VELOCITY -I - i 





MAG. OF INERTIAL VELOCITY 






POSTMANEUVER TARGET MINUS CURRENT 
APOGEE ALTITUDEII 
GARD RELATIVE FLIGHT PATH ANGLE . ___ - ...... 
GARD RLLATIVE FLIGHT PATH ANGLE 
GAMMAI INERTIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE- . 
-..-.. 
GAMMAI INERTIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE 
AZMTHI INERTIAL FLIGHT AZIMUTH FROM NORTH- . 
PSRD H.ADTNG OF RELVEL VECTOR WRT NORTH------ - -- " -
' __ ____ __LYD GEODETIC LATIIUDE OF THE VEHICLEz- I -
LAD RELATIVE LONGITUDE OF VEHICLE -.. -
DDRAD RADIAL ACCELERATIN,GEOCENTRIC 
DRAD RADIAL VELOCITY,GEOCENTRIC 
MAG. OF VELOCITY VECTOR ERROR, 
, 
ENVIRON. MINUS NAV. VALUE 






POSERR MAG. OF POSITION ERROR VECTOR, 




THRUST OF SSME NO. 1 
















-----------.... -- - -TRCS ._ - THRUST OF TX RCS JET 
MPS USEABLE PROPELLANT REMAINING C 
o/ne!. 4 USEABLE PROPELLANT REMAINING -- a 
-_WEIGHT_-- 10TAL VEHICLE VEIGHT 
CUR-HiA_ CdRRENJ APOGEE ALTITUDE ri­




.. DOWN RANGELAUNCH SITE 
















. .-. .- -- -_-.. -... ... ..... . . . . . . .. 	 _- -
­.. .  .... .. . . . . .  
PF SC CR XY DP SNj
.__TT-.. -	 _"IME-"O-NEXT APSIS 
EBDB1 	 BODY ATTITUDE ERRfR VECTOR FOR -
DISPLAY
 
___ TTX-FLAG- NEXT APSIS OR CIRCULAR ORBIT_ FLAG__--
DISP 
WFBIFB WFBFBI BODY RATE COMMAND,ROLL -- - - 4 ­
__ WFBFB2 BODY RATE COMMAND,PITCHI --
WFBFB3 BODY RATE COMMANDYAW 	 ... ..
 
V94U3SOCC VGO-DISP VGO IN CURRENT BODY COORDINATES ....	 i 
V94U3802C 	 -
V95H3528C PD ACTUAL BODY RATE, ROLL I 
____ _PD -- ACTUAL RODY RATE, ROLL-...... -- .... I- .. 
-" 
V95H3527C 	 rD ACTUAL BODY RATE, PITCH I-
QD ACTUAL BODY RATE, PITCH 
QORB QORB PITCH RATEORBITER RATE GYROS -- I--|"" -
V95H3526 RD ACTUAL BODY RATE, YAW " ­
_ -RD - ACTUAL BODY RATE, YAW.------__ _ -- | 
RORDB RORS YAW RATEORBITER RATE GYROS .............. 
V90U1966C DV-TOT VCO MAGNITUDE ..... --
OPD ROTAT. ACCEL. ABOUT BODY X-AXIS - - I 
D'D ROTAT. ACCEL. AbOUT BODY Y-AXIS 
ORD ROTAT. ACCEL. ABOUT BODY Z-AXIS 
M95P3011C QBR ..... DYNAMIC PRESSURE (GNCC). .,-
V95P3170C QBR DYNAMIC PPESSURE (NAV. DERIV.)QRR 	 DYNAM IC ?'tE SSURE ­
... ..... V EH-PITCH .PREMAEVER ATTITUDE,PITCH
 
VEH-YAW PREMANEUVER AITITUDEYAl -. 
VEH-ROLL PREMANEUVER ATTITUDEvROLL . . 
V95H3156C___ALD A-(,LE OF ATTACK Pao" 
ALD ANGLE OF ATTACK 	 -r- -.. ­
-
V9DH2249C 	 BED SIDESLIP ANGLE o
 
BED 	 SIDESLIP ANGLE o 




I AY ACCELFRATIDN,Y-COMP.,BODY AXES -CD
 
AL 	 ACCELERATIONZ-COMP.,BOOY AXFS i 3__+I-
-
-NXGS LOAD FACTOR, X-COMP.BODY AXES 

NYGS LOAD FACTOR, Y-CONP.,BODY AXES .
 











V 9 16 . ........LSTOT 
TOTAL LOAD FACTOR ____l 
EXT.DELV VECTOR IN M50 COORDINATES 







MSTOT TOTAL SLOSHING PITCH MOMENT 
NSTOT TOTAL SLOSHING YAW MOMENT 
FYS SLOSH FORCE,Y-COMP.,BODY AXES 
FZS SLOSH FORCE,Z-COMP.,BODY AXES 
ZIALH .....LH2 DAMPING RATIO 
ZTALX LOX DAMPING RATIO 
OMILH LH2 SLOSH MASS NATURAL FREQUENCY 
OMiLOX LOX SLOSH MASS NATURALREQEINCY 















. .... ... Q-CB-- 50 - M50 TO COMMANDED BODY QUATERNION -- - -
PCID ROLL TRIM INTEGRATOR_ .. 



























ROLL TRIM INTEGRATOR -- -
PITCH TRIM INTEGRATOR 
YAW IPIM INTEGRATOR -
ORBITER PITCH TRIM .. .. ,_ 
ROLL GIMBAL ANGLE COMMAND ...--
PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE COMMAND --- -
YAWl GIMbAL ANGLE COMMAND- I 
PITCH GIMBAL RATE, NO. 2 ENGINE ---I 
PITCH GIMBAL RATE, NO. 3 ENGINE 
YAW GIMBAL PATE, NO. I ENGINE ......... . 
YAW GIMBAL RATE, NO. 2 ENGINE --
YAW GIMBAL RATE, NO. 3 ENGINE ...... 
BODY ATTITUDE ERROR,RCLL -
BODY AITITUDE ERRORPITCH .... 
BODY ATTITUDE ERRORYAW -- I 
PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL, --I- -C 
NO. I ENGINE I 














DEYA-J---'PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE -FROM NULL, --- - • 
NO. 2 ENGINE 
DYCZ DYC2 COMMAND PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL'...... 
0 
--- 
,- __----	 --- --- --- - PF SC CR XY DP :N _ 
,____ ___ _NO. ...... 2 ENGINE .	 I I I 
,DEYA(3) 	 PITC11 GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL ,- " I " --
NO. 3 ENGINE I I 
OYC3 OYC3 COMMAND PITCH GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL ---- -- ... 
NO.3 ENGINE 
DEZAIl) YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL '-- - . - . ... 
NO. I ENGINE - " 
DZCI DZC1 COMMANDED YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL --- . 
NO. I ENGINE 	 , I 
. .DEZA(2	YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL j ------...... 
NO. 2 ENGINE 7 I] I 
DZC2 DZC2 COMMANDED YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL I - --
NO. 2 ENGINE I rI i 
-- DEZA(j)--YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL - .. ....... 
NO. 3 ENGINE
 
,, ,DZC3__ DZC3 COMMANDED YAW GIMBAL ANGLE FROM NULL-L I
 
NO. 3 ENGINE j F .
 
NYAWJA NO. OF AFT YAW JETS FIRING ................ 

S:__ NYAWJF NO. OF FWD YAW JETS FIRING 
 j__-- -j-
NZRAFT NO. RT.AFT PLUS/MINUS Z JETS'FIRING ... -
NZLAFT NO. LT.AFT PLUS/MINUS Z JETS FIRING-­
.. .. .NXJETS NO. OF PLUS XRCS JETS FIRING-.... 
- -
NZFWO NO. OF FW PLUS/MINUJS JETS V - _ z FIRING--
SRB SEPARATION COMMAND FLAG ­
9, .. .. G UI DtOP E R E A D Y FL A G _;_K DI SC RETE 
MPS GUIDANCE CUTOFF TASK DISCRETE -- . 
FLAG 
... -- --- MLCO COMMANDED FLAG * 
MECO CONFIRMED FLAG I 
AUTO SEP MNVR COMPLETE * 0gI 
OPS 104 PRO FLAG ..... .. 0o 
UURN ENABLE F I -
OMS CUTOFF CONFIRMED 
- (D--
S.. . . . .. 105 i-	
-
, 
OPS PRO FLAG 
OPS 106 PRO FLAG -i-
RTLS ABORT REQUEST FLAG .­
_ - _ - -- - AOA ABORT REQUEST FLAG 
ATO APORT REQUEST--FLAG - a, 
I' 	 0 
SRB SEPARATION, OPERATIONAL MEASUREMENTS 











































































PJWER, RSS RCVR SIG STRENIGTH A 
POWER, RSS RCVR SIG STRENGTH B 
POSITION, TVC ROCK ACTUATOR 
POSITION, IVC TILT ACTUATOR 
PRESSURE A, SRHl CHAMBER] 
PRESSURE B SRM CHAMBER 
PRESSURE C, SRM CHAMBER 
VOLTAGE, OPERATIONAL BUS A 
VOLTAGE, OPERATIONAL BUS B-------
VOLTAGE, FWD THRUST PIN PIC CAP A 
VOLTAGE, FWD THRUST PIN PIC CAP B 
VOLTAGE, AFT UPPER BRACE PIC CAPA 
V9ILTAGE, AFT UPPER BRACE PIC CAP 8 
VOLTAGE, AFT MIDDLE BRACE PIG CAP A 
VOLTAGE, AFT MIDDLE BRACE PIC CAP-B 
VaLTAGE, AFT LOWER BRACE PIC CAP A 
VOLTAGE, AFT LOWER RRACE PIC CAP B 
VOLTAGE, FWD SEPN MOTORS PIG CAP A 
VOLTAGE, FWD SEPN MOTORS PIC CAP B 
VOLTAGE, AFT SEPN MOTORS PIC CAP A 
VOLTAGE, AFT SEPN MOTORS PIG CAftB 
LVENIt RSS SEA DEVICE SAFED 
EVENT, RSS DECODER A ON/CHK TONEOFF 
EVENT, RSS DECODER B ON/CHK TONEOFF 
TVC ROCK 4CTUATOR CONTROL A CMD 
TVC TILT ACTUATOR CONTROL A CMD 
DLIA PRESS SECONDARY A ROt K-


































SELECTED LEFT PRESS SRB CHAMBER 
SELECTED RIGHT PRESS SRB CHAMBER 




- P PFSC__ C R_ XY . SN _. 
VgR2526C - SELECTED LEFT SRB YAW. RATE- I ­
V90R252?C SELECTED RIGHT SRB PIiCH RATE * -t
 
V9OR252BC SELECTED RIGHT SRB YAW RATE
 
V90R5301C SELECTED RGA ROLL RATE _ _ ; 

V90R5321C SELECTED PGA PITCH RATE - - ,
 
V90R5341C SELECTED RGA YAW RATE I "
 
V9OA5361C SELECTED AA LATERAL ACCELERATION . 4--.
 
V9OA5381C SELECTED AA NORMAL ACCELERATION
 
V5tHI100A MPS ENG I P ACTUATOR POSITION .-

V58H1150A MPS ENG I Y ACTUATOR POSITION _ ...... ! " 

V58HIZOOA MPS Ek4G 2 P ACTUA1OR POSITION .
 
V55H1250A MPS ENG 2 Y ACTUATOR POSITION
 
V58HI3OGA _ MPS ENS 3 P ACTUA7OR POSITION_ 
 I 
V55HI?50A MPS ENG 3 Y ACTUATOR POSITION
 
V9CXs193X SRB SEP MDNITIJR FLAG . ... I -
V9OX833OX - -- FUICI ION MODING FOR SRB SeP I 
V90X8331X SRa SEPARATION CO"'MAND FLAG - . 
V90X8333X SRB SEPARATION INITIATICON FLAG ' -I-
V9OX1761X SRB S&PARATION SUBPHASE FLAG 
V90X9340X SRB AUTO INHIBIT CREW ALERT ....- I . .. 
V90X8332X LH/RH Sail PC 50 PSIA FLAGI4 
V9OXI713X STGI GUID. DISCRETE_-_. _--" 
V9OXI757X S2G STEERING MODE FLAG --
V90xe63OX INITIJTE STAGE 2 GUIDANCE --
V900Soo1C___- MAJOR MIODE CODE _____________ I 
V90(IT4X FREEZE DESIRED BODY COMMAND FLAG -
V90XI743X SRB TVC FOIR BYPASS PERMITTED 
V90X856,X ..... MECO CONFIRMED FLAG ..... .. -- I 
V90X1965X GUIDANCE READY FLAG , , 
V90XI763X SSME FAILURE STATUS FLAG .
 
V95XI207X MPS El FAIL FLAG __-----_ ' .. ..... 
V95XI208X MPS E2 FAIL FLAG .-. o 
V95XI209X MPS E3 FAIL FLAG - . 
V9OX7570X SEL SRB SEPARATION AUTO COMMAND I-. I -
VvOX747]X SEL SRB SEPN MNL/AUTO ENA3LE COMMAND - CD-
V9OX7512X SEL SRB SEPARATICI INITIATE COMMAND - . _
 
V58KII64C MPS ENG I P A(TUATOR A COYMAND -I- _ ....... _
 
V5SK1168C MP'S ENG 1 Y ACTUATOR A COMMAND I D
 
V58KI264p MPS ENG 2 P ACTUATOR A COMPANO 

V.8K126BC . MPS ENG 2 Y ACTUATOR A COMAND -__ .
 
V58K1364C MP'S ENG 3 P ACTUATOR A COMMAND 0-

V58K1368C MPS ENG 3 Y ACTUATOR A COW4AND T- - _
 




- - -- -
---
V95H3522C -- ODY YAW ATTITUDE ERROR--

V95H3523C BODY ROLL ATTITUDE ERROR 

V72HG925C LH ADI ROLL ATTITUDE ERRiR 

V72H0927C LH ADI PITCH ATTITUDE ERROR 

V72HO92SC LH ADI YAW ATTITUDE ERROR 

V72K8504X LH ADI ERROR SCALE - tIlGH
 
V72K8505X LH AOI EPROR SCALE - MED 

V72K506X LH AOI ERROR SCALE - LOW 

V95P0500C DERIVED ASCENT DYNAMIC PRESSURE
 
'V95H3626C PITCH RATE, FLIGHT 30DY-INERTIAL ...... 
V95H3527C YAW RATE, FLIGHT bODY-IfIERTIAL 
V95H3522C ROLL RATE, FLIGHT bODY-INERTIAL 
V79P2150A MPS ENG I PITCH ACTUAOR A DRIVER OUT 
V79H2165A MPS ENG 2 PITCH ACTUATOR A DRIVER OUT 
V79H?ISOA MPS E JG 3 PITCH ACTUATOR A DRIVER OUT 
V79H?151A - __ MPS FNG I YAW ACTUATOR A DRIVER OUT 
V79H2166A MPS LNG 2 YAW ACTUATOR A DRIVER OUT
 
V79HZI81A MPS ENG 3 YAW ACTUATOR A DRIVER OUT
 
V79P2110A SRB LH ROCK ACTUATOR A DRIVZR OUT 

V79H2111A SRB L- TILT A'CTUATOR A DRIVER OUT 

VT9H2L30A SRB RiI ROCK ACTUATOR A DRIVER OUT 

V79H2131A SRB RH TILT ACTUATOR A DRIVER OUT 

V71L4240B IMU2 ACCUMULATED VZ 

*L - SRB SEPARATIONt ORBITER/SRB"IN--TRUMENTATION, BFS 





V98M0740P SM-DISCRETE WORD 3 (ASCENT)i-

V98X0482X SRB SLPARATLOM 

V98X0483X SRB SEPARATION POVITOR -

V9BXOB4X SRB S,-PARATION COVMAND 

V98X0732X SRB SEPARATIOJ I'7IATE FLAG 

V9BXO31X SRB SEPARATION COY'AND FLAG 

V9SXO741X SRB SEPARATION AUTO 

V98X0742X SRB SEPARATION AUTO/MAN 

'V98XO74-X SRB SEPARATION MANUAL OVERRIDE 

-V9eXO744X SRS SEPARATION ARM COMMAN'D 
V9BXO145X SRB SEPARATION FIRE COMMAND 
V98X0746X FUNCT-ION_14001MG FOR SR-B SEPARATION 




- -- -. *
 
. ... -- - ­
t-- ....----­. .... ­
0 - ..... 
... -- . 7 _ 
-...--j----f---. 
_----- ­
....-- 4-. .-- .
 
















t-mvI I - ~ g - - - 80 
,I . ;ori 
"I'-17 - - CD 
-v-- . . ,-­







,--- PF SC CR XY DP SN 





.. __. _----L - - - -
- t 
... . ... 
------------­
.. 
V98RI552C YAW RATE 
V98H1565C --- POLL ATTITUDE EPROR . - -
V98H1566C PITCH ATTITUDE E RRO  --
V98H1567C YAW ATTITUDE ERROR .. --
I V9SA1580C - NORMAL ACCELERATI19N _______________ 
VQBAI5B1C LATERAL ACCELERAIlON . .. ' 
V9SRI7OC LEFT SRB PITCH RATE GYRO ----
V9BR7OC LEFT SRB YA44- RATE GYRO-.. ..­ ,_-_--_ 
VR70CRiGHT SRB PITCH RATE GYRO -----
V98P1707C 
'V9BH172CC 
RIGHT SRS YAW 
LEFT _SRB ROCK 
RATE GYRO 
. . 
.. ­ ... 
. 
-K-
V9BHI72iC LEFT SRB TILT -- -1 ---- f...-
1,V98HI73Q'C RIGHT SRB ROCK -- -I # -
V98H173C RIGHT SRB TILT 
VSSPI74OC LEFT SRB CHAMBER PRESSURE---
V98PI741C RIGHT SRB CHAMBER PRESSURE I--­
, V98H175C 
V98HI753C 





r .... ! I 
V98HI76CC SSME 2 PITCH COMMIAND Z... _ 
VV9SH17uIC __ SSME 2 YAW COMMAND I-
V9SHI77CC SSME 3 PITCH COMMAND -
V9BHl771C SSME 3 YAW CUM'IAND . . - - ----­
,orVSBU19OIC--
V9SuI9OaC 
MM 102 EVENT WORD 
MM 103 EVENT WORD 
_ 
-% 
V98X0456,X GUIDA'JCE INITIATE 
Vg9MOS6OP BFS SYSTEM STATUS WORD I-­
VVS-UOS67C OPS4iAJOR MODE --­ t~~1~~~ 
V9SH3010C ROLL COMMAND -I o 
,,VBH? 020C PITCH RATE COMMAND .... __- oT 0 
,V9BH3O21CC --- YAW COMMAND r- CD 
I ' ET SEPARATION, SAIL DNLT/KNLK MEASUREMENT LIST REQUIREMENTS I 
,FDOWNCIST -NOMENCLATURE I 0a 
DOWNLINK OR 0 
DUMMY MML "_ 
IDENTIFICAT ... 














































































. ... . . . .. . . .-PF SC CR XY DP SN
 
___ EL. PITCH RATES , RGA YAW RAIE
 
LH ADI ROLL ATTITUDE ERROR 
_ --- . . . V 

.. .. .._, -- r
LH AN PITCH ATIITUDL ERROR 
LH AM YAW ATTITUDE ERROR -" -- . Il 
RJDF 1 JET FIL CMD A - I -I -4-
RJDF I JET FIU CUD A ....1.......
 
RJDF 1 JET F1D CMD A'I -

RJDF 1 JET FR C 1 A
 
RJDF I JET F2U (MD A " " -
RJLF I JET F2U0 ,D A
 
RJDF 2 JET F31 CMD A
 
RJOF 2 JIT F3U ,,D A _--_-_._ __ --- i
 
RJDF 2 JET F3D CM,0 A_- _...... 
RJDA 2 JET P4R CMD A ---- .-
RJDF 2 JET L40 CMD A I -

RJDA I JET LL CMD A_ " "
 
RJDA 1 JET LIU CMD A .
 
RJDA I JEF 12 C9D A - I 
RJDA 1 JET L2U CMD A ' -
RJDA I JET 120 Cm0 A 
RJOA 2 JET L3L CMD A _-__ __,__[...._ 
PJDA 2 JET L13 CM!) A -----
RJDA 2 JET 1L4 CMD A.- - r---" -
PJDA 2 JET L4IU CMD A --
RJDA 2 JET 140 CMD A 
RJDA I JET RIR CMD A .--I
 
RJDA I JET R.lU CMD A :, -

RJDA 2 JET R3R CMO) A ~
-
RJDA 1 JET RZR CD A0-

RJDA I JET RD CMD A

.X RJDA 2 JET R0 CAD A - ,3 
RJDA 2 JET RD CMD A - 0...C 
RJDA 2 JET P4flCM A 
RJDA 2 JF'T R41J CM) A [ D 
RJDA 2 JET Rt0 CMD A -
MPS 1HZ FEEDLINE RELIEF S/O VALUE CLOSE CHD 
MPS LH2 FEEDLINE RELIEF S/O VALUE CLOSED - -
MPS LO2 FEEDLINE RELIEF 5/0 VALUE CLOSE CMD -
MPS WDZ FEEDLINE RELIEF S/O VALUE CLOSED ----
ALL PRE-VALVES CM,0 CLOSE IND. --
MPS E-I 12 PRE-VALVE CLOSE CMD j,...--




PF SC CR XY OP SN 
__ __ 
__ _ __ _ __ _ I I
V41S1222E MPS E-2 LH2 PRE-VALVE CLOSE CMD 
 _... 
- -




V41SI322E MPS E-3 LH2 PRE-VALVE CLOSE CMD 
 + I . .. 









V98X0751X ET TUMBLE SYSTEM FIRE FLAG r - .
 
V56XI255X ET UMB. DR. CL LATCH I LOCK IND. Ir 

-- ' .... 
V56XI265X 
 ET UB. DR. CL LATCH I LOCK I.ND* 2 
-.
 
V56XI355X ET UMB. DR. CL LATCH 2 LOCK IND. I 
 r--- I 
-
VSSXI365X ET U'4B. 
DR. CL LATCH 2 LOCK IND. 2 
_-----_t-----
.V56X1205X ET UMB. DR. CL LATCH I STOW IND. 
I 
-T---1--- --
V56XI215X ET UMB. DR. CL LATC4 I STOW IND. 2 t _ -IV56XI305X ET UMB. DR. CL LATCH 2 STOW IND. I " --- --- .....V56X1315X ET UMB. DR. CL LATCH 2 STOW IND. 2 I---I .V41XI430X MPS LH2 FEEDLINE; DISC VALVE CLOSE A
  DIEDS V 
 S 
-- --- "- --r.. '4X44
.. ...---
V41X434X MPS HZ FEEDLINE DISC VALVE CLOSE AB~ 
V41XI53OX MP S LH2 FEEDLINE DISC VALVE CLOSE.
 
V41X1534X MPS L02 FEEDLINE DISC VALVE CLOSE,B 
-- - I
 
V56K900OX CRB/ET SEP CAMERAS ON 
_ -.. .. .
 
VtOX6247X ET/UMB. UNLATCH ARM FiAG I - "
 V98XD755X ET/UMB. UNLATCH FIRE FLAG 
 '----"-'
 




V90X3250X ET SEP CMO FLAG (ORB/ET STR. PYRO FIRE CMD) _- . ..... -I

V90X8561X MECO CONFIRMED 

.---------- "----
V90X7554X ET SEP AUTO CMD .
 
_-- "r- -_ -

V90X7556X ET SEP MNL. ENABLE" 

_
V9SXO"l4aX ET SEP MNL. ENALLE 

---...... .. - -- o-V90XT64X ET StP INITIATE 
-- I -­
.V99XO74S.X ET SEP INITIATE 

-I- , ."-
V90X8259X LTI AUTO SEP INHIBIT CREW ALERT 
 I-___V56S3100x 
 ET L UMB. COUT DIJOR CLOSE CMD I (RILS) .- _ I--------
-V56S41OUX ET R UMB. COUT DO'OR CLOSE CMD I (RTLS) i- -------

V56X3 IOX ET L UMB. CUUT DOOR CLOSE IND 1 (RTLS) I




ET R UMB. 
-

COUT DOPOR CLOSE INO I (RTLS) I --

V56XS+15X ET R UMB. COUT DOOR CLOSE IND Z (RTLS) ... O 

,zV6SS500X
_ET L UMB. COUT DOOR LATCH CMD I IRTLS) I I-V56S4500X ET R UMB. COUT DOOR LATCH CMD i (RILS) 
- -
-+V56X3550X ET L UMB. COUT DOOR LATCH IND_ (RTLS) (-
V56X3560X ET L UMB. COUT DOOR LATCH INO a (RTLS) 
-- I - .0. -
V5SX45OX____ ET R UMO. GoulT DOOR LATCH- IND -- (PTLS) L ----- 0 
V56X4560X 
 ET R UMB. COUT DOOR LATCH IN 2 (RTLS) 
­
- 0V76MO61B MEG 1 PIC 1 CAP._VQL 'ti T -2 ) 
PF SC CR XY OP SN 
*V6M70628 _ -MEC I PIC 2 CAP. VOLT_,__ _.... 
V76M7065B MEC I PIC 3 CAP. VOLT - o 
V76M7066B 
V76MT069 
MEC I PIC 4 CAP. VOLT 
MEC I PIC 5 CAP. VOLT 
4 -__--
- 4-4 -
VY6M7OTOB MEC I PIC 6 CAP. VOLT _ . 
V76M70738 MEC I PIC 7 CAP- VOLT 
V76M7074B MEC I PIC 8 CAP. VOLT_____.......__ . " -
V76M7077B MEC I PIC 9 CAP. VOLT 
V76M7161B MEC 2 PIC I CAP. VOLT ...." I"" 






MEC 2 PIC 3 CAP. VOLT 
MEC 2 PIC 4 CAP. VOLT 
MEC 2 PIC 5 CAP. VOL] 
MEC 2 PIC 6 CAP. VOLT 







V?6M7174B - EC 2 PIC 8 CAP. VOLT ---.... " 
V76M7177B MEC 2 PIC 9 CAP. VOLT - -
V9OQeo01C MAJOR MODE CODE . 
CRT DISPLAY, SEP --- ! __-
ET SEP SEQUENCE - INIATION AND _TlkMIbAT1ON-
NEC SOP - INITIATION AND TERMINATION .....- r 
MPS SIGNAL CONDO. POWER - ON-OFF L-
V9OXBE55X.E DFI POWER RESET - ON-OFF 
MEC CRITICAL COMMAND INITIATION E TERMINATION . - . I 
' 
____ ASCENT DAP
~~G&CSTEER - ILPMINATION -TERMINATION... _ "_ -
TRANS DAP - INITIATIOND 






MEC I E 2 MASTfR RLSFT 
NAV. DERIVED ANGLE OF ATTACK IRTLS) 
-INERTIAL SIDESLIP ANCLE (RTLS) __ 
RADAR ALTIMITER #1 P/-REN1 WORD 











V74MI651P RADAR ALTIMETER h2 PeRENT WORD' _0 
V74MI854B RADAR ALTI'lltzER t,2 AITIlUDE OATA,' 
V41XI429X MPS LHZ FEEDLINE DISC VALVE OPEN .... R 
V41XI529X MPS L02 FEEDLINE- DISC VALVE OPEN _-__ _----_- ---­... T 
V90X8253X MPS DUMP GIMBAL POS. FLAG _. 
V90X8254X ENTRY SlOW GIMBAL POS. FLAG ....... 
V56K1250X ....... ET UMB. DOOR CENTERLINE tATCH J LOCK CMD 1$ | -_---
V56K1260X ET UM . DOOR CENTERLINE LATCH I LOCK CMD 2A -- - -|J 
VSK135OX 
V56K1360X 
ET UMB. DOOR CENTERLINE LATCH Z LOCK CMD IA 
ET UB. DOOR CENTERL14E LATCH 2 LOCK CMID 2A 
.... 
-- , I -





ET U48._DOOR CENTERLINE LATCH I STOW CMDA A __ 
ET UMB. DOOR CENTERLINE LATCH I STOW CMD 2A 
ET US. DOOR CENTERLINE LATCH 2 STOW CMD IA-... 




















% Rockwell Internabonal 
Space Division 
8.0 VERIFICATION ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS
 
Verification by analysis is required to augment tests conducted in
 
SAIL or on the vehicle. Analysis is used when the results can be
 
considered as valid representations of the actual flight hardware
 
and software performance and where separate tests on SAIL or the
 
vehicle cannot be provided for. Requirements partially or completely
 
verified by analysis are identified in the Verification Requirements
 
Section 5.0- In addition, the specification of required analyses for
 
verification is given in the Master Verification Plan for the Combined
 
Elements (JSC 07700-10-MVP-02) which defines the analysis requirements
 
and controls the documentation of verification completion. The veri­
fication by analysis includes the non-real-time, performance and integr­
ation, and man-in-the-loop simulations discussed below.
 
8.1 Non-Real-Time Analysis Requirements
 
To the maximum extent possible, the Ascent GN&C Verification is per­
formed by hardware/software tests in the SAIL facility. These tests
 
verify system performance under a spectrum of mission and failure con­
ditions. Similar analyses are also performed on analytically develop­
ed non-real-time computer simulations. These simulations model the
 
vehicle dynamics and environment in the same manner as SAIL. In ad­
dition, the software and hardware which are utilized in SAIL are mod­
eled mathematically in these non-real-time simulations. 
The non-real-time simulations (RI CSMP, SSFS and SVDS) are utilized
 
to analyze environmental and system tolerance effects where extensive
 
sets of data are required. These simulations also produce the flight
 
conditions used by structures, aerodynamics thermodynamics, hydraulics
 
and propulsion functions as input data to the verification of subsys­
tems and with launch facilities design to verify adequate clearance
 
and acceptable environments during liftoff.
 
Correlation between the non-real-time simulations and the SAIL sim­




8.2 CSDL PERFORMANCE AND INTEGRATION ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS
 
Performance and Integration (P&I) testing performed by Draper Labora­
tory (CSDL) is part of verification by analysis, The test require­
ments are defined in this plan and the tests serve as checks against
 
SAIL tests and six degree of freedom analysis. The P&I test require­
are for ascent from liftoff through
ments defined in Table 8.2-1 

MECO and those defined in Table 8.2-2 are for ascent post MECO through
 
orbit insertion. Table 8.2-3 presents initial conditions to be used
 
a planning reference for orbit insertion testing. The initial con­as 

ditions are subject to change and the appropriate data base initial
 
conditions from the Ascent Integrated GN&C SDM should be used. The
 
tests identified with an asterisk in both Tables 8,2-1 and 8.2-2 are
 








Man-in-the-loop (MIL) simulations for Shuttle Ascent flight phase are
 
conducted 'in the Shuttle Procedures SImul-ation (SPS), The purpose of
 
these simulations is to evaluate baseline software/hardware requirem­
ents and to develop requirements changes for Ascent Manual GN&C cap­
ability. The general test plan is documented in IGNCV/77-1095, SPS
 
Ascent MIL Simulation General Test Plan, dated 11 October 1977. This
 
document defines test ob3ectives and controls the subsequent defini­
tion of detail test plans which are published three weeks prior to
 




TABLE 8.2-1 P&I TEST MATRIX FOR LIFTOFF THROUGH MECO 
WIND DISPERSIONS FAILURES 
NO TYPE MODE ATM I DIR GUST ENGINE OTHER 




















THRUST MISMATCH SRB 4 HI, 
THRUST MISALIGNMENT 
THRUST MISMATCH SRB 4 HI, 
, THRUST MISALIGNMENT 
NONE 
#1 AT T 
= 10 sEO 
NONE 
#3 AT 243 




















#1 AT 218 
SEC 
#3 AT 218SEC 
NONE 
NONE 
7 ATO AUTO STD .1250 M=1.25 NONE #3 AT 218SEC NONE 




































ALL 3 SSME'S AT -3 




13 RTLS AUTO STD 125- M2 NONE # AT T= NONE 
214 RTLS AUTO STD 125 M=4.2.5THRUST MISMATCH SRB 4 HI-,[ #3 AT t =130 NONE 
15 
_____ 
R OSTD 20 M 
--
THRUST MISALIGNMENT
.25 THRUSTi MISMACHS 
1 THRUST MISALIGNMEN 




* COMMON FACILITY CHECK CASE 
--
TABLE 8. 1 P&I TEST MATRIX FOR LIFTOFF THROUGH MECO (Continued)
 
S WIND i DISPERSIONS FAILURES 
NO TYPE MODE ATM DIR I EVGUSTN  
16 RTLS AUTO STD 125 M=J.25ITHRUST MISMATCH SRB 4 HI, #1 AT t = 0 
_ _ THRUST MISALIGNMENT 
17 RTLS AUTO STD 220 M=1.25'THRUST MISMATCH SRB 5 HI, NONE 
'THRUST MISALIGNMENT 




___ __ _ _I 
19 RTLS MANUAL STD 305 IM=1.251 NONE #3 AT t = 0 
I 
_____ i -AT 
20 I RTLS MANUAL STD 305 M=1.25, NONE #3 AT t =130 
__ _ _I_ S, _ __ _ _ __ _t 
21 RTLSI AUTO STD 305 M=1.25 THRUST MISMATCH SRB 5 HI, #1 5 SEC 

_j 'THRUST MISALIGNMENT BEF GUST 
122 R AUTO T 220 M=1.25ITHRUST MISMATCH SRB 5 HI, #3 5 SEC 
RTLS STD T MISALIGNMENT BEF GUST 
23 NOM AUTO STD MEAN _ TEMP SRB = + NONE 
It 
24 NOM AUTO STD MEAN TEMP SRB = - NONE 
__ ­
25 NOM AUTO HOT MEAN NONE NONE 
26 1 NOM AUTO HOT 220 M=1.25 THRUST MISMATCH SRB 5 HI, NONE 
____ICL ANTHRUST MISALIGNMENT ­
27 1NOM AUTO COLD MEAN NONE NONE 






























TABLE 8.2-1 OFT-i P&I TEST MATRIX FOR LIFTOFF THROUGH MECO (Continued)
 






































AERO FORCES + 





t = 40 
32* ATO AUTO STD 220 M=1.25 THRUST MISMATCH SRB 5 HI 
THRUST MISALIGNMENT 
AGCELEROMETER + BIAS, + 
NOISE 
#3 AT EATO 
(218 SEC) 
NONE 
33 ATO AUTO 
L 
STD 220 M=1.25 THRUST MISMATCH SRB 5 HI, 
THRUST MISALIGNMENT 
IMU + BIAS 
#1 AT EATO 
(218 SEC) 
NONE 
34 NOM AUTO STD 
3 
220 M=1.25 THRUST MISMATCH SRB 4 HI 
THRUST MISALIGNMENT 
NONE #1 PC & #2 
P At t=50 
35 RTLSJ AUTO STD 125 "M=.9 THRUST MISMATCH SRB 4 HI 
THRUST MISALIGNMENT NONE 
APU #1 
At t=O 
36 RTLS AUTO STD 305I.05 M=.9 M= THRUST MISMATCH SRB 4 HISAPU THRUST MISALIGNMENT NONE APU #1 AND#2 tPU#2 0 
37 RTLS' 
It 
MANUAL STD . NONE 
I ~IAPU 




* COMMON FACILITY CHECK CASE 
Ad' Rockwell Inter, ional
 

































1 Verify Orbit Insertion Compli-
_ ance for Normal (Error Free) 
Conditions and for Nominal (All 
2 Parameters Having I Values) 
Conditions. 
Verify Orbit Insertion Accur-

3 acy as Function of OMS Thrust 
Deviation 

Verify Orbit Insertion Parame-

4 ters using Maximum IMU Align-










Verify Orbit Insertion Parame-

ters with Maximum Combined Ef-

7 	 fects of OMS Thrust Deviation, 

OMS Cutoff Impulse Variation 





Verify Orbit Insertion Parame-

ters with a Single OMS Failure 








Conduct Test using Error-Free Parameter Val- 2
 
yes from MECO to Orbit Insertion.
 
Conduct Orbit Insertion Test Using One OMS
 
Engine with Maximum Thrust & Long Cutoff Im- 2
 pulse and Other OMS Engine with Minimum
 
Thrust & Short Cutoff Impulse
 





Same 	as Test Run 4 with -3 Alignment Error 2
 
Same as Test Run 4 Using Worst Case Condition
 




Perform Orbit Insertion Maneuver using Condi­
tions of Test Run 6 (Worst Case IMU Alignment
 
and MAX IMU Errors) Combined with OMS Thrust 2
 
Deviation Conditions Outlined in Test 3.
 
Conduct Test Run using Worst Case from Test
 
Series IV Combined with an OMS Engine Failure
 




(2) TIG + 30 (3) TGO = 30 SEC
 
S Rockwell In national 
TABLE 8.2-2 P&I TEST MATRIX FOR ORBIT INSERTION Space DMsion 
(Continued) 
VI OMS-2 11 
Verify Orbit Insertion Parame-
ters with Single OMS Failure & 
RCS Augmentation Plus Compon-
ent Failures Requiring Redund-
ancy Management Implementation. 
Conduct Test Run using Worst Case Condition 
from Test Series V Combined with Critical/ 
Component Failures of an IMU Accelerometer, 
Inertial Gyro, Rate Gyro & TVC System 
3 
12 
Burn Duration for Post-MECO (initiated at 
OMS-l Ignition) Burn of the Four +X RCS 
Jets Depleting AFT RCS Propellents with 
OMS Engine Failure at T = TIG secs. 
2 
Maximum Pre-MECO Burn Duration for 2 OMS 
13 Engines Depleting OMS Propellents after 
Failure of SSME at T = 218. 
1 





Verify Orbit Insertion Parame-
ters for Selected ATO Abort 
Modes using Various Combina-tlon of OMS/RCS Burns with 
tion or OMS Brns with 
AT5ME or OMS Engine Failures. 
Maximum Pre-MECO Burn Duration for 2 OMS 
Engines and Four +X RCS JETS Depleting 
OMS Propellent after Failure of SSME at 
T = 218 
Burn Duration for Pre-MECO Burn of Four +XBr ualnfrPeMC uno or+ 
RCS Jets Depleting AFT RCS Propellents Af-




Burn Duration for Pre-MECO Burn of Fourteen 
RCS Null Jets Depleting OMS Propellents 
After SSME Failure at T = TBS 
I 
Burn Duration for Pre-MECO Burn of 8 RCS 
17 Null Jets Depleting AFT RCS Propellents 
After Single SSME Failure at T = TBS. 
I 
A
-	 1a Rockwell International 
TABLE 8.1-3 P&I ORBIT INSERTION TEST IC'S & Rpce in Space Division 
SET 	I SET 2
 
Nominal SRB Staging Reset Point Nominal MECO Reset Point at Nominal OMS 2 Ignition ­
at GET=122.684 secs. (SRB's Jet- GET=524.02 secs. 





A. 	M50 Position Vector (feet) A. MS0 Position Vector (feet) 
 A. M50 Position Vector (feet)

XM50 = 7.7075332 x 106 XM50 = 1.0844748 x 107 XM50 = 5.8590223xi06
 
*m50 = -1.6796929 x 107 Ym50 =-1.3719811 x 107 	 YM50 = 2.0839909x107
 
Zm50 = 1.0097365 x 107 	 ZM50 = 1.2142303 x 107 Zm50 = -2.7122143 x 106
 
B. 	MS0 Velocity Vector (f s) B. MSO Velocity Vector (fns) B. M50 Velocity Vector (fps)

VXm50 = 3.2974953 x 103 VXm50 = 1.6968414 x 102 VXM50 = -1.9809988 x 104
 
VYm50 = 5.1073900 x 102 VYm50 = 1.8320777 x 104 VYM50 = 3.7573551 x 103
 
VZm50 = 3.4327863 x 103 	 VZm50 = 5.9396348 x 103 VZM50 = -1.5188278 x 104 
C. 	Body Attitude (deg.) C. Vehicle Body Attitude (deg) C. Vehicle Body Attitude (deg)

OGA = -163.50556 OGA = -157.59131 
 OGA 	= -158.97659
 
MGA 	= -21.185878 MGA = 15.634643 
 MGA = -6.0329699
 
IGA = -51.715558 IGA = -106.75062 IGA = -136.05697
 
D. 	Total Vehicle Weight, (lbs) D. Total Vehicle eight (ib) D. Total Vehicle Weight (ib)








Verification reporting of analysis and tests will be accomplished
 
through reports included in Appendices to the Ascent Integrated
 
GN&C SDM, Test Agency Reports for SAIL and a Verification Comple­




Three reports are to be published with regards to SAIL verifica­
tion tests. These are (1) a quick look report, (2) a 5 day re­
port, and (3) the study analysis report. The quick look and 5 day
 
reports are to be published by the on-site certification team mem­
bers. The study analysis report will be published by RI/Downey
 
within 60 days of study completion and incorporated in the Ascent
 
Integrated GN&C SDM appendices.
 
The quick-look report is to be published daily and will be a summary
 
of tests conducted on ist and 2nd shifts the previous day. This
 
report includes pilot comments, sponsor comments, anomaly log, TOC
 
application program summary sheet, and VDS/GDS data snapshots.
 
The 5 day report, in addition to the above data, will include a
 
cursory analysis of test results. Also included will be apprint­
out of results from the pass/fail criteria program and, where
 
applicable, selected continuous form plots.
 
The Study Analysis Report (SAR) will reflect detailed analyses of
 
all data recorded during a given mission evaluation. The SAR docu­
ment, to be published on a per mission basis, will address only the
 
performance of the primary GN&C system. Avionics systems other than
 
GN&C are to be documented under separate cover.
 
9.2 Verification Completion Notice
 
The Verification Completion Notice (VCN) provides evidence that
 
verification requirements have been satisfied to the extent docu­
mented in the VCN. Detailed descriptions of the VCN and correspond­
ing format is given in the Space Shuttle Avionics Verification Plan
 
(SD76-SH-0160). The Ascent Integrated GN&C VCN and supporting system
 
VCN's are indicated in the Section 1.0 verification tree.
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